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ABSTRACT

The m d y examines an experienced high school acting teacher's expressed and practised
discounes of acting and of the nature of the actor as they were offered in the teaching of a
six week acting unit. It evaluates that teaching in terms of the consequences for student
anistic and aesthetic fieedom which are evident in student learning. The study finds that
this teacher presented students with a severeiy limited and confining discourse of acting
and actors which was based on his own philosophy and on a very narrow reading of the
curriculum. The study is qualitative. Data were gathered using ethnographic methods.
Presentation of findings is both descriptive and analytical: discourses are described and

their connections and consequences are traced. The author develops and applies an
original argument about the nature of fieedom.
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Chapter One
Background

Introduction:

This thesis is organized in five chapters. The first describes the experiences which
have directed me to my central rese,zch question, states that initial question and its
consequent hypotheses, and fkom these, deduces subquestions and hypotheses. Chapter

Two examines that theoretical, acting and curriculum literature which informed the
research question and helped design my inquiry. Chapter Three describes my approach to
this inquiry and consequent research methods. Chapter Four offers my analyses of the
data. Chapter Five summarizes my findings, discusses my claims and their suppoa

discusses the implications of my findings and makes recommendations for funher
research.

This inquiry extends an earlier research project which narrowed, and focused my
interest to an inquiry into artistic and aesthetic 'Yieedom". It is also rpided by several

other mands of my experience which led to the earlier project. Being a father, a teacher, a
student in various contexts, an actor, a director and a drama researcher. has made me

aware of responsibilities and opportunities which are part of hose roles. W contributed
to my focus. In the hope of clarifying the influence of these strands of e-qerience on the
present research, I offer an account my own intentions, biases, and understandings, as

background. in hindsight I can see that within these strands o f experience a movement
toward fieedom is a resonant theme.

Parenting, Teaching and Self Doubt

Being a father and a teacher has given me a respect for the necessiw for careful
reflective research into actions and inrenrions and for the value of bringing many
different perspectives to bear upon those. Plans are made, rooted in intentions, values and

purposes, but it is often difficult (if not impossible) to execute such rooted intentions by
the means chosen. It is equally difficult, in teaching, for an educator to predict the precise
nature of student learning or its later consequences. No matter how precise a teachefs

apprehension, the full nature of the learning which occurs for students often remains a

mystery afier that teacher's involvement ends. As parents, mired in similar pools of

ignorance and unawareness with respect to the consequences of habitual and fiequendy
unexamined actions, we are even more tentative about the success of our plans or of our
relationships with our children. Having taught either formally or informally for eleven

years. teaching has taught me about the fiequent mismatch beween goals and apparent
learning - and about the fiequent incoherence of the goals themselves. These lessons

- have formed one of the fimdamental curiosities which propels this research: the curiosity
about iwhat is actually happening here?" -"what do these events mean to those
involved?. Thus, my desire to enable myself and others to do what we are doing better.
and to choose better things to do, became centered upon a l l l e r and more precise

undemanding of teacher actions and their consequences. What propels the research is an
impetus toward fieedorn: fieedom to teach, to guide -freedom that only such

understanding can provide. The extent to which one is enabled to be fiee by knowledge,
by skill, and by awareness of one's values is therefore the central preoccupation here.

This research is part of a major change in my own Life. To undertake it I have
returned to university to study drama and education and drama in education afier s e v e d
years as a teacher of mathematics and science. This was a decision first to seek fieedom
in my own life, I needed to develop as an artist in order to define the balance of freedoms
and constraints within which I could live. .My students and my children provided me with

the inmediare motivation which precipitated this life change. This research is part of
what 1have undertaken to allow myself to develop as an artist and to search for that

balance. It is part of seeking an expansion of my own possibilities as I embark on a
potentially dangerous ocean of life as adventure. I have been a teacher in many ways in
my We. .. and it is a role which merits respect and which has given me much

satisfaction. But, as it has been for many people, my decision to seek legal " q d c a t i o n "

as a teacher was an economic decision. It was an avenue toward a steady income which
could support a growing family in a province where earning a living can be precarious.

Teaching High School, and more specifically, teaching science and math had never been
ambitions of mine. And yet, in 1995, I found that I had been teaching science and math
for four years -first in high school, and later in a technical college. It was the adult
students I had the privilege of working with at Eastern College in Clarenville. Come By
Chance and Hodges Cove whose m g g l e s toward their own aims in the face of
considerable obstacles and uncertainties gave me the inspiration that I needed to set out
on my own particular quest. In addition, as a parent I am, and was, constantly aware that
my partner and I stood as models for our children. I came to realize that one of the

qualities I valued and that I wished to model for my children was that of questing toward
desires and ambitions. My academic endeavors are attempts to marry two kinds of
responsibilities: my responsibiliry to nurture and support the others in my family, and the
responsibility to myself to seek artistic and aesthetic freedom and consequently to model
how fieedorn might be conceived of for each member of my family.
Discovery of Drama
1 first became fascinated with Drama as an art form when I took a Theatre course

to round our the required "English" component of an Education degree. There I was given

opportunities to act and to direct. Directing -moving a work fiom text to performance.
offered me unexpected pleasures and revealed potential. Directing dowed me to create
and discover artistic and aesthetic forms. It led me to discover and express meanings and

visions in the material of human forms, expressions, movements and interactions. The
actor appeared to me to be the central material out of which larger aesthetic and semiotic
fonns could be molded - Interactions of actors and text led me to discover and renew both

personal and more general meanings. At the same time, I was m c k again by the
difficulties inherent in the communication of understandings among actors and directorj,
and in the actors' diEculties in matching their created forms with those that they had

intended Part of my inquiry is still guided by a drive to address those diffculties in a s

pragmatic a way as possible. How can we as artists more effectively achieve free
expression of our art?

One of the most profound pleasures of my initiation to Drama was my discovery
of myself as an actor. For me acting was discovery. It was h

t a discovery of the

possibilities contained in text. The text then demanded that I find possibilities within
myself, some of which were unfamiliar to me. The physicalization and vocalization of
character offered me a way of discovering and imaginatively experiencing previously
unrecognized possibilities for myself and at the same time it brought into focus my
'hormal" personalip as one of those possibilities. In acting, not only was I required to

consider - in an abstract way -alternative possibilities for being human, but I was also
required to embody them. imaginatively and physically. Thus, I came to experience, in
some measure. other ways of being -of moving, gesturing and speaking, and of
thinking, underswding and feeling .Acting offered an experiential expansion of my

view of what it was that I, as a human being, might be or become. By extension, my
acting was an expansion of my view of humanity itself. I knew 1 had found something
wondem. I experienced a profound love for Drama as a form and as a discipline.
Though I had not coherently considered why, I knew that I loved what it did for me. In
retrospect the experience that I had was clearly one form of liberation. Incrementally
drama had given me a new kind of fkeedom.

Drama Experience

Since my inldal exposure to drama I have been an acting studenf an actor. a
director, and a collaborator in collective performance creation. Through those
experiences, I have become more aware of some of the difficulties which challenge drama
creators and some of those which can make creating drama a c o d k i n g experience. One
of the challenges facing drama creators is to come to some understanding of and feeling
for that which one wishes, or is asked to express. Another challenge is to actually achieve

an expression of d c i e n t precision and qualiy so that something akin to one's intent
may be -gasped by the audience, As Drama g e n d y requires the creative contriiutions

of groups of artists, there are a number of challenges associated with the need to work
collaboratively with each other. A large challenge facing a group of people working
together to create a piece of art is that of not losing the vast majority of their creative
potential in the face of other demands?such as the demand for coherence and unity of
vision. or the demand for getting along with others.
As an actor, I have worked in situations where the director offered me no input

and I therefore wondered how and to what extent what I offered was being communicated

to fellow actors and to audience members. On the other hand I have also experienced
directors who defined so precisely what was expected of me in a role that my own
undemandings were neither sought nor encouraged. In neither of these situations did I
reach my full creative potential.

The Academic and esthetic Quest
In addition to the curiosities which led me to this academic venture, my enquiry
here has also been given philosophical and theoretical shape by the some of the reading
and course work I have undertaken in preparation for this research. Details of that journey

will be dealt with in Chapter Two. However. there is an experiential base that I will touch

on here which has significandy Muenced the direction of my analysis of that reading, in
particular my focus on 'conceptions of the person.' As a director, I had attempted to help

an actor understand what I saw as necessary in a scene with which she was having
difficulty. No amount of explanation of the context or character, and no analogy to
personal experience seemed to have the slightest impact on her performance. Yet when I
asked her to simply move in a particular exaggerated pattern while saying the lines of the
scene, she immediately '_gasped' what I was asking for in the scene and was able to
incorporate that discovery into other aspects of her role .She jettisoned the exaggerated
pattern of movement that I had suggested -it was no longer needed. She had
discovered intellectual and emotional meaning in the physical actions. This reversed the
notion of acting as physical expression of intellectd or emotional ideas or knowledge.
This was the first crack in a cognitive, discursive, model of 'the person' that I had held, a

model which had grown out of my educational background in anthropology.
g
I was forced to
Subsequently, as a result of specific experiences as an a c ~ studen?

reevaluate the way that I understood the person to be constituted. This was the impetus
which led me to analyze my reading of acting 'gurus' works from a perspective of trying
to understand how they conceived of 'the person' and the apparent effects of such
(seldom consciously articulated) models on their practice.

As a student of Keith Johnstone's I became aware that a very specific model of
the person was one of the fundamental theoretical structures by which he made sense of

his teaching practice and which he used to guide his explorations into new methods of
teaching. The model of the person that he used is articulated by Tim Gallwey in his Inner
Tennis (1976) to which Johnstone referred his students. GaIlwey articulates a vision of
the person as being made up of a self1 and a self? (1976: 8). The former is the rational,

conscious agent which is subjecuvely self-aware, and the latter is the source of agency
which is primarily in control of the body. In Johnstone's interpretation, self2 also
controls, rhe imagination intuition, and inspixation. Keith supported this model with
various exercises which d e m o m t e d links between physicdization and imagination

during improvisaaon. I found this account of the person intriguing but incomplete.
Statement of the Problem:

This study was undertaken some months after a research project in which, as a
participant in the creation and performance of a piece of children's theatre, I examined
the procedures and experiences of a group of student actors. As a participant observer in

that research. 1discovered factors which Limited aesthetic and artistic freedom (Clark,

1998). I found that what students were prepared to offer to a group was self-limited by
their notions of what they or others should allow their work to be or to become. The
practices of the instructor and the structure of that c o m e in some ways challenged these
limitations, but in other ways entrenched them. In addition, some teacher and student

practices constructed further limits to the creative possi'bilities wbich students allowed

themselves. The current research became focused on discovering factors in the lived
curriculum of an acting 'unit' which contributed to students artistic and aesthetic fieedom

or confinement. Augusto Bod hypothesizes that people internalize oppression from their
culture through 'osmosis', this serves then as 'the cop in the head' which defines the
limits of appropriate behaviour (1990: 36). My study may allow a more precise
description of how roots of fieedom and confinement are internalized from experience -

of how foundations of hegemony are laid or undermined.

My purpose here is to investigate acting education -specifically curriculum and
instruction in high schools - in an effort to identifj elements which fiee or confine
students. My central research question was: How d o students learn about acting, and
how is the instruction they receive related to their evolving artistic and aesthetic

freedom? For student actors and their teachers this question addresses both pragmatic
and ethical concerns. In simpiified terms, confinement is c o n m e d here as diminishing
the actor's art.

while freedom is that which enhances its richness and possibility. Thus

fieedom is of impon fiom a purely pragmatic standpoint In addition, in an ethical sense,
to advance keedom, to develop any aspect of peoples' personhood is a good. because to
do so adds to the potential of their individual lives, and therefore, adds to the potential of
societ4;, thus contributing to the common good,

I expected to discover something of how the approach of one acting teacher works
to fiee or c o d h e students. .My research examines the teacher's methods and their
relationship to student fieedom. Methods, however, grow out of a teacher's philosophical
~
asks the question: are the
stance, theoretical understandings and experience. L Mresearch
specifics of what the teacher is doing liberating? It also directly asks whether and how the

aims and beliefs of the teacher are expressed in his methodology, and whether such aims
and beliefs are valuable in an emancipatory sense.

Limits of the study

The problem has the following elements:
1)

It asks what the teacher's conceptions are of the student's selves.

2)

It asks how these affect the methods of the teacher.

5)

It asks how teacher methods affect student perceptions and expressions of
their own artistic and aesthetic freedom.

4)

These questions are asked of a single teacher and the student actors of his

Drama 20 class in the context of a six week 'acting unit'

This study is therefore limited to the investigation oE 1) how one teacher's
awareness of and employment of notions of student selves, of art and of acting has impact
upon the student actors learning in high school dramat and 2) the changing of student
conceptions in their perceptions of artistic and aesthetic fkeedom.
Definition of Terms:

Clearly there are some terms that I have been using here and will use throughout
the thesis which require specific definition, these are: artidc. aesthetic, and fieedom. The

defuition of these terms in the fullness that they merit is part of the extended argument of
Chapter Two. Indeed my definition of k d o m there is more a representation of a current
location in a continuingjourney of which this research is part. For now I offer some
initial positions as a starting point.

Aesthetic and Artistic

I use the term 'artistic' with reference to the skills and knowledge that the artist
uses to make works of art. or the skills and knowledge that a person appreciating art

brings to bear in interpreting i t I use the word aesthetic to refer to capacities of the person

which bear on the making, the discovery and the appreciation of the beautifid, the
sublime or the wondrous. These two are often conflated -both generally being parts of
the making of art.

But their distinction, and the way they are distinguished has important

consequences for understanding what might constitute kedorn for the artia

Freedom

By -freedom71mean specifically artistic and aesthetic fieedom, but believe that
these freedoms are fundamental and have bearing on every other significant form of
freedom. Augusto Bod writes: %e person is potential,

. . .infitely rich, full of

psychological and intellectual possibilities" (1 990: 40). A starting point for conceiving of
artistic and aesthetic freedom is to posit that what is fieeing are any methods or
approaches, any set of conceptions in action, which expand persons' perceptions oftheir
o m potentials and enhances their ability to make and appreciate the beautiful, the

sublime, and the wondrous.

One might well ask why rhe aesthetic and artistic freedom of children in a nation
such as Canada should be a concern. No real fkeedoms are at stake. No one's physical
fieedom or well being is at srake as it is in many other countries. Yet I would argue that
these are real freedoms that I have considered, Lqrfi~tic
and aesthetic fieedom are
important for everyone because they are necessary for us all to be and to become fully

human. Ideas, feelings. concepts -these are at the roots of our ways of being. If these
are not free then we do not hear and see what each of our neighbours may have to tell and
to show to us. Nor can we express the m e s s of our own experience. To the extent that
this is happening we aiI lose, and become collectively more deaf and more blind. The

mystification of art. and the consignment of aesthetic expression into the hands of
experts, impoverishes us all. People who are Eee, or aspire to freedom. in Canada may be

expected to have a different impact on the world in general than those who are oppressed
and who accept that oppression. When we offer art we must offer its concomitant
freedoms. When we offer education we must educate to fiee persons so that they are able

to think and feel in many discourses and combinations of discourses. When we offer art
education we must offer arcistic. aesthetic and cognitive evocation of others as and by fiee
persons.

Chapter Two
Introduction:

The intent of this chapter is to offer reasons for conducting research which
examines the nature of freedom as it may exist, or come to be, in the art and in the
teaching of acting. My experiences as actor. director and researcher have led me to
conclude that we. as artists in drama and theatre, and as educators of artists, often frnd
ourselves groping for that which would enable either ourselves or students to bring into
111 flower the possibilities and purposes we lean toward in Aa. One of the fundamental
curiosities which propels this research is the general question addressed to contexts of

making or teaching ..kt:'What is actually happening here?" -"what in this context frees
andlor confines this artidstuden& and what is the nature of that freedom? 1 have

conducted some research in this area already -in collective creation (Clark 1998) and
play production-

Leading up to this research I have explored the principles of procedure found in
several recognized 'approaches' to acting education and training. This exploration
extends considerations prompted by my experience as a student in Keith Johnstone's
acting class. M y conclusions in that e..xplorationpoint in two general directions and I
follow both. The fim gene& direction is indicated by the understanding that norions of
the nature of the person are a central aspect of acting theories. This general direction

requires explorations of the name of the actor as subject and as agent. The second

general direction is indicated by the contradictions within acting theory as it is espoused,

as it is applied and as those applications are described. This general direction focuses on
sorting out and evaluating the coherence of theory and considering the implications of its
application in educariond conteam-

In asking my research question (How do procedures used in an acting class tend to
h e or to

limit the actor/artist?) One major d i f f i c d ~
is obvious: that of definingjieedom

in ways that are both rneaningll and useful. However, in considering freedom as it
pertains to the creation of Art, and to acting-as-art, the matter becomes complicated even
further. The word Art as it is commonly used refers to products or objects or acts which

may be produced through anistry but in which the qualities of overriding importance are
'aesthetic'. The freedoms which relate to these important qualities must somehow enable
hard to define 'aesthetic capacities' of the anist -whatever those might be. Among
theorists of acting, the capacity to produce the essential aesthetic qualities of Art has been
linked to a variously labeled OX-factor',part of the person of the actor.

In the three following sections I weave together several different, though
connected strands of argument which I see as essential to a meaningfid notion of 'the

fiee actor' and postulate how such a person might come into being. The fist section is an
exploration of the nature of the actor as subject and agent and considers the agency of the
'x-factor' in acting. I consider the actor's nature as it is explicitly and implicitly
employed in the works of several 'acting ,ourus'.
diversion into a discussion of 'objectiviq'

The second section makes a necessary

-its purpose being to lay a foundation for

distinguishing between 'aesthetic experience', 'abstraction' and reflection. This enables
me to consider h m a Merent standpoint what constitutes 'the artistic' and -the
aesthetic' and the implications of their constitutions for understanding a 'precognitive' xfactor. The third section contains my central argument about 'the nature of fieedom'. Tied
to this ar*ment are several imporra& explorations which mu through the argumenr and
both inform my consideration of fieedom and are in turn illuminated by it.

Section I:
Overview o f Acting meory
Philosophical and theoretical foundations for acting teaching are available in the
works of various acting 'Cgums'. Consantin Stanislavski (1936, 1949,1956, 1961,1964a,
1964b), directly, and through the work of his students and followers, has been the most
influential o f these- His -System', and later his 'Method of Physical Acticns', with
differing emphases, trained the actor's conscious mind and body to prepare the way for

the unconscious to produce 'inspired' acting. Many approaches to acting teaching focus
on such an 'intuitive' aspect of the actor's person'and attempt to foster its growth or to
access ir by some means. One way to distinguish among such approaches is to dinin-guish
between those which are 'somatic' (physical), 'objective' or 'eaemd'. and those which
are 'intellectual'. 'subjective' or 'internal? (Miner, 1992; Strasberg, 1987; StanisIavski,
1936). Although he employed both of these approaches, Stanislavski's 'System'? which
emphasizes intellectual methods, is the more familiar aspect of his work @litter?
1992:13). His students and followers have become identified as founders of both types of
approach. Michael Chekhov (1953) and Lee Strasberg (1987; Hull, 1985) refmed and
nanowed different aspects of 'internal' methods. Strasberg promulgated 'The Method'
which focused on using the emotional experiential base of the actor (the 'affective
memory') to produce emotionally 'true' expression. Chekhov's approach emphasized
imagination and attempted to develop a vocabulary which could speak more directly to
the inspired unconscious than analytical approaches allowed. Vsevolod Meyerhold ( 1964)
and Sonia Moore(l965) emphasized physical routes to characterization while adhering to

the legacy of Stanislavski's internal work.

StanisIavski's primary aim was to create 'kt',an elevated reality, on the stage
through inspired, 'tr~?hfbl'~
naturalistic characterization (1949: 7). This is true of the

work of many others whose methods are quite different. such as Joan Linlewood
(Goorney, 1981; Goorney & McCoII, 1986), Viola S p o h (1983) and Keith Johnstone

(198 l1 1994: Foreman & Mardni, 1995). Others,however, have reconsidered the
purposes of the actor in their theatres. J e r q Grotowski (1968) wanted to 'develop' the
actor as a person by stripping away surface personaliq to reveal some inner creative
essence. Peter Brook (1968, 1987, 1993) aimed to create a 'space' for mutual creativity
among audience and actors. Eugenio Barba (1979, 1991, 1995) sought expression which
was commonly human in the 'heightened' forms of tradihond theatres around the world.

Some practitioners have even appropriated theatre for the purposes of personal and
political 'emancipation.'
For Bertolt Brecht(l964a, 1964, 1962, 196l), B o a (1979: 1990,1992, 1994)

and even Littlewood (Goorney, 1981) theatre became, in quite different ways, a political
tool aimed at liberation of the masses. Brecht's theatre attempted to expose the social
world to critical intellectual understanding rather than to convincingly recreate its
presumed nature. Bod's theaw tried to empower audiences by dissolving the barriers
between spectators and actors and forcing the drama to involve and serve the audience.
Littlewood's theatre attempted to represent accurately the voices of the working class.
Littlewood and Bod have also expressed other emancipatory aims. For example, they
share with Viola Spolin (1 983) and Keith Johnstone (198 1, 1985; Keariey, l992),
methodological emphases on improvisational games, whose expressed intent is to foster
creativity by 'freeing' the actor from textual and often directorial authority.

This thesis is not intended to be a carefid comparison of these 'approaches'.
However, the notion of 'approaches' and the thought of comparing them in practice was
part of the formative phase of this research. Here I examine elements of four different
approaches (those of Stanislavski. Brecht Grotowski and Brook) to illustrate their
common concern with an -x-factor'. In choosing these four I am following Shomit Mitter
( 1992) whose comparison of their approaches for their 'somatic' or 'intellectual'

emphases was useful in helping me to develop my own analysis.

In the context of this thesis the primary vaiue of the following section lies in it's
indication of the important pIace taken by the modeling of unconscious/precognitive
aspects of the person in these discourses on acting, ie. the recoLLgnition
of an %factor'.

The following section is also used: 1) to provide a basis for discovering concord and
discord between theory and practice, 2) to untangle some of the matrices of notions
surrounding the name of the person embedded in the theories and to grasp essential

insights, 3) to consider questions concerning general notions of fieedom raised by these
approaches and their differences, and 4) to consider and evaluate the kinds of fieedoms
offered, assumed by, or claimed for each approach.

In claiming to examine the approaches to developing actors of Stanislavski,
Brech~Grotowski and Brook I open myself to two conmdictory criticisms- On the one

hand. it may be argued that it is not legitimate to separate the theoretical discourse £kom

people and their 'ways of being'. On the other hand, one might argue that it is not
legitimate to 'people' these theoretical discourses, to tie them to specific authorities and
to identify them as their beliefs, thoughts or positions. Primarily, my examination of the
approaches in the following is useful to the extent that it allows me to abstract four
distinct theoretical formations. In this respect it is not really important whether or not any
of these formulations accurately represent any one theorist's/practitionerts position.
However. to the extent that I do consider concord and/or discord between theory and
practice and to discern the consequences of specific practices. an *accurate9representation
becomes more important. 1 have attempted not to misrepresent these authon but at the
same time I have not tried to be complete in my description and comparison of their
positions. Such a task is not really possible nor, for my purposes, is it a legitimate
expectation.

In this thesis. I make extensive use of the word discourse -in ways which differ
from the way it is sometimes used elsewhere. I use the word to denote d l of those forms

in which we invent and invest meanings. Such discourse is necessarily a thing which is
'of a penon-' it rises out of experience and is founded on a discursive cuitural matrix

which is to some extent unique to each of us. It is some -grasp of that contextual matrix
which permits the communication of some degree of the complexity of a given notion.
However. since life experiences and their abstractions are given ob-iective forms -such
as wirings -which permit interpretations. it may be argued that they lose their
attachment to their authors complerely. For example, if we must say that discourses do
not really exist outside people and that they- are inseparable from those who hold and use
them then it is no longer necessarily I who is the holder of this discourse but you, for the
discourse within the person is ephemeral and promiscuous. It attaches itsetfmultiply,
repeatedly in various positions and relations and it is altered in those attachments.
The attachment of particular discourse to a particular person is clearly thrown into
question by development and alteration in the Life of that person and by their casting
away and dtering of earlier discourses. Yet we are sometimes given signs and evidence
which attach particular discourses to specific contexts in the periods of an author's life

and these offer us avenues for interpretation. We may tak of the early, middle and late
Stanislavski and the relative importance of 'the intellect' in his discourse and we may
note that his 'position' came to be altered, but this in no way requires a person using his
work either to completely adopt it or to short-cut his work to his 'final' conclusions. Nor
does it require one to accept the validity of his reasons for changing his views (to the
extent that such reasons might be discoverable). Stanislavski's discourse, or pieces of i t
have a place in a context of reason and experience which are of [his moment and separate

fkom his own time. What I am saying is that I do not accept the criticism as legitimate
that, in using ideas of particular authors. one must place them within the context of the
compIete corpus of their work or their lives though one's understanding might well be
weaker for faiIing to do so.

In the case of Bertolt Brecht, the necessities aod the dangers of separating the
discourse fiom the man become even more apparem In addition to the fact that his
positions in discourse may have evolved over the course of his life. some work that has
been ascribed to Brecht -brought forth and published under his name - is ar+pibly and
demonstrably the work of a number of different people (Fuegi? 1994). This is a case in
which what was understood to be the work of one man was never that. The Brecht known
to readers prior to Fuegi's expose (1994) was -and perhaps d
1 is -an imaginary
Brecht conjured fiom the conjoint discourse of Brecht and the women who gave to him
themselves, their insights and their work,
n important aspects of archaeological
Historicization and p e r s o ~ t i o are
approaches to understanding discourse. Here, they are useful to me only insofar as they
add to the intricacy of the bits and pieces I abstract from them for the purposes of my

argument However, before turning to Stanislavski, B r e c h ~Grotowski and Brook, I offer

some of my own experience with which I make sense of some of their notions.
Questioning Personal Agency

The following anecdote describes two sets of exercises which changed my
thinking while a rmdent in an a c ~ class
g taught by Keith Johnstone in the fall of 1995

and winter of 1996.The exercises were described by Keith as 'Mask'exercises though

they actually employed no physical coverings of the face.
Keith introduced the exercises in his usual way, which was without any warning

or explanation of what was planned or anticipated. He often sought to demonstrate or test
the efficacy of a technique for the class by comparing an improvised or prepared scene
done without using the technique to the same scene done using the technique. Usually

part of the class would not know what the technique was, but were asked to judge its
effects and success before being shown the technique later.

In the first exercise Keith asked four of us to improvise a scene in which a
daughter who has stayed out all night comes home to her family -a mother. a father and

a brother. I played the father. The scene was 'ok' in the view of Keith and of the class
watching, but it was not particularly interesting. We had produced what was basically a
stereotype -a slightly huffy and suspicious father, and worried mother and a teasing,

bratty brother. Keith then asked us to do the scene again exactly the same way, but with a
single expression fkozen on our faces. He had us gather in a circle so that we could see
each other's faces. then asked us to scream with rage, to fieeze our faces in the middle of
the scream. and then do the scene again holding those facial expressions throughout.
Wlat was most fascinating about this exercise was rhe way it affected me
internally. With my face fiozen I felt I did not have to struggle for things to say and my
expression. though highly unusual, felt absolutely right narural and effortless. This was
not merely because we were doing the scene a second time. because in fact the scene
changed considerably. It seemed as if bener. more truthful and more interesting dialogue
was suppliedfor me and that others responded in the same fashion. The external

judgement of the scene voiced by those watching was that it was far more interesting and

truthful than the firh As a spectator in two subsequent repetitions of the exercise. it
appeared to me that there was less falseness in the acting generally: when the actors used
this techniqueLater in the same class, he introduced the concept of a 'sound mask'. He said that

if one continuously made an emotional sound thro@out a scene, the mind would be 'led

by the body' as it had been by the 'facial expression masks'. -4fter running several more

improvisations, Keith asked me if I would apply this technique to a piece of text -a
scene from Miss Julie which I had been working on with a partner for several weeks. I
chose a hissing growl, and did the scene without planning any character changes. The
effects were remarkable. Without conscious effort, the sounds seemed to lead me to
unanticipated emotional eruptions and informed characterization. I had worked for some
weeks on coming to a credible and coherent emotional characterization for Jean, and now,
as I spoke [he lines. a characterizationwhich was bizarre. completely new, completely

coherent and credible was created - almostfor me -with no conscious thought or
effort other than that needed to maintain my 'sound mask', It didn't seem to be 'me' that
was acting, rather. it seemed more like being 'possessed.' The 'Jean' that I had been

working on was a cautious if somewhat arrogant servant who observes (with mixed
interest and disdain) iMiss Julie's drunken flirting. The new -.Jean' was a chortling,
sneering pervert -unpredictable and dangerous. The effect on me of having this

character seemingly bubbling out of me without my connol or permission was powerful.
It was surprising, exhilarating and fightening. Those watching were completely silent.
Keith had already been doing exercises with us to illustrate what he called
connections between 'the mind' and 'the body'. These had suggested that what he called
-the body' could be used to interpret text and to generate dialogue during improvisations.

bm this to me was the most profound demonmation that I could seemingly tap into
imaginative resources whose exinence I had not consciously anticipated. These incidents
are concrete reference points that I have used to entertain notions of self which Lie outside
the sphere of subjective awareness. The q e r i e n c e of having the masks 'provide' me
with ideas enabled me to shed some skepticism and to entertain the possibility that the 'I'

of rational thoqht is not the unassisted source of human agency. For a mind schooled in
'rationality' to even consider that it shares its space with other sources of agency, it
requires that evidence of that agency be made manifest For me this experience stands as
manifest evidence of such sources of agency.

Acting Gurus: The Tripartite Person

How do we view 'the person'? What son of entities are we? How do we draw the
lines that we do through 'ourselves'? What attributes do we ascribe to the various
divisions and unities that we embody? How do we use the models that we create in
response to those embodiments? It is common in our society to consider the person as
being the union of a mind and a body, and in this union, for the mind to be regarded as
the primary essence of the person. In the words of Descmtes: "I think therefore I am."

The body is regarded as a vehicle and the mind as its operaror and occupant. The body is
a life support mechanism which, if it is operating properly, allows the mind to know the
world through the body3 senses, and allows it to move about and express its thoughts to
the external world. But the inremal mind is what we regard as the truly 'living' part of
this union. our source o f agency. Indeed the extraordinary deveiopment of this aspect of

our organism is what we believe is essentially human. It is the means by which we
distinguish ourselves from 'lower' beasts.

The line drawn here between the body and the mind is the division benveen what
is inrernal and what is external: one of the logical divisions which is deeply inpined in

our intellectual tradition. The distinction berween subjectivity and objectiviry rests on this
division. Subjective knowledge is distinguished fkom objective knowledge by the fact
that the former is information that the mind holds about itselfwhile the latter is
information that the mind holds about what is external to itself. Positivist science
struggled to eliminate the poisonous influence of subjectivities on the objective, external
knowledge it sought to discover. More recently postmodem thinkers have sought to
demonstrate the inherent subjectivity of all knowledge (e-g., Kuhn. [I9621 1970). The fact
rhat the mind consaucting knowledge with language and metaphor is the intermediary to
a l l knowledge. means that all experience, hence all knowledge of the external world is

rooted in subjectivity. The hierarchy of validity between objectivity and subjectivity is

reversed but around the same division and conception of the person.

In his book, Systems of R e h e d ( 1 9 9 2 ) , Shomit Miner has undertaken an
analysis and evaluation of the theories and methods of preparing actors espoused and

practiced by Constantin Stanislavski, Bertolt Brecht, Jerzy Grotowski and Peter Brook.
Mitter used this analysis as a foil to develop an kgument concerning the relative merits

of what he calls 3ornatic' and 'intellectual' approaches to characterization. A somatic
approach is simply one which originates with the physical body or some use of it, as
opposed to one which originates with the conscious mind: exercises which begin with
movement. sound or sensory experience would be somatic. while those which besin with
study or thought would not. Mitter regards these as entirely distinct approaches.

Mitter's analysis and evaluation and its obvious use of a quite specific model of

human agency encouraged me to launch my reexamination of the work of Stanislavski,
Brecht Grotowski and Brook focusing on the underlying models of the person and of

human agency that they were applying. Mitter's model was particularly u s e l l because it
closely paralleled and shed the light of application on the model of Tim Gallwey a
theorist to whom Keirh Johnstone referred his students and whose work I had-read In that
context. In the section that follows I identify four distinct formations of a aipartite model

of the person. I say a model because the same basic elements are recognized in each
formation. these are: 1) body, 2) conscious mind, and 3) a variously labeled 'x-factor'.
Stanislavski's x-factor was 'inspiration', for Brecht it was 'instinct', for Grotowski it is
"thedeeper mer self'. and for Brook it is that wellspring which floods the inner "empty

space." Each has envisioned this x-factor. a non-conscious element of the person
differently. They express differences in the presumed purposes of acting, different
artimdes toward each element, and different perceptions of the capacities and h c t i o n i n g

of each element. .As a consequence, their images of the person as a whole cover much of
the same ranges yet contain very important differences -though these may appear to be

no more than differences in emphasis within a commonly recognized range. These
differences in the way the person is conceived of have direct impacts on the way that
these '-gurus'

- and other directors and teachers who use similar conceptions - work

with actors to -enable' them-

Formation I

Preparing to Receive Divine Gifts: Stankiuvski's Positive Growth
Stanislavski's aim was to create truth in acting (Stanislavski, 1949: 289) and to

this end he developed 'the system' of rehearsal for which he is bea known. The actor
intensively studies his or her character to discover the 'given circumstances' in which the
character exists. and the inner 'objectives' which motivate the character's action. 'The
Method', the dominant form of rehearsal in American cinematic acting, is a limited
variant of this system which was promulgated by Lee Strasberg.
Though Stanislavski himself actually employed both cerebral and somatic
approaches to characterization (Moore, S., 1965: passim), he has become associated.
through his t h e o ~ n gprimarily
,
with cerebral approaches to character. He developed this
approach not because he sought to actually act or to have his actors act 'intellectually,'
but as a means of supporting and encouraging 'the inspiration' of the actor to manifest
itself in performance and to 'take over' the characterization.
~Liirtersuggests that Stanislavski's theorizing indicates that "he had grossly
misinterpreted the causes of his success (Mitter, 1992: 17)." He suggests that
Stanislavski's success in his early career derived fiom physical means of 'understanding'
his characters. Indeed Stanislavski has documented these methods: he has written of

using the 'gait' of Stockman. one of his characters. to become the character and to "think
his thoughts", and of using make-up to discover other characters (Mitter, 1993: 17-18)-

He clearly did recognize that embodiment could be achieved somatically, without
extensive inteIlecrual preparation and. conversely, that the systematic development of the
role does not necessarily lead to a characterization which is inspired. Stanislavski
compares the role of 'Stockman' and that of 'Satin' which he prepared with considerable
research:

In the role of Stockman I unconsciously reached all that I could not consciously
reach in the role of Satin (Stanislavski? 1956:407).
Yer, during the period of his career when he wrote most of his theories,

Stanislavski underemphasized somatic approaches in favour of his more cerebral
'system.' In his description in My Life in A r t of the somatic rehearsal approaches which
he employed in the early stage of his career, one can see that he worried about the

haphazardness of his approach and its dependability:
If we can frnd the image, all the rest will come of itself. ...we domed all sorts of
costumes, footgear, rmffing, to feel the image of the body ...hoping to strike
accidentally on the things that we did not yet know and for which we were
painfuily searching....Our creativeness was based on accident. a long series of
rehearsals was spent in search of such accidents...But was it right to base our
creativity on accident on our own abilities, on chance? (Stanislavski, 1956: 333)

This approach to rehearsal is highly reminiscent of the process of searching which defines
the rehearsal process of Peter Brook, whom I will discuss later, except that where

Stanislavski expresses d i m Brook expresses faith. Stanislavski sought inspiration. but
saw it as a mysterious and capricious part of the person:
The creative state. the subconscious, htuition-these are not automatically at one's
beck and call (Stanislavski, 1949: 285).

His system was an attempt to use reliable methods to entice the undependable and
uncontrollable -to come and perform when it was needed by the actor. In the final
chapter of Building d Character Stanislavski has Tortsov, his fictional master, talk about
mastering the 'syacm' and of artistic creation gradually becoming easier and easier

(Stanislavski. 1949: 282). It is evident that this is what Sranislavski hoped for in acting.

He saw his art, hopefully I think as a progressive building of competence in which the
actor should -graduaUy acquire more and more positive ability to call forth in character the
subconscious inspired seK As the internal source of creativiv itself was not direcrly
approachable?his approach was to achieve this mastery through the preparation of the
conscious mind; relying on something which could not be known was apparently
unbearable.

Formation II

Dangerous Instinct= The Morality of Inspiration
Where Stanislavski sought to foster 'inspiration' Brecht sought to suppress or
confiont 'instinct'. For Brecht the hierarchy of the rational self and the intuitive self was
reversed. Brecht's theatre was a theatre which concerned itself with the breaking of
dramatic illusion. He employed such devices as self-conscious acting, titles, projections

and musical interludes for instance, not as aids, but as "obstacles" whose purpose was to
defeat the audience's being "camed away" in the illusion of the drama (Brecht, 1964a:
58).

Brecht's epic theatre and his alienation effects were developed and selected in
opposition to 'naruralirm,' which he thought showed humankind to be helpless in the = i p
of the unopposable forces of nature. Such a theatre he saw as inviting the audience to
accept its fate, and to accept by the same token, the immutable logic of socid relations

which are patently absurd, a ludicrous "deadweight of old habits" (Brecht, 1964a: 189).
Brecht saw the images of sociery which were justified by the naturalistic theatre

as absurd and out of date. But the content of the naturalistic theatre was being supported
and made believable by its unique artistic techniques, primarily in the area of acting. The

actor's technique in the naturalistic theatre produced "empathy" in the audience for the
characters on the stage, allowing them to idendfy uncritically with the enacted emotions
and events @recht+ 1964a: 189)-

He thus saw a suppression of the human intellect and reason through the mastem
use of artistic technique. The naturalistic actors) self-identification with their roles, their

quality of 'being' their characters, was seen as primarily responsible. The empathy which
this kind of acting produced is the quality of audience involvement in which spectaton
enter a hypnotic sate and also identify with the characters, following the play in dog-like
absorption (Brecht l964a: 189)- It was with a view to breaking this emparhy that his
theam was directed Brecht descriies his own emotional response to the £ih
Gunga

Din:
My heart was touched too: I felt like applauding, and laughed at all the right

places. Despite the fact that I knew all the time that there was something wrong,
that the Indians are not primitive and uncultured people but have a magnificent
age-old culture, and that this Gunga Din could also be seen in a very different
iight, e.g. as a traitor to his people. I was amused and touched because this utterly
distorted account was an artistic success and considerable resources in talent and
ingenuity had been applied in making it.
Obviously artistic appreciation of this sort is not without effects. It
weakens the good instincts and strengthens the bad. it contradicts true experience
and spreads misconceptions, in short it perverts our picture of the world. There is
no play and no theatrical performance which does not in some way or other affect
the dispositions and conceptions of the audience. Art is never without
consequences, and indeed that says something for it (Brecht, 1961a: 151).
Rather than quibbling with the 'effectiveness' of Stanislavski's theatre, Brecht
-

rejected it on the basis of his re-evaluation of the worthiness of its aims. His desire to

break illusion was rooted in his experience of illusion's power and potential danger. He
wanted to create a theatre in which the things that we tend to regard as "natural" in our
social relations were exposed as matten of habit and choice (Brech~l964a: 191). He

sought to create a theatre which would allow the audience to "observe" its own nature
(Brecht, 1964a: 75) so as to discover '-the laws of motion of [the] society" (Brecht,

l964a: 195). Scientific understanding of its social reIations could be a too1 in the service
of a humanity which did not regard itself as being bound by its "essential nature-" Theatre
modeis the world. and has the potential to do so with greater or lesser degrees of
accuracy. He thus sought to deveiop a different form of artistic appreciation, one which
did not rely on inspired mimesis of questionable reliability, but which could observe that
mimesis objec~ively.

His method in this endeavour was to create a sense of perspective with which
spectators could then judge the mah of the social material being presented for rhemselves.

His primary tools were the alienation effect (also called the A-effect, V-effect, or
e m g e m e n t ) and the 'epic' structure. The alienation effect is "a technique of taking the

human social incidents to be portrayed and lubeling them as something sniking,
something that calls for explanation'? (Brecht 1964a: 125) It was created with acting,
music and "decor (placards, films etc.)' (Brecht 1961: 135). The epic structure?as I

understand i t disrupted the temporal, and developmental flow of a piece by dividing it
into individual basic "gests"

-the essence of the social relation being scrutinized in a

scene (Brecht, I964a: 200) .
Brecht represents a belief in the power of conscious action and a commitment to
getting actors and audiences to think and to understand. The negative image of this belief

was his fear of and disdain for instinct, nanue, and unreason. Martin EssIin sees in this
theme a thread running through Brecht's life and work. He explains it as a continuing
conflict within Brecht between reason and instinct, each one in ascendence during a
different period of his life. Esslin examines this theme as it plays out in Brecht's plays
( 1980: 2 19-13 5).

But in addition to what Esslin has shown. this conflict carries over as a

dominant theme of his theoretical writings on theatre. In these writings, he is, in the main,
a champion of reason over emotion and instinct; he writes, for instance of "emancipation

fiom narure" (Brecht. 1964a: 202) and fiequendy refers to the benefits which accrue to

humanity from science. In this respect he represents the antithesis of Stanislavskik aims.
designing to expose the 'soothsaying' of inspired art to deliberate and conscious critical
scrutiny.
Formation III
The Deep True Selfi Grotowski's Via Negativa and Zen Influenced Norions

Brecht reacted against what he saw as a deceptive wallowing in emotion and
inspired empathy. In his an he sought to offer the truth of analytical examination. Like

Stanislavski, Grotowski sought a rmth through art which was deeper than analysis could
provide. However, where Stanislavski attempted to bring into being in performance an
inner, deeper: self in order to achieve inspired acting, Grotowski sought instead to expose

and make primary that "extraordinarily intimate layer3 (Grotowski, 1968: 23) of the
person which is capable of uttering truth, H e wanted to bring forward the essence of the
person of his actors in an act of s a d c e . For Grotowski the actor's preparation was not
the accumulation of knowledge, but a %-a negativa" in which the external social mask is
stripped away and the intellect is actively suppressed in order to reveal the true inner self

(Grotowski, 1968: 91). This model of the self is commonly held by Grotowski, Gallwey
and Mitter. The conscious social self is an emernai layer which surrounds and confounds

the internal true self. The internal/ external division is maintained, with the conscious
mind relabelled as external. The division between mind and body is thus also maintained;

the body is not external. but intimately connected to the life of the inner self (Grotowski,

1968: 18). It is the external influence of the conscious mind which interferes with this

natural intimacy and the body is the key to its release:
In the final result we are speaking of the impossibility of separating spiritual and
physical. The actor should not use his [sic] instrument to accomplish a 'movement
of the soul', he should accomplish this movement with his organism. (Grotowski.
1968: 91)
I will furrher explore Miner's use of a similar model.
In criticizing Stanislavski, Mitter argues that intellectual approaches to
characterization don't work and that they in fact impede creativity. Like Stanislavski.
Mtter is using a model of the person in which creativity is housed outside the conscious
mind. The difference beween Stanislavski's model and Mitter's is in the relationship

which they imagine to exist between self l'and self 2. Stanislavski clearly believes that
the two are mutually supporting, ;Miner on the contrary, sees self 1 as fimdamentally
antagonistic to self 2. -Miner, like Gallwey, sees self2 as being intimately Linked to the

life of the body and self 1 as being h d e to that connection. This is the premise which
divides approaches to rehearsal for him into either intellectual or somatic: mind or body.

Stanislavski, made a logical distinction between internal and external (Sranislavski, 1949:

3-8? passim) which grouped mind and inspiration as 'internal' phenomena and separated
them from the 'external' body This is the logic which dictates that characters based on
copying p m e s are "not created works" (Stanislavski, 1949: 29) -though that was the

avenue which generated some of Sranislavski's proudest achievements as an actor.

Miner argues the exnerne position that somatic approaches to character are the
only ones which will help actors achieve embodiment of roles -and that any
intellectualidng is defeating of this purpose. He writes:

in somatic work no element of rationality is admissible. To anticipate an emotion
is ... to deny the experience of which that emotion must be the natural result. By
implication the method of physical actions cannot be diluted by methods of
conceptual influx (Miner, 1992: 23).

He extends this anti-intellectual stance to deliberately keeping actors uninformed, so that
they will be free to be their character, and to deceiving them in order to provide them
with red experiences (Miner. 1992: 21). He is evidently in full sympathy with

Stanislavski when he writes that:

The need to create 'real' experiences in rehearsal justifies for Stanislavsky the
deliberate and sometimes manipulative deception of actors (Miner. 1992: 21).

Miner's model is really quite simple: the mind is an element of the person which
stands in relation to their creativity as an obstruction. Like Gallwey Mivier founds this
belief in Zen Buddhism (Miner. 1992: Is), but also supports his argument with
commonplace examples in which. he asserts. the self-conscious mind interferes with the
efficient operation of the body. He identifies dancing and driving as two such activities,
and asserts that actors know that it is also true of acting. He writes: "Most actors know

that the more one thinks about what one is doing, the more difficult it is to do" (Mitter,
1992: 2 5). He goes on to explain that, for an actor:

conscious awareness of the image that is required leads actors to imitate rather
than to live through the experience of which that image should naturally be the
result (Miner, 1992: 15).

The q g e n t that an actor's self-consciousness undermines the actor's ability to
embody a character because, %e more one thinks about what one is doing the more
~ c dit ist to do," may well be tnxe, but it is clearly circular and has not advanced
beyond the initial truism- Otherwise, h,Litterts conclusion is based on commonsense
examples of such undermining -as they are manifested in driving and dancing. The
strength of this arCpmentis measured by both the veracity of these examples a s evidence,
as importantly-, by the extent to which they can be extrapolated to a different

situation such as acting. This view, as it stands here, allows the intellect to only a very
narrow range of possibility -that of thinking about the 'what' of a character's action.
Mitter, however. questions even this range of possibility. He ultimately extends

his initial assumption to the general statement that "knowledge and being mutually
exciude, rather than reinforce. one another" (Mitter, 1992: 16). He attempts to support

this statement further by arguing that the act of knowing implies a dichotomy benveen
'what is known' and 'the knower', which makes it impossible for the knower to be the
known. Such an argument may be acceptable logically ifone accepts his implicit
conception of what it means to know. This does not mean. however. that the general

statement 'knowledge and being mutually exclude' is applicable in any simple fashion to

all acting circumstances or to circumstances of daily life. For example. the fact that I
know consciously that I live in Calgary, in Canada, does not make it impossible for me to
actually be in Calgary, in Canada. Nor does the fact that I. as an actor. am told the age
and nationality of the character I am asked to play make it more dficult for me to

embody that character. Human beings embody both being and consciousness much of
the time. Yet perhaps there do exist different qualities of consciousness as well as,

perhaps, m e r e n t qualities of being. The major weakness of Mitter's argument is that it is
based on an overly simplistic model of the person.
A fundamental aspect of Mitter's model of the person is the hierarchical

relationship which he posits between the cerebral, mundane self (the social mask' and the

morally superior, non-intellectual 'true self'. The higher self is the self of 'being' and the
lower self is the self of 'knowing'. IWtter's actor is comprised of both of these selves, but
only one is regarded as 'real' and 'true'. Thus for Miner 'wholeness' is achieved quite

ironically by the obliteration or suppression of the inferior. thinking, knowing seK This is
completion by subtraction. Mtter's premise is that the lesser intellectual 'husk' is

inherently hostile toward and suppressive of the deeper truer self. So that where the
intellect thrives, the soul must witherIn his model Miner is f a i w to Grotowski's early methodology which used the

body for '-selfpenetration" the purpose of which was the mipping away of the social

mask (Grotowski,1968: 34), to reveal the "innermost part of himself [sic]" (1968: 35).

And, though Grotowski speaks of wholeness and integration (1968: Z 6)? his vision of
completion is achieved by the removal of that which obstructs. Miner is not entirely
f a i W to either Stanislavski or to Grotowski in pining one approach against the other as
the intellectual versus the somatic. This difference is largely one of emphasis. What
distinguishes these two more fundamentally is that Stanislavski was interested in
developing and acquiring the ski~lsand abilities which could call forth the muse, while
Grotowski was interested in removing both the physical and the mental blocks which
would release not the merely the muse, but the essential self. Thus Grotowski's via
negativa and Stanislavski's via positiva I have used Mitter's work here as a tool for
examining aspects of the tripartite model of the person which I propose.

Formation N
.

Emptiness and WhoLeness: CulturaI People

In order for something of quality to take place, an empty space needs to be
created. -4.
empty space makes it possible for a new phenomenon to come
to life (Brook, 1993: 4).
What is most interesting for me about Peter Brook is that he shows that any kind
of model that one uses for the person applies not only to 'the actor' but also to the

audience. This is revealed in his criticism of Brecht's thea~e.His position is that the
creativity of the audience eliminates the possibility of alienation. What Brecht
demonstrated to him was that, what is 'necessary' to obtain complete acceptance by an
audience of a dramatic scenario in the theatre, is far less than the detailed. fully coherent
realism of Stanislavski's theatre. For Brook, Brecht's importance was that he
demonmated that minimal suggestion could operare to create illusion more powerfiriy

than a more cluttered technically demanding realism. Brook assens that Brecht's
methods produced the opposite of the alienation effect:

I found that however much he tried to break any belief in the reality of what

happened on the stage, the more he did, the more I entered wholeheartedly into
the illusion (Brook, 1987: 42).

The tool 'suggestion' which Brook draws from Brecht is one that implies that
much of the creative work is done by the audience. For Brook the measure of a play or
production can only be taken in the context of its audience. There is no such thing as an
inherently brilliant production for all contexts (Brook, 1987: 34-27} . What is sublime in
one setting is foolish in another. The relevance of theatre is a quenion of how it stands in
relation to the audience (Brook, 1993:44-54). This demands a more complex
understanding of communication. Sfanislavski and Brecht think in terms of expression.

This implies a ~ s m i s s i o of
n information by the actor, and a reading of a code on the
part of the audience. In the case of 'inspired' art what is nansmined is greater than

information. it is in fact an emotionally and dynamically palpable living essence -and
this essence is received as it is by the audience and asserts its own truth. In the model
Brook is entertaining, the actor's work can stand as a kind of obja d 'art onto which
spectators write meanings originating in their own subjectivities. Yoshi Oida one of the
actors in Brook's company offers an example of this: He describes being impressed with
the amazing "expressiveness" of a Noh actor playing an old woman. W e n asked about

what he was doing internally, the actor explained:
She is an old woman so I musr use shoner sreps than normai. About 70 percent of
normal len-gh. And I must stop at the £ 5pine
~ tree after my entrance (Oida
1992: 13).
Two different explanations suggest themselves to me: 1) The actor's is permitted to be
'expressive' on a precognitive level because the conscious mind is kept busy
concentrating and is thus unable to ny to be expressive and to thus falsify the expression;

2) the actor actually did express nothing, thus allowing the audience to project their own
creativity onto the action. I think that Brook does not see these two possibilities as

munrally exclusive, but rather a s existing simultaneously in the ideal production.

Brook approaches the source of meativy through [he empty space. The empty

space is a physical condition of the set, but also a metaphor for a condition of the self

which can exist within and between both actors and spectators. .4cton produce an 'empty
space' within themselves (Brook, 1993: 25) ,and the production must allow empty space

in which the creativity of the spectator can flourish. Emptiness is a quality or condition
which permits possibilities. An object can be an 'empty object' in the same way that a
space can be empty: it can be so 'neutrai7 or 'ordinary' that the actors can determine its

nature by their relation to it. Brook gives the example of an "ugly plastic water bottle''
becoming a baby (Brook, 1993: 55) . Emptiness seems to be a quality which allows the
audience to partake of the 'magic if of Stanislavski (Stanislavski, 1936: 5 1). It becomes

less taxing to accept the unreality of the baby and to focus on the relation of the mother to
the baby than to be constantly measuring the illusion of the baby. In Brook's ideal theatre
a communion of creativity among actors and spectators emerges within the common

'empty space'. The empty space can be literally an empty set. but, more importantly it is
txpressively 'empty' so as to give the creativity of the actors and audience free rein.

In the sixties we dreamed of an audience "participating". Naively, we thought that
participating meant demonstrating with one's body, jumping onto the stage,
running around and being part of the group of actors. . . .but "participation" is
something else. It consists in becoming an accomplice to the action and accepting
that a bode becomes the tower of Pisa, or a rocket to the moon. the ima=oination
will happily play this kind of game on condition that the actor be "nowhere". If
behind him there is one single element of scenery to illustrate "spaceship". . . a
~inemato~paphic
plausibility immediately Intervenes and one is locked into the
logical confines of the set (Brook, 1993:32).
Brook's appeal is for a theatre which fosters imagination. The empty space is thus
a point where a conjunction of creations can occur; a point of contact and communion

among audience and actors. One of Brook's criticisms of Stanislavski's work with the
intellect of the actor is the fact that it fills the empty space 'kith ideas" and leaves "a
head crammed with thinking" @rook 1993:26):
What are the elements that disturb the inner space? One of them is excessive
reasoning. So why does one insist on preparing thing?It is nearly always to fight
against the fear of being caught out (Brook, 1993: 26).

Only precise and repeated performance experiences will permit you to
demonstrate to an actor that if one doesn't search for security, true creativity fills
the space (Brook, 1993: 27).

The fact that Brook is concerned with leaving room for the creativity of the
audience does not mean that he is unconcerned with what they create. He is
fundamentally in sympathy with Brecht's intent to use his theaae as a vehicle for
increasing sociai awareness; though he is not sympathetic with Brecht's methods. For
Brook, the failure of Brecht's theatre as a vehicle to enhance social awareness was
attributable to the fact that audiences have a powerful ability to create illusion - even
with respect to their own social responsibility. Mitter explains that Brook's solution to

this in his US was to confkont the spectators with themselves in a second text which
attempted to represent spectator response to the primary text on the subject of the Viet
Nam war (Mitter. 1992: 65).

For Brecht the blindness of an audience to their own social responsibility is
'passive and 'accidental,' and he assumes that awareness of responsibility will follow
directly from exposure to objective truth. Mitter argues that Brook saw the failure to

acknowledge personal social responsibility as. at some level, a deliberate evasion. They

thus differ on the reliability of human reason a s an instrument of awareness. Brecht
expresses faith, Brook does not. Brecht assumes an lhocence in his spectators where
Brook sees the possibility of their -'mendacity" (Mitter, 1992: 64). Brecht thought that his
alienation represented an invitation to 'objectivity', in the sense of that word which

means an unbiased apprehension of a scientific truth. By minimally supporting illusion,
then contradicting and disrupting it, Brecht thought to shatter illusion and empathy and to

enable the audience to 'step back' fiom the subject matter. This was supposed to allow
thefactual situation to be observed. For Brook the minimalism and contradiction of

Brechfs theatre created the empty spaces in which the audience's creative capacity could

extend If spectators are creative and potentially 'mendacious' then they are unIikeIy to
create self- indicting interpretations.
Instead of having his actors 'be' and 'not be' as in Brecht's work, Brook had

actors be in m o texts in his piece L'S - forcing material fiom the actors into both texts
which the spectators interpreted. This was intended to produce what Brook referred to as
a %eatre of confrontation" as opposed to Brecht's "theatre of fact" (Miner, 1992: 66).
One might also call this a rheane ofperspective

-in which no text is taken to be neutral

and unbiased. This corresponds with Brook's suspicions of objectivity (Brook 1987: 3-

18).
In his concept of 'emptiness' Brook has set up an opposition a continuum which

has an -empty space' on one end, a place into which creativity can flood. and a 'furnished
space' on the other end, which is rigidly significant and thus repels imagination. This is
the opposition bemeen communication seen as m u d creation, and communication seen

as encoding and decoding, and it expresses the fundamental tension in his work.

Furnishings appear to be -incode' and thus short-circuit creation by indicating that their
natures should be read as code. Emptiness confounds such 'reading' and demands instead
creation as the bridge to understanding. His idea of 'emptiness' suggests that there are
conditions which foster imagination and allow the -magic i f to prevail and other
conditions which preclude it. What are those conditions?

Does Brook believe that

gfumishings' are culturally defined? How do we measure and approach the limits which

are defined by 'empty' and 'furnished'? The word 'emptiness' itself suggests that such
conditions are achieved through a Grotowskian stripping away, through a removal of the
cultural trappings which define the sign3cance of space and acts within it. Indeed that
may be how partly how he thinks of what he does. Yet Brook's concern for the
particularity of his audience and its culture points beyond the view of discovering what is

essential by stripping away the dross. Whether Brook sees it or not -and I don't think

he does quite -he is arguing the case for emptiness as a cultural creation or discovery,
and for the creative flood that it brings as an expansion of possibility rather than as a

paring down to old essentialsBrook sees 'forms' as moriiund as soon as they are born and argues the
importance of actors working within the forms that are current in a than-ging culture
(Brook 1968: 19)- A form which does not alter as the cultural codes tied to that form

shift, loses the functional qualities for which it was created. We can thus see that he is
concerned with using encoding and decoding. old truths, even if they remain valid?
cannot continue forever to be offered in old forms. As codes change the old forms express

something new -though it may no longer be adequate. For Brook the languages of the
actor must mutate in order to approach that which is fundamental, enduring and truthful.
One might think that forms which become out of date and which lose their contexts
would acquire an ambiguity that should lend them a natural tendency toward 'emptiness'.
Yet the 'empty space' that Brook imagines trying to produce seems to require the use of
culturally current forms (at least in his own estimation). He is in search of moments in
which significance is born in a mutual act of creation among the actors and h e audience.
Yet to achieve such moments he manipulates culturally current forms. Part of what
propels this search is a vision of contact based on commonality based on what is
essential. what is not rooted in codes and what is shared among us all as human beings.
Yet what is most important about the rare instances in which the emptiness is created and
filled by both audience and performen is that what floods in is a new contact, a new
commonality.
Brook almost naively, believes in 'ideal' humanity - in a natural humanity which
culture divides, shapes, enhances and distorts. He writes, Wr instance. of children of the
West and the fact that their bodies are "Warped by city life" and compares them to
.African or Eastern children whose bodies are developed more "normally?' by their
cultural practice. The opposition which supports my argument is that between 'varped"

and '-not warped." The factors are cdturd, but the effects are in support or contradiction

of nature (Brook 1993:24).

His search for and apparent faith in the 'universally human' is expressed most
profoundly in his understanding of the purpose of his theatre. Brook writes:

I scandalised an anthropologist by suggesting that we all have f i c a inside us. I
explained that this was based on my conviction that we are each onIy parts of the
complete man: that the fidly developed human being would contain what today is
labeled f i c a q Persian, or English. ...Each culture expresses a different portion
of the inner atlas: the complete human truth is @ o b l and the theatre is the pIace
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in which the jigsaw can be pieced together. (Brook 1993: 123)

When Brook says that, "we all have A6ica inside us." he is inviting us to consider a view

of the deeper, truer self as exrernal and/or universal and/or inrernaZly and commonly
human. Furthermore the true self is more expansive than any of us. It is the greater

internal self which can be discovered in the external form. This is why the empty space
must be both internal and external. The fully realized inner self lies beyond the region3
we may encompass.

Notions of the Penon in Acting Theory:
-4 preco-gitive agency, what I called an x-factor? is identified or presumed withi

each of rhe four formations I have illustrated. It is an agency, or we may call it one,
because it appears to exhibit will, or intentionality, of which we become conscious only
secondarily (Dennett. i 996). One way of regarding the differences that the formations
presented offer. is to recognize each extreme as an expression of a paai-aIinsightStanislavski saw the capricious muse and envisioned building greater capacities to invite
it. Brecht saw a base drive, unintelligent and easily duped a primordial aspect threatening
to drag us back to contain us in the animal realrn and prevent the flowering of our

humanity through our intelligence. His response was to ay to expose, to reveal through
contrast and conaadiction. Grotowski saw human capacities, potentials and truths hidden
beneath and masked by our social and intellectual creations of self. His response was to
remove, to peel away. Brook saw the partiality of self and the enormous potential for the
expansive growth of humanity when opportunities are created. His response was to seek
to create the emptiness which would allow that growth.
All o f these insights, taken as partial, compliment each other- The capacity for

divine and generative truth does not, in itself, negate the possibility o f sublime but

destructive stupidity. One can expose the inadequacy of instinct, but one can equally
expose the shortcomings of intelligence. It is possible to justify both building skills and
tearing down obstades,

There are also elements of what these formations offer which seem profoundly
mistaken, or at least which. taken as wholes, are mistaken. There is a view of originality
embedded in some of these notions which has the potential to collapse and destroy the
possibility of generative anistic response. Stanislavski, in particular, expresses an
expectation that his muse will provide whole cloth. The divinity of the muse, combined

with this expectation. make suspect anything resembling repetition or that which is
seemingly patched together. I believe that in this he has failed to recognize the cdtural
forms offered by his muse and hence the cultural resources it requires to function. There
are notions of objectivity and essentiality in some of &.is thinking which can blossom into
poisonous exclusivity and reductionism. Both Brecht and Grotowski sought forms of
objectivity and. except in glorious failure, each ends confined within his zone of
legitimacy: Brecht in a rationality which repels interest and cannot propel or motivate,
and Grotowski in a prediscursive expression which becomes unintelligible. For
Grotowski objectivity takes two forms. First he seeks in the objective -that

which is

external to the socially constructed self -in form and physicality for that which is more
profoundly true and essential, and thus in thar sense also objective. This limits him to
elements and aspecrs of humanity which are unintelligible and which seek forms of
contact which exclude communication.

Insights -Probing the %Factor
It seems to me that the person is a conscious entity whose consciousness is
connected to and inseparable fiom a physicaiity, and connected to and inseparable fiom
sentient capacities which Lie outside our subjective awareness. our preco-nitive self. Our

thinking elements -our information and concept processing parts

-operate with and

upon culturally availabIe sets of concepts and conceptual structures? these I am calling
discourses. This is particuiarly true of our subjectivity which is known most readily

through its use of languageTa form of cuitural discourse.
The portion of our sentience which operates outside of our subjectivity also
clearly shows evidence of the use of cultural discourse and exhibits a comprehensive

'linguistic' capacity. It is more difficult, but not impossible, to trace the pattems of
thought and the ways of learning of that part of our minds of which we are not fully
subjectively aware.
With no subjective evidence ro support the claim, one might suggest that this

conglomeration of sentient capacities does not constitute a single 'self. However. it is

equally arguable - using Daniel Dennet's idea of the intentional stance (1996: 27) that there is as much evidence for recognizing these as 'selves' as we require when
imputing selves to other people. Th-equestion we should ask is what are the strengths and
weaknesses of using this model as a program for action or to help others engage in action.

Some thinkers have concluded that what we as persons, in the most firndamental
sense, are the contents and structures of discourse (Harre and Gillet. 1994:passim). In

their thinking we are the discursive elements and pattems with which we work -one
discourse working upon another each folding in upon itself and searching for connections
with others. However. one question that I must ask is: what is the Logic of the unknown

thinker within us? Does it enact partems of reasoning which are more innately human and
preculturally common than the conscious p a m of logic of which we are subjectively
aware. and which emerge fkorn the tool kit of our cultural discourse?

Contrary to the discursive mind position. some have s u g m e d that the reaim of
our unknown sentience is entirely and essentially human. that everyrhing which develops

at that level of thought is held in common, shared with all humanity-

I think it is clear that the unknown pan of our sentience learns cultural discourse

and learns from cultural discourse. Sometimes it clearly applies a different set of values
and a different logical analysis to the discourse. It is capable of learning lessons which
contradict the conclusions of which one may be conscious. Why do people contradict
themselves? Can we accept the arCgunentthat sometimes people simply lack the skills to
appiy a discourse? I don't think I can. What is a skill? And to what does the concept
apply? A who has a skill,an agem. Both the thought and that which has the thought must

be considered,

Ceaainly the ualaoown mind seems to operate as an agent which is discinct fFom

the agency of the conscious mind. Some part of me, which is not conscious. has decided

that hypodermic needles are a good reason to panic. When I decide that I should have
one, or reasonably accept the judgement of another person that I should have one. then I

am faced with an internal snuggle. My body exhibits the signs of fear and panic. I fight
the urge to run away, ro fight off the person with the needle, to faint to scream.
Similarly, some part of me has decided that places that smell like hospitals are bad places
to be. disregarding entirely whatever logical ar3guments to the contrary that I may
consciously believe. The wills and intentions of the different agents within the human
person may clash. Furthermore. each part exhibits different capacities and goals.

In some ways it is clearly incorrect to consider the person in a disintegrated way.
There is no one that I personally know whose subjectivity actually functions separately

kom their body or their unknown mind. They function in an integrated way to form that
which we reco&&ze as a person. These divisions are valuable only to the extent that they
offer analytical ease and insight. .My analysis must be reco~5zedas a panial betrayal of
the true complexity of things. But these betrayals must be judged for the power of the

insights which they may provide.

There is Lttle to suggest that even 'the unknown mind' is a unity in the sense that

E have given it. However, it is convenient to group these objective contradictions of our
subjective conceptions of self together under a single rubric. Using the personifying
-inrentional stancet to view this conglomeration yields a familiar type of model. viewing
this conglomeration a s a distinct self may be useful for aying to teach a person in a way
which takes into account the capacities of the unknown aspects of their sentience. Thus,
for instance. GaIlwey's view that the conscious seK is hdamentally not in control of the
body but that such control is exercised by our precognitive self(1976: passim), is useful
in his teaching of tennis and can be applied to learning other physical skills such as

playing the mandolin. The model suggests that explaining and reasoning with a player
about mechanics are probably going to be ineffective but that practice and anenriveness
are likely to achieve learning which cannot be explained Keith Johnstone linked the
precognitive self (following Gdwey) with audiences' perceptions of acting. He pointed

out that people reach conclusions and judgements based on masses of information which
they do not even realize they are collecting. The precognitive self, which he called the
body (a limited and limiting view of the matter) was not only an active agent, it was
obviously an extremely powerful thinker.
Wchael Poianyi proposes a model of the person in which a singular agency
anends to a particular focus o f which the person is consciousfr4m a set of particulars
which inform perception but which themselves do not enter consciousness. Thus. he
argues. about any given object of consciousness "we know more than we can tell" (1966:
4), we have '?acitt' knowledge (1966: passim) which propels our conscious perception

and inquiry. We are drawn to what interests us and we aspire to goals and visions before

we can explain them. and we can in fact never explain them Mly. This model maintains
the unity of the person, but in doing so it fails to recognize the complexity and activiry of
what the mind must be doing with its ground of pdcdars. In this failure it implies a

kind of natural inductive capacity which belies the role of culture and discourse in that
induction. I think that the perception of inductive capacity is correct but that this
induction uses the discourse of culture and thus is achieved through culture as that
discourse operates at a precognitive level. This is induction in culture rather than
inductionprior to culrure -though there are Iikely inductive processes which are
common to humanity. I take up the implications of these conclusions in the following
section.
Section II: Art and the Precognitive

Objects, Objectification, and Objectivity
The term -objectivity' is typically used in very different. though often conflated,

senses. I open this discussion of objectivity because being in the world as both a
co-gnitive and a precognitive person requires a consideration of the nature of a world in
which such being is possiile. Objectivity is used to indicate:

The unbiased perspective of absolute correctness which offers a path to total truth.
This usage claims for objectivity an epistemological position which has always
been rejected in the arts and which is now fairly generally rejected. In this usage,
objectivity derives from the conceptual m e w o r k of realism, and is opposed to
relativism.

The quality of deriving insights from sources external to the self as opposed to
fiom within. This sets objectivity in opposition to subjectivity. It is the usage of
those who argue for or against Descanes' conclusion that all experience is
essentially subjective - "I think therefore I am".

Of the nature of objects. In fact this third usage is quite rare. When it is used the,
nature of objects is usually presumed to be something which is simple and
succinctly dealt with.

The first sense o f the word was Brecht's objectivity, and the second was
Grotowski's. I do use objectivity in this second sense, though in this section I primarily
use the third sense of the word. Thus when I say that good art is objective. I am saying

that its important qualities are those of objects, and I am asserting my own view of the

nature of objects. I begin with an example.
Objectrication or abstractrbn?

'The gaze', as a concept is tied to the more specific 'male gaze'. The male gaze
creates of women ;sexual objects'. In this act what is of primary importance is the
skgular flamess of meaning and powerlessness that is bequeathed to women. I would
argue that the gaze, as described here, denies each woman her proper objectivity.
The male gaze mcturaIizes, it does not objectify. This gaze does not
acknowledge in women the infinitely eni--tic

and demanding nature of the object -

which always defies complete understanding. Rather it imposes a wo dimensional fabric
of meaning and value upon the object It denies the richness of the object which is
simultaneously supple and rigid- suppie in its dynamic potential to change and to

become something entirely different, and rigid in its tendency always to be what it is
rather than what it is imagined to be - sornething'w~chcannot be circumscribed by the
abstractions by which we know it.
Objectivity is the strangeness of otherness which demands our continuing
aesthetic and subjective quest. The gaze posits, in place of the 'object', a slight set of
images. In their abstraction, these images by which we know the world, allow us to
imagine simplicity and coherence of structure. To the extent that our gaze, or other
conceptual fhmes. deny things their full objectivity, we risk failing to see beyond the
simplicities we create. We see with our simplicities but our awareness of objectivity
points beyond them.
The gaze itself is a concept which abstracts a kind of object (in this case,
interactions between people) into a narrow mucture of our understanding. And while the
~

c of understanding
~
isg a valuable thing in itself. the structured concepts are not

the same thing as the objects. 'The gaze' structures the encounter as "he gazes upon her",
it structures an actor and an acted upon, action and passivity. -4nd yet if one holds an
example of s e d gaze between two people up to scrutiny, one witnesses a series of
decisive actions involving both parties, and which is action and which is response is hard
to distinguish. Who initiates? Who indicates intereddisinterest? Whose eyes definitely
do nor meet the other's? The mucrures of language cannot capture this object.

But how can I say this, having invoked my own image of the object - in language
- to point to the shallowness of the gaze as abstraction. What I assert is that even when I

layer my description I cannot fully indicate the object Where I succeed inproducing the
object is when I engage your haginadon so that you tum it over. filling in the gaps that
my abstractions imply with your own meathip. In mutual creativity, as envisioned by

Brook we move toward a more complete objectivity.

Appreciating art: experience and reflection

Understanding the creation and appreciation of att i s nor possible within a strictly
cognitive model of the person as the appreciator.
Barbara Nichol interviews a number of prominent art scholars in the CBC Ideas
program in the Eye of h e Beholder (1997), they frequently talk about g~understanding"
works of art. interpreting them,discovering their meanings and the intentions of the
artists. Thw, for example. Arthuf C. Danto speaks of art as being "about" things:

Modern] art was about its materials. It was about paint. It was about shapes. It
wits about surfaces. Whereas before it had been about Christ on the Cross or the
agony in the garden or the girl in the window or the Alps at sunset (Nichol&
Godfkey, 1997: 13).

The primary concern here for Danto is subject or content- David Best. another
philosopher of art, rakes the same view: he uses the idea of subject matter to distinguish
the terms 'artistic' and 'aesthetic'. For Best a central feature of an object of misric as
opposed to aestheric interest is, rouzlq-, that it can have a subject matter (l992:167).

That which is artistic has the potential to be abou! something, to make some commentary
on life or the world. Whereas aesthetic appreciation is of a "misty metaphysical nature" a personal response which can apply as well to non-artistically produced phenomena artistic value is something quite differen&something for which reasons can be put

I believe
fonvard. 1use these terms differently, and have a dzrerenr understanding of a r ~
that the most fundamental aspect of art resides in the eqerience of i t which occurs
initially at the precognitive level of aesthetic experience when we grapple with a sense of
the fullness, the satisfying mystery, which clings to the objectivity of a thing. While what

occurs at this level is misty, it is not entirely impenetrabIe.

I use the term artistic with reference to the skills and knowledge that the aaist
uses and have no difficulty including the driving of nails as potentidy arristic in the
same sense, Those works which Best is trying to encompass with his dehition of arf use

artistic and/or semiotic mews to make larger statements -which in their expressed
forms, attempt to offer aesrhetic experience. As used to describe great works of art?the
word Art impliesforemost the embodiment of an impulse toward aesthetic expression or
creation. The creation of art in this sense ojien requires very specific sets of knowledge
and skills. mastered competencies, to which I refer as artistic.
David Best writes:

a moment's reflection is sufficient to show that questions of beauty are almost
irrelevant to the meaning and value of the many arts, even if they are relevant to
one's aesthetic appreciation of. for instance, natural objects, athletic and
gymnastic movements, interior decoration etc. For example. one's appreciation of
Shakespeare's Measure for Measure would hardly include aesthetic terms at all.
Such terms would certainly not be cennal to one's artistic appreciation of the play,
or indeed of most works of art of any significance. Indeed if someone were to
discuss such works of art solely in aesrheric terms that would clearly reveal his
Zack of abiiity for artistic appreciation. The point has been succinctly put: 'Beauty
is what the bourgeoisie pays the artist for'. (1992: 165)
Later Best distinguishes his aesthetic appreciation of a sunset fiom his appreciation of
works of art. he describes the sunset as follows:

I was recently w a h g on the coast of Gower. in a lonely spot. at dusk. As I faced
the sea, on my right was a strikingly beausunset. in a context of bizarrely
shaped, biack-red, menacing clouds. The flat-calm sea with almost painfully
exquisite, textured colours. On my lefr W e d by jagged-juning ominous dark
cliffs, a full moon shed a melancholy, s h i ~ e pathway
~g
across the sea. I found
myself holding my breath, the experience was so intense. I was unable to leave,
until it was so dark that I had to stumble my way back. (1992168)
Best identifies this as an aesrheric experience, but it is one which he has been able to
share with us, through the artistic creation of his writing. In order to come to my aesthetic
experience of his writing, I first had to grasp its artistry: at the most basic level, I had to
be able to read; at another level, having read a considerable quantity of descriptive
wridng enabled me to appreciate the eIegance of this example. However. I would not in

this case, appreciate the artistry of his writing if it did not create for me an aesthetic
experience in my imagination. It is a thing of beauty itself, among other things of the
same kind. and it is an evocation of beauty and the two are not unrelated.

This example of aesthetic experience is also important because of what it reveals
about the nature of aesthetic experience. Best is clearly not contemptuous of aesthetic
experience, but he is very quick to dismiss our abiIity to come to understand it. He
fiequentiy uses the word 'unintelligible? in his writing around the subject. His
identification of the preceding experience as 'aesthetic', in view of his refusal to examine
the nature of aesthetic appreciation as a complex phenomenon, in effect implies that he is
regarding his appreciation of the sunset as if it were a simple and basic matter such as

"liking sweets or the colour blue ..:purely on the ban's of subjective liking or taste
"(1 992: 176). These are his words. Yet clearly the sunset was rneaninfil for Best, the

experience of it was creative, and had a clear content.
He gives us a sense of that content and the feelings and meanings it evoked in the
words he uses to describe it: lonely, bizarrely shaped, menacing, almost painfully
exquisite. melancholy. shivering. This was a signtjkant sunset whatever intentions or
lack of intention the sunset (or Best) may have had. Best discovered meaning in it and
that is one of the things his art is able to offer to us. We join with him in sharing part of
its meaning for him and the beaury which emerges fiom that meaning. Yet in another

sense Best is clearly right about the misty and metaphysical nature of beauty, none of
these words describes the beaury

in the sense of cleariy identifying wherein it resides.

One can give reasons. but it is not in the reasons that the beauty resides. Best recreates the
beauty for us through evocation. through named feelings and description. which we in

turn somehow use to apprehend the beauty. In advancing this ar-ment I am largely
agreeing with Best. but I am also asserting that there is anistry in his writing about what
he has offered as a purely aesthetic experience and that, furthermore. there may be arristry

in the experience itself. In addition. I assert that unintelligible aesthetic appreciation can
emerge &om rational artistic interpreration and vice v e m and that what we recognize in

-m a t art is that there is more created than we can intelligibly interpret 'arristicaUy.'
In some cases, the patterns within arcistry itself offer aesthetic experience by their
own elegance and economy. The plays o f Shakespeare are such examples. In neither of
rhese cases, Shakespeare's plays nor Best's described sunset, would it be possible for me

to recognize these aesthetic qualities were I unable to appreciate this artistry first. Nor.
for example, would most people watching a chess game or a wrestling match be able to
appreciate the rmly exquisite beauty which can become manifest in an elegantly executed
snategy The arts of w~estlingand chess are so recondite that most of what is happening

between two skilled opponents is unrecognized by spectators who are not themselves
highly W e d , and so most of the beauty goes unappreciated and much of the audience is

bored. One may experience an aenhetic appreciation without artistic undemanding, and
this is not necessarily a facile uninterpretive appreciation -as Best's interpretation of
the sunset indicates. However, some levels of aesthetic appreciation emerge only from

artistic appreciation. that is, in cognitive reflection.
Best distinguishes that which is artistic as those forms which may take life as
subject marter and so he separates 'artistic' forms koom sport and other activities such as
the art of cooking, the art of war. the art of loving, and.

. . -the Womanly art of B r e w

Feedingt. What distinguishes these activities Eom those which Best would identify as
art. is their lack of semantic impulse which is what inheres in those forms which Best

calls art: their ability to be about something- However. such a distinction betrays the
quest for expression which may reside in those more mundane actions. and, at the same

time, it does not allow Best to separate that which is 'artistic' fiorn, say, a newspaper
editorial. a book of statistics. or an anthropological description of a culture. Moreover.
there is something in swinging a basebd bat, or executing a dive, or cooking a pie which
we as a culture typically identify more with art than we do, say, academic articles though the latter are apparently, to a much greater extent an attempt to achieve insight
about life. One can say of a given activity, say lecturing or lawn mowing, that it is done
with artistry, or without anistry. When one says that 'there is a real art to meting fish,'

one is commenting on the kind of skill with which it is executed. In using the word art
one is invoking a notion of recondite skills or knowledge, skills or knowledge which are,
moreover. difficult or impossible to l l l y describe or prescriieSwimming is 'an art' in this sense. One can spend six months at the blackboard
teaching people how to nvim, then put them in the pool and watch them drown. One

simply doesn't learn how to swim in that way. And while methods which do help people
learn to swim are available, the learning remains the province of the swimmers, and the
kinds of 'concepts' out of which they build their ability are matters of 'feel' and 'sense'
which are difficult to describe, which ore, alrnon. unintelligible. The link between such
skills and fine arts is obvious, and the tendency of both to be understood with reference to
mysterious subjective processes is clear and understandable.

Aesthetic experience as a precognitive act.
Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that aesthetic experience is connected to
precognitive acts of judgment. For certainly when one stands out on a hill on a blustery
spring day, one is aware of colours, and smell, and sensation of wind on skin. What one
is not aware of are the processes by which some visual stimuli come to be judged to be
the junction of the grass and the sky at the curve of the hiil - or the sensations in one's

arms and face to be the caress of the spring wind. What we take to be fundamend
observations are actually judgments handed down by a very active part o f our minds - of
which we have little subjective awareness. The appreciation of art, and sometimes its
creation, is W e d to preco-pitive human agency.
Wlether appreciahg music or a

or acting, one is attending to detail at its

simplest levels - through the agency of that aspect of the self that works within the

moment of cascading sense information and creates experience from it. Higher level
judgements are also made precognitively; using both instinctive and learned conceptions.
Keith Johnstone pointed out to his students that in judging qualities of behavior or acting
such as facial expressions, we unconsciously measure and evaluate information such as
blink rate and pupil diameter. Similarly such effects are typically produced unconsciously
in response to a person's cognidve state. Hence some of the difficulty of some kinds of
acting

X 11l exploration of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However. the following example suggests that complex act. of judgment do occur. As I

walked on the university campus this winter I sometimes wore my fancy hat and

sometimes my toque, all other aspects of my appearance were essentially the same - my
face, large scruffy beard, snowboard jacket, jeans and boots. What was fascinating to me
was the difference in response fiom mangers that this headgear seemed to produce. In the
toque I seemed to be shunned and ignored. Cars often failed to s o p for me at crosswalks,
people averted their gaze as I passed. young men gave no ground as we passed on the
sidewalk - sometimes even shouldering me aside. young women gave me a wide berth.

On the other hand when I wore the fancy hat these things did not occur, in fact, people
fkequentiy smiled in passing and often gave spoken greetings. Yet I do not think that

these people were consciously saying to themselves "he's wearing a toque so I should
avoid him", or "he's wearing a fancy hat so he must be safe and approachable". The
stupidity of either statement is self-evident as soon as it is uttered. What seems to have
been occurring in each case is that I was being quickly placed in a category based on a

toral semiotic reading of my appearance - wearing the toque, perhaps 'bum' (homeless
person). and wearing the fancy hat perhaps ‘friendly eccentric'.
It seems that a main activity at this level of preconscious thought is the structuring

of experience, an abstracting of categories of meaning fiom sense and higher level
semiotic statements.

Cognitive interpretation.
Though there is clearly interpretation that occurs in the precognitive creation of
experience. what I am referring to by interpretation here is the conscious reading of
conceptual understandings like the ones W e d in this sentence. Carem obsemation of

the act of reading, however. yields the evidence that reading, for the experienced reader,

is an act of nuihrecognition of words rather than their sequential inrerpretation. That was
not airnays so, if you cast your mind back to how it was to Ieam to read, The
interpretation occurs in the linking of the concepts that emerge through words and signs.

The cognitive mind does not add the various features of appearance. and conclude 'bum',
It recognhes the bum. me. as a sign. The important conclusion I draw from this is that
concepts. such as hat or beard, which may beb& by operadng at a conscious level, can

shift toward operating at an unconscious level
The appreciation of art occurs in at least two phases,j%t engagement, then
interpretation. Engagement ik a precognitive recognition of possibility.

In an interview with Barbara Nichol, Matthew Teitelbaum's described his
response to a video instailation piece of Gary Hill; it is quite instructive:

I remember looking at it and looking at it and thinking, "there's no voice here?this
body isn't doing anything other than breathing, it's not particularly voyeuristic."
And yet I was engaged. I don't even b o w if I really understand why, even now-, I
was engaged. I used to keep going back to it and thinking about it and thinking
about what it meant for him to make this piece. .. .In the end I think it was
probably this idea of scrutiny of your own body and the intense looking at
something that I ended up becoming engaged by (Nichol& Godfrey, 1997: 5).
This story is instructive because it describes a sequence which points to an error in
his interpretation of the cause of his engagement, and because ihut error is the one which
leads philosophers to focus on the interprefation of art rurher than on its experience.
Teitelbaum concludes that the reason for his engagement was "the idea of scrutiny". but
this is the conclusion of his quest for meaning, his engagement occurred before he

reached this conclusion. Only after the fact does he surmise that this idea was inherent in

the work and the reason for his engagement. In fact he wanted to look for meaning

before he knew what that meaning might be; There was something in his experience of
the work that suggested the possibility of discovering siC&cance

in it and thar led him

to actively seek to in fact create, meaning.

Cognitive interpretations can build higher order structures and relatiomhips which are
qeri'enced aesthetr'calij as o6ject Thus cognitive interpretation can lead to
precognitive experience which can, in tam, lead to higher order cognitive

In drama and theatre we are accustomed to trying to build 'objects' of the
imagoination. In written drama and other literature?we build what we hope w d i become

objects from the pure abstraction of words. In film, we buiid with carefully prepared, and
convincing illusion, illusion which is often readily granted the status of object. In theatre,
aesthetic objects can be created using both conceptual discourse and physical objects.
Different elements (light. sound, image etc.) using different levels of abstraction can be
focused upon the evocation of the same objects of the imagination. rhus for instance I
would argue that in both wait in^ for Godot (1954) and Breath (1971) Samuel Beckett
attempts to create different iterations of the same object. Breath creates visually and

aurally, but without words, the metaphor for &life'sbrevity' that POZZO,
in Wairinpfor
Godot?expresses in lashing out at Vladirnir: "They give birth astride of a "grave. the light

gleams for an innant and then it is night once more7'(1954: 57). Both create objects
which, in their contexts, are potentially more substantial and demanding than the simple
denotative statement "life is shorty'. Pono's urterance becomes an object in the context of
what has gone before in the play but its experience and meaning only arise through the
recophion of the conceptual values of the words. Breath, on the other hand, does not
contain the obvious cultural demands of linguistic reading, but neither does it contain
their self referential d u e -one has to guess or decide: for what is this experience a
metaphor? In other words one has to place upon it external terms of reference - which
also derive fkom culture.

.!Art is Cultural

Aesthetic expenhce ir mediated by values and concepts, which emerge bothfrom our
humanity andfrom culturally milable dkcourses.

When one be-&

to confront a play or another work, to interpret it, one can bring

to bear on it categories which are evident in i&or which originate outside it but aN of

these categories can only emerge h m the repertoire of one's awareness. C u l m ?
experience and location within culture limit this awareness. Thus interpreting a work of
another cdture7screation is h u g h t with the difficulty of not being equipped with the
appropriatetools - but it will be accomplished myway (though perhaps inappropriately)

using the tools one possesses.
Modern artisrs such as Barnett Newrnan sought to dive beneath cultural discourse
to discover modes of expression that are absolute and universal. This endeavor had its
parallels in theatre. The works of groups like the Living Theatre and Peter Brook's

Conference of the Birdr (Heiipern, 1977) come to mind as examples. There is a tendency

in this work to appeal to the 'pure aesthetic experience' as the ground in which such
universality might be rooted, and a consequent attempt to minimize referential discourse.
It is hardly surprising that people might feel that they don't 'get it?.
Aesthetic experience occupies the realm of sense and sensitivity and hence it is in
the realm of the essentially human. but it is concerned with abstracting judgements using
structures and nieanings and imperatives that derive from culture. Thus it is reasonable to
expect that aesthetic attention could be artracted either by curiosities emerging fiom
cultural oddities. or from oddities of sense and sensitivity. One shodd expect lModern
-

works. which eschew language and the conceptual discourse of culture, to be unable to

confront audiences with higher order aesthetic objects. Their success in creating such
higher order objects. when it occurs, indicates their failure to stand outside of discourse.
?La's W e inscribes on Art an invitation to interpret a work's intentionality
which non-artistic objects, not inscribed by the a e , do not generally offer (in our
culture). We are invited to consider the purposes for which that within the fixme was
created and the artist's communicative aims with respect to us, the audience. When a
work succeeds in being uncommunicative or when it seems intent on repeating tired
~ orange crate or a
abstractions, one must wonder why. Following the Brillo b o an
Texaco sign does not express inquisitive intent- Repeated iterations of the same object in
the same mode strike me as didactic in intent. The artist has tried to encompass the object

with his or her knowiedge, When this occurs, the focus of the artist loses its sfatus as
object and becomes abstraction. What aesthetic experience remains in such art lies
outside the compass of the abstracted meaning which the artist indicates.

Art is objective

Art points to indeterminate areus of conceptual possibility which lie beyond the region

recognized within cuiturui dkcourse. Art requires interpretation beyond that which it

conceptually indicates.
A playscript can be regarded as a minging together of words into larger units of

cultural meaning. But part of a play's value is its potential to create experiences which

require the creation of new concepti and understandings fiom that discourse. Danto, in
his essay 'language, Art and Culture," points to questions within works of art which
demand answers before an interpretation of the work can be rendered. He specifically
points to the need to decide the sound of the last word of Lilysses. 'Yes', in order to
decide what the work means (1986: 77). There is a creative demand within the work of art
required for its comprehension that extends the meaning of the work beyond a simple

reading of indicated meaning and indeed extends the c u l d repertoire of concepts.
.!mists working in theatre immediately reco-&e

this requirement for interpretation. The

work we do engages us necessarily in answering in our choices some of these
indeterminate questions. A question that we might ask ourselves about our work is 'how
much of this sort of interpretive demand do we leave to audiences'?

True art h larger than the artist or the art&t9s intention,
-4sArlo Guthrie explains about his Motorcycle Song (1977):sometimes the

significance of a work of art is not evident even to the anis util viewed in the light of
new experience. it is not until the pickle in all its gargantuan proportions is forcing its
way down your throat that you understand the extent to which you don't want a pickle.

An object in its fullness cannot be signified. Semiotics proposes a triad of sign,
si-pifier and signified The triad fails to recognize the intervening acts of abstraction by
which an object is reduced from its condition of infinite ambiguity to the status of the
~ i ~ g n i f i eAn
b object may be signi£ied in many ways but none will be able m create the

demanding and unfolding possibility of the object as such. Though artists may attempt to

defme the meaning of their work or to make it meaningless, they produce objecrs, which
have the potential of being engaged with as objects by those who encounter them. This is
true if the artist is attempting a clear and didactic exposition of an abstraction, or if they
are attempting to inquire into their own imaginary object.
Section UI: Freedom

Review:
Freedom as a god is the foundation of emancipatory or critical approaches to
education which constitute one of the major paradigms within which many educational

thinkers operate (Schubert, 1986). The paradigm is propelled by the ethical imperative
that education should improve society by advancing social justice. This ethical imperative

is usually implemented in a material and political sense (Freire, 1973). But thinking
within the paradigm can also examine ideologies of power and control. and may
scrutinize the production and b c t i o n i n g of such ideologies in specific social contexts
(Giroux. 1995). Apple ( 1990)argues that ideologies which maintain existing social
injustices connitute a -hegemony', i.e.. that the sources of support for these ideas in
society are so diverse and ubiquitous that they become taken for granted as part of the

name of things. Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) points out that typical formulations of the
problem of 'oppression' in terms of "the oppressors" and ?he oppressed" is problematic

in a*socieQ-that is diverse and complex .She argues for the need to undernand
oppression in its c o m e s to "clarify oppression by preventing 'oppressive
simplificarions'" (1989: 323). Augusto Bod (1990) hypothesizes that people internalize
oppression fiom their culture through iosmosis", and that internalized oppression then
becomes 7 h e cop in the headn which defines for each person the limits of appropriate
behaviour. Freire and Macedo (1995: 378) argue that the fact that oppression must be
understood in part, as a subjechve experience, is not an adequare reason for educators to
excuse themselves &om the role of 'teacher' and become 'facilitators' of the aims of

rmdents. They argue that this deprives students of the benefit of the knowledge and
experience and judgements of the teacher-

What strikes me in these works is that their authors are striving to make sense of
their orientation toward keedom in the face of a growing philosophical and theoretical
emphasis on the relativity and subjectivity of knowledge and values which make such

efforts problematic. For instance, though Freire and Macedo assert that "theexistence of
oppression does not depend on the refusal or willingness to simply name it" (1995: 387),
they still attempt to raise a defense against accusations that Freire has implicitly claimed
'objective' or apriori knowledge of those oppressions at work in people-s lives (1995:

338). It seems to me that a workable notion of freedom is lacking. Creating such a notion
is the fim task I undertake in the Philosophy section which follows.

Philosophy and Theory
In trying to foxmulate a believable and u s e l l understanding offieedom, here at
the end of the twentieth century -when doubt and skepticism mark any discussion of

universal principles or values (e.g.. Aoki, 1993: 263)

-there are a number of roots of

that skepticism which must be addressed. For the purposes of this paper I am identifying

a number of the positions that I must address with specific authors. They form a pantheon
which helps me to identify the positions with which I must contend and the sources of
support for my argument which are indispensable. They are: lean-Paul Same, -Michael
Polanyi. Michel Foucault Thomas Kuhn. B.F. Skinner and David Best Again. the
purpose of this section is neither to evaluate fairly nor to elucidate the works of ail or any

of these thinkers, nor to claim for them the status of the historical originators or most
adamant holders of the positions that I identify with them. I use them because their words
nand for me as paradi-matic expressions of ideas which bear directly on the conception

of fieedorn that I am attempting to give flesh and life. I have taken the liberty of reading
these authors, as they pertain to freedom, for selected arguments in their work for the
implications embodied in those arguments, and for the implications of their acts of
argument So with apologies to them for any shallowness in treament I begin by

addressing some of the conceptual obstacles which threaten a useful understanding of
fieedorn. I set them up here as 'bogeys' to wrestle with -abmacted demons prepared to

fi-ighten off any one audacious enough to try to use the notion of fieedom.

Bogey I

Freedom is absolute at alI times. Being fiee means accepting the challenge
of infinite choice that faces those who act: human beings.

Bogqy I .

Human beings are not fiee because we act according to strucmes of
meaning of which we are not conscious, hence in a real sense we are

conmulled by these unconscious structures.
Bogey III

Human beings are trapped even within their conscious efforts to make
meaning. We make meanings and reach judgements within the m

e of an

overarching paradigm or within a hegemonic web so that we are unable to

examine or consider ourselves £ice to examine the grounds from which we

think.
Bogey IV

Paradi-as are incommensurable, understanding is culturally relative. This
means that ifwe do become aware of the paradigms or bases for

judgement of others, then we are still confounded by not having a vaiid
basis for comparing paradigms or choosing between them. This principle
makes it irnpossibIe to establish 'progress' or advancement of fkedom
except within a particular paradi-p.

Bogey V

R e notion o f Eeedom derives from the illusion of the "act". People do
ilot act, they behave. People's behaviour is controlled by selective

pressures which exist in their environments. The act is an illusion because
it posits a causal relationship between subjective experience or coCenition

and subsequent action, whereas the true relationship is between causal
external conditions and both subjective experience and action at the same

me.

In challenging the first bogey, which can be identified as a 'sartrean7 notion of
£ieedorn, I raise notions of society and culture. These notions mean that I must confront

the second third and fourth bogeys -which are ubiquitous as foundational principles of
postmodem thought -but which I have identified as principles within the works of
Michel Foucault and Thomas Kuhn. Bogey V represents a different kind of determinism
that can be identified with the work of B.F. Skinner. I raise Skinner's challenge because it

points backward toward the reasons for seeking fkeedom and to the values which have
inscribed notions of freedom and control. I accept his challenge as an invitation to revisit

and carefuily consider those reasons and values in turning forward to consider new
notions of fieedom.

Addressing Bogey I

Son-gwriter and musician Laurie -4nderson succinctly expresses the existentialist
conception of kedom. though with implied doubt in the words of a song on her Big
Science album (1983), the complete words of which are: "You were born and so you're
free, so happy birthday" Humanity,it would seem, is fiee by virtue of its existence and

the innate capacity of each of us to make any one of an array of possible choices at any
given time. The possible choices for the next moment's interaction with other people
range fiom smiling at them to murdering them. Presumably merely because one decides
to do one or the other,

In a paper given by David Allen (1997) I heard an argument advanced which was
rooted in this existentialist conception of fieedom, which he attrihted to Jean-Paul
Sartre. The argument was that since we are all fiee, heIping students attain fkedom is

merely a matter of convincing people that they always have choices. He had conducted a
study among several classes of schoolchildren and had concluded that the study showed

this to be the case. f i t was most interesting about the presentation was that to support
his conclusions he showed videotapes of several debates about hypothedcal situations of

euthanasia which involved the students playing the roles of those who had to make
decisions in each case. His aim was clearly to force the children to make their own

decisions. However, in watching the debate. Allen's interventions. and the students
responses, the most striking thing to me was how intent the students were on fi=guring out

what it was that this man, their teacher, wanted them to do, and then doing it. When they
reached a position which was nearly unanimous and he continued to pester them with
que~ions,they correctly grasped that he actually wanted some dissent and, when it
appeared, ir was duly rewarded with increased recognition of the dissenters. The students
were learning about the correct way to make a specific kind of choice and in this learning

they accepted, largely unquestioningly, the models that they were offered. Nor did the
students manifest the untrammeled ability to choose within the confines of his
expectations. Rather. their choices were supported and argued and given reasons. Only

those choices were considered which W e d reason-giving and argument provision.
Why is the notion that absolute freedom inheres in each of us as a most
fundamental aspect of our humanity troublesome? Primarily because it fails to recognize
the social world in which the expression of eeedom becomes meaningful. To assert that
David Allen's students were absolutely f i e ?is to dismiss the significance of their

collective acts of 'following'. ..illen's students were clearly limited in their argument by
the models of appropriate argument that they knew. their desire to follow their teacher's
wishes, and their personal knowledge of the issues. To say that they remained absolutely
bee despite such limitations is possible only ifthe notion of freedom is collapsed into a
very narrow subjectivist h

e -a h

e which isolates individuals as iiee creators of

their o w n subjectively located meanings, and throws into doubt the possibility of real

communication.
The assertion that each of us remains fiee to create the world as we w i l l is an
abrupt dismissal of the significance of factors which bind us into our narrow paths, or
inhibit us from stretching toward that which we feel we need or even fiom recognizing
that which we need Absolute k d o m implies the possibility of choosing any act in the

next moment Such a notion fails to recognize the conditions under which fkedoms are
exercised- Such conditions include our understandings of the name of the world, and the
immediate siruation within which decisions might be reached, as well as the sets of

conceptual tools that we possess and recognize as usable for coming-to-understand and
for initiating action. If some one wishes to be a kind, loving and gentle parent and to raise
oentie, respectful, loving children (as seen on various TV programs) why not simply do
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it? Just do it. as the advertisement says. Oddly enough one rarely hears of parents 'trying'
to raise murderers, suicides. warmongering politicians, petty criminals, emotional
cripples etc.. Yet such persons come into being in abundance. Each of us must represent a
parental failure in some respect. A notion of freedom which does not recognize such
failures of ability is truly arid, inadequate and mystifying. What must be recognized is
that none of us possess the means to understand or to enact at our whim any of all the
possibilities which might exin. There are possibilities of which we can conceive but
which we cannot enact. and there are possibilities of which we cannot even conceive some of which may be within our abiliv to enact. One of the most obvious facts of
teaming is that through learning, people are enabled to conceive of possibilities which

hey could not previously have imagined. Conversely. and in addition. learning can also
-enable' previo&ly imagined possibilities to be -reco_&ed'

as impossibilities. To the

extent that acts are -guided by conceptions. my conclusions here deny the legitimacy of a
broadly stated notion of 'absolute fkeedom' as -infinite possibility'.
-A model of absolute fieedom that seems to be sustainable in the face of such

observations of freedom's social lirnitations. is one which is rooted in a model of the
individual as a discrete and isolated subjectivity. It is within the space of a person's

subjective. moment to moment acting thatsartrean 'absolute fieedom' is to be found In
such a model. the universe is collapsed to its impingement on the individual, and indeed
the individual must be regarded as the creator of the significance of that impingement.
Under such a model, each act is f i e , taken with reference to the universe as it exists or is
imagined. But the idea of a broader social world, the notion that understandings of
impingements which have not occurred or been imagined might e

a becomes almost an

absurdity. In the moment, the broader world and its potenn'al impingements are, in a
sense, nonexistent- For S

m this nonexistent, this nothingness, is of primary importance

and is the basis for absolute M o m . Each question and each act is pregnant with

nothingness. A question stands on that-which-exists

-in the formation of an expectation

-and implicares that-which-does-not-exist by the very nature of being a question. For a
question in its inception contains the possibility that something other than one's
expectation will be the case (1956: 35). It is in my undemanding of this 'possibility of
something other' that I believe I differ with Sartre. Same characterizes this possibility as
%othingness7' and would not agree that it is merely the possibility of something else. For
Same it is nothingness precisely because no thing is implied -rather. infinite possibility
is implied (1956: 37). To the extent'that an act implies both an answering and a renewed
questioning, the act must also be seen to be oriented always toward infinite possibility,
and hence to be inherently free.
Both the work of Brecht and of Brook employ notions of nothingness in their
philosophical underpinnings. Brecht imagines stepping into the position of nothingness in
order to clearly view the social world. This is his ground where he will stand like
.kchimedes while levering the world into a more suitable position. Brook's notion
appears to be even more sartrean, his emptiness is a place of infinite possibility and
absolute freedom into which a l l of the possibilities of humanity may flood.
Same's ar-merit suffers primarily from a numerical deficiency*and secondarily
fiorn over-simplification- He creates the world as a mere duality of being and
nothingness. In this binary universe being, that-which-& impIicates and is oriented
toward nothingness, thar-which-is-not. and that binary division obscures essential
complexities. The simplification lies in the fact that the characterized poles of the binary
logically contract that-which-exists into a singularity -a singIe point reference, a unity
of meaning -and simdtaneously i d a t e that-whichdoes-not-exist into the infinite
(1956: 36)- This implies absolute freedom, but absolutely no orientation toward any
particular fkedom. and absolutely no meaning resident in it- This is the essence of
existential despair. and it is. or at least can be, a consequence of an inadequate
understanding of the world- I believe that that-which-exists can only exist in relation to
itself. It comes into being as meaning and we h o w that being as we entangle it in webs

of relationship. Hence it must be greater than a point The number one is roo great a

betrayal; a singularity does not contain relationships, it can only be relafedto other things
which in their 'thinpess' must be part of that which exists. Furthermore, while thatwhich-exists does implicate that which-does-not, it does not implicate a22 of it. Thatwhich-exists projects into the realm of nothingness from points of reference within itself,
And it is only because a person can stand in these many places with respect ro
nothingness, that that-which-exists can come to alter itself with reference to the indicated
part of nothingness -by both accretion of the newly existent and by demction of the
formerly existent. Any teacher who has tried to teach students a concept which is very
distant fkom their experiences will confirm the essence of this statement. Students learn
fiom what they know. connecting and extending that into new experience.
Renuning to my example of parents aying to raise their children, one can see

within its smxcture the implication of nothingness. To grossly simplify, that-which-exists

in this case includes: 1) an actual array of parental practices. 2) a set of actual ideals
toward which those practices are prajected, and 3) actual perceptions of other-thanidealized 'outcomes'. Taken together these implicate certain possibilities within thatwhich-does-not-exia including the possibility that there may be other ways of raising
children. These three points locate a nothingness, but as ir becomes 'indicated', it comes
into relation with other aspects of that-which-exists that locate these three points in a web
of significance. For example. understandings of parental causation or influence.
experiential bases of values, and theories of perception and jud+gnent all locate this
nothingness and are called into question by itAt this point I think it would be f i t f b l to consider another example. A
philosopher fiend of mine, very much convinced of a sartrean conception of fieedom,
recently explored that freedom in taking a vacation. He said he went to the bus station
with his small bag and got a ticket withour deciding where to go on the first bus out of

town. He went to Edmonton as it m e d out, and spent several days there. He said he was
d a d that the bus wasn't going to Taber. but he would have gone: " W e p e g would have
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been near, but Edmonton was okay." He slept at 'the Y?,saw some museums and the
legislature buildings, and waked through the West Edmonton M d . That which did not

exist came into being -into happening -but (at least consciously) only in relarion to
that which already existed. It is tempting to posit that his ability to couch his description

of the trip in words is the proof that his undemanding of the trip stands in relation, and is
contained by, the existent concepts indicated by those words. The words are an important
clue. but to say that they contain the experience goes too far. What the words do indicate
are the acts of marking out the nonexinent with the existent. The words stand in the place
of conceptual ties which, in an expanding web, attempt to locate the experience in
relation to other significances. The objective demands of the nonexistent in this hip will
probably assert themselves for some time to come for my fiend?requiring new layers of
significance and. possibly, the adjustment of old relationships.

What is equally important in this example is that it reveals both the dilemma
posed by a samean conception of fkeedom and the impossibility of actually enacting a
111sense of that dilemma A conscious 'point' in relation to an unknown infiniy cannot

know either direction or displacement and it can have no ground to initiate any impulse
even in a random direction. Going to the station and nor choosing the bus symboIicaI1y
enacts rhis sense that there is no real basis for decision, but it is an imposed structure of
pretended helplessness and simultaneousIy an enactment of red freedom. The
si-dcance comes into being only through the active rejection of decision -which is

-sounded on the knowledge that one might have a basis for choosing a destination: "I
would have gone anyway?'. We bepin any step toward freedom already thoroughly
enmeshed in meanings and understandings which give us reason -and thus the
possibility of rejecting reason. One can believe in the truth of a philosophical position and
assert that one is a singularity?and feel that one has no basis for decision, but one can
only enact such a project through a meanin@

destruction of meaning. Both the

destroyed meaning and the constructed meaning of destruction have their semiotic value
in relation to a larger socially acquired fabric of significance. Suicide can be the ultimate

rejection of the ability to act, but is itself an act and is therefore significant. Going to the
bus station in order to nor decide which bus to get on implies an acknowled-gnent of the

meaningful nature of buses and d o n s that form part of the web of meaning on which

the decision 'not to decide' is based. This expressed dilemma is a higher order assertion

of doubt. resting on, and at the same time attacking, the bases of belief and understanding
and decision. It is a reasoned conclusion and a decision.

Same believed nothingness to be a primary element of conception (1936: 5). He is
right to the extent that conception in all its forms comes into being in the confirontation of
our notions with the objectivity of things. Encountered objects or items r e f w to be
precisely our notions of them and demand that we follow their naturr into the unknown.

This idea has important implications for understanding the potential of art and education
with respect to fieedom and I shall renun to it later. But nothingness has other conceptual

affinities. As infinite possibility, it is a second order concept. and thus an extrapolation of
the experience of negation. The negation of somerhing is what allows Same to talk about
nothingness at all. For nothingness is rmly an undescribable condition. We approach
nothingness in our imaginations as a kind of mathematical limit of an infinite series of
negations. No house, no tree, no automobile, no air. no pulse, no *mdfather. no pipe. no
vaporizer, no watch, no sight. Etcetera is what we imagine. On! To nothingness. My
sister asked me to describe what being unconscious was like after being knocked out by a

fall at the age of seven, but of course I could not tell her, because it wasn't like anything

for me. I had not experienced it. Being unconscious seemed to me not even to have
happened. it was an absence of experience which I could only approach as an abstraction.

The absence of experience is a very different matter fkom the experience of the
absence of a grandfather or any of the other absences from which we exaapolate our
understandings of nothingness. For in experiencing these kinds of 'negations' we do not
encounter non-being at all,rather we encounter the existence of something else. h e a d

o f experiencing a tree we e.xperience a hole in the ground -which is nor nothing. In the
experience of our lives we arrive at the complex imaginative concepts of negation: by
extending the notion of "not this but that" to the notion of "not7' and then fixrther to the

notion of "nought?
A close examination of Brook's 'emptiness' reveals that he in fact creates the

emptiness out of discursive forms. Like my philosopher friend, in his construction of nondecision and Same in his creation of nothingness,'~rookworks in the medium of
meaningful discursive forms in his attempt to create emptiness. This is a point. to judge
by his use of the word 'emptiness' on which he may well be deluding himself. or which

he may not l l l y :grasp. Though he believes that he is setting aside formality and thereby

finding places of nought. it is clearlv the fabric of existine form which tears itself oDen in
his work to intimate the oossibilitv of emptiness. Brook could create emptiness by using a

bare stage or by placing a carpet in the Sahara only because stages cluttered with scenery
and props exined and were the norm. His sparseness, his emptiness, became an object
which demanded engagement only in that disczirsive context.
To summarize, I must confiont the notion of absolute fkeedorn because: I) that
notion challenges each decision with an W t y of possible choices, 2) that challenge
dismisses and belittles the experiences of limitation that most of us have, and therefore
offers no means of surmounting obstacles, and 3) the challenge of infinite possibility also
throws into doubt any bases for making decisions. It suggests that we may not have
reason or primary cause to disdn-pish among possible paths. I do conf?ont this notion

with the assertion that we must recognize that freedom, as we find it, is conditioned by

rhe fact that each of us is located within a culture and a position within that culture that
makes only a certain set of discursive tools available to us. We do not find ourselves in a
position to know a primary cause, but we do have reasons, ofien culturally bound for our
actions and choices.

Bogeys II & III

The notion that choices are reasoned within socially defined conditions -sets of
rules, conceptions and values -opens

the door to arguments that freedom does not in

fact exist at all but is merely a .illusion. The position I have identified as Bogey II asserts
that we are not fkee because what we perceive as 'acts' are in fact no more than the
consequences of our application to given situations of rules, conceptions and values
which are socially given but probably pardally beneath consciousness. The position I

have identified as Bogey IIX suggests that we are not free because we cannot -think
outside the box'. We think with the box -the particular box of our time and culture therefore the thoughts on which we base our judgments and actions are rigidly culturally

and historically determined. One hears this conception in arguments of cultural relativism

-perhaps explaining how burning witches made sense, how genital mutilation is a
kindness etc.. one must only see them from their proper cultural perspectives.
Though Michel Foucault disagrees that his work denies the fieedom of his
subjects, that work has been oriented toward exposing how, and within what sets of
relations, meaning comes to be made. In so doing his work de-emphasizes, as compared
to other histories, the creation of meaning as act and emphasizes instead the contexts

within which meanings have historically come to be made, and come to operate- He
points to the working of hidden or unconscious assumptions in historical situations and
reco-~zesthis in his own work (Foucault. 1972: 201). Images of overwhelmingly
influential discursive contexts are for me the primary impressions that his work creates.
h d , in the same way that the project of anthropology reflects the culture of the
anthropologin in the different cultural location of 'the other in his or her cuiture'. so
Foucault's project which uncovers the conceptual limitations given by his subjects'
location in historical culture, points back at himsex at us, at our own location in cuiture,
and at the hidden discursive principles which seemingly govern the ways that we live and

think. For instance, the implications of his carefid empirical aragment linking the
emergence of the discourse of individuality with practices of examination and principles
of panopticism (1977: passim) stretch beyond his narrow historical consideration. They
point to the functioning of that notion and others, within the scope of our current acts. He
points toward our riving in culiwe and our use of those concepts which are available to

us in it. This implies a twin challenge to the notion of the Yiee act'. First, it implies the
enactment in our discourse, of a culture of which we are not entirely conscious, and
hence, fiom whose influence we cannot consider ourselves to be k.
Second, it implies
that our use of cultural discourse invokes the hegemonic connections which are part of

the functioning of each of our notions. It binds us to the hegemonies we adopt as

assumptions from cultural and historical discourse. Thus, for exarnple, one seemingly
cannot use the notion of the individual and s m d outside the examining and separating
functions that this notion grows out of in our society (Foucault. 1977: 194).
These two considerations imply that a person's freedoms are limited by that
person's cultural location. However. the contention that people are limited to socially
available concepts does not necessarily imply that they would not be able to manipulate
those concepts, and do so with some degree of fieedom. This is Foucault's point when he
argues that he is not trying to deny the fieedom of his subjects, he is identifying the
"conditions" within which they have acted rather than the "determinants" of behaviour
(1972: 208). This addresses Bogey I11 in part but is unsatisfactory in its address of the
notion that we are controlled by our unconscious structures, since presumably we would
not be sufEciently aware of them to 'use' them to act. This.point is most directly
addressed by recognizing what is implicit in the ucr of Foucault's project. F

e he is

bringing the hidden preco-i@tive and unconscious into consciousness. Second. he is
establishing that the relarionships that he identifies are discursive in their content and in
heir operation. In so doing he is pointing backward at our situation. and bringing into
consciousness for us that of which we may not have been aware. This opens the
possibilities of choosing and manipulating and using -in other words acting with some
degree o f f eedom,

in at Ieast three ways, with this formerly unconscious discourse.

I should note that in the preceding paragraph my argument has passed the
branching off point for Bogey V. For B. F. Skinner 'conditions' are the 'determinants' of
behaviour and we are controlled. He would probably be very much in agreement with the
pessimistic view (against which Foucault defends himsell) that Foucault's argument
implies a general lack of fieedom. I will return to address this posiuon later.
Foucault's defense of freedom, with the notion of 'conditions,' creates an image
of k e d o m as an embattled striving which occurs despite these challenges. In arguing for
a vision of history, "opposed to the synchrony of structuret." he argues for understanding

not a system, but the hard work offreedom, not form but the unceasing effort of

consciousness turned upon itself, trying to grasp itself in its deepest conditions.
(2972: 13)
But in addition to the freedom which might accrue from such effo* it must be noted that

the notion of limitation itself has a paradoxical counterpart in the notion of enablement,
and that both are implied in the idea of being located in culture. The inverse of the
perceived limitation of cultural location - which applies simultaneously -is that
cuitures (or the socially available discourses of cultures) enable our interaction with the
world. Nor is this merely a case of using a semantic inversion to insist that the glass is
really half-111. The increase in freedom that is conferred in expanding one's cultural
repertoire is demonstrable. In learning a new language?new mathematical skills or new
philosophical conceptions, one can experience the unfolding of new possibilities, new
freedoms. We can be seen to be limited by our culture from the point of view of others
who have the cultural and historical distance from us to reco-gize our boundedness. But

in one respect this identified boundary merely recognizes the Limits of the enablement
that our culture provides. Extending this argument, it follows that -to the extent that our
collective keedom is enabled by the culture of our society - thefi-eedom of the

individual is ro some exrent dependent on the fieedom of the sociery as a whole. The
fieedorn given by cultural discourse done rises and falls for us all together as a society.
Culnrral location does not in itself imply a complete obliteration of fieedom,

rather. it implies a narrowing of the range within which fkeedom is expressed. Michael
Polanyi writes:

The growing mind recreates the whole conceptual M e w o r k and all the rules of
reasoning bequeathed to it by its culture. In this sense each of these fixations
reduces the range of creative powers, but it enlarges these powers by placing new
tools at their disposal. (1966: 46)

In learning the rules, conceptions and values of a culture, one's range of freedom is
limited in exchange for a greater depth of k d o m which may be conferred by the ability
to use those cultural conmuctions fluenrly and effectively. Polanyi conceives of a

hierarchy of creative levels in which fieedom to create in the next higher level is only
achieved through a narrowing of the next lower level. Thus the fieedom to have words is
attained only at the cost of selectively narrowing the fieedom to make sounds of any kind
with one's voice -the freedom to speak sentences is attainable only at the cost of
controlling the order in which words are spoke%etc.(1966: 35).
David Best argues thar, like languages, artistic disciplines exist as shared

paradi-gms which define what it is possible to create within an art form. In fact, Best
argues, works of art can on& be understood from within a relevant artistic tradition

(1992: passim). One can thus conceive of a kind of fteedom within art which could only
be achieved through mastery of the bdarnentals of an art form, its rules, conceptions
and values. Polanyi's vision suggests that certain kinds of fieedom may require the
sacrifice of other kinds. One might imagine under this argument that artistic fteedom in
Ballet requires a narrowing of dance foms to a very specific vocabulary of movements.
Yet there is clearly another kind of freedom and another kind of confinement
implicit in this argument. While one may limit one's vocal qualities in the production of
words. one does not have to accept this as a permanent injunction against the production
of non-word sounds. Nor does one have to accept a specific set of rules with respect to
how words should be ordered in sentences. There is a kind of fieedorn that only comes

into b e a through acquiring a fluid competence in the d e s of a discipline. There is
another kind of fieedorn which comes into being when those rules conceptions and values

are examined and challenged. The expression of fkedom embodied in Joyce's Llysses
did not come into being by his staying within the rules of grammar, but perhaps

understanding them was a necessary precursor to his violation of them. I would contend
that these two types of fieedom are not mutually exclusive?but that they must be striven
toward at the same time. In order to use c u I W discourse freely, one must be able to
simultaneously enact the discourse and to move beyond it: to exten& to reject, to s e l a
to turn it outward upon the world and/or Inward upon itself. The fieedoms given by our
cultural discourse d o w us to tun the discourse upon itselfand to recognize some of its

nature, to stand in different aspects of i t and to view ourselves as in a mirror the image

incomplete, yet illuminating in some respects. That is? in a sense, what these reflections
of mine are: I stand here and then there in discourse, then I nun back and I try to describe
what I see.

I can see that freedom is both negatively and positively given. The negative
boundaries of fieedorn would seem to be the most easily recognized and I have spent
little time with that here. Some of the territory that is knowable or imaginable for us is
demarcated in one way or another as not permissible or possible. Thus murder and theft
are not permissible. and traveling to other planets or becoming invisible are not possible

-for me. But I recognize these boundaries and so these negative determinations are
hgiIe. The possibility of transgressing or transcending them is held out in recognizing

each boundary, but at the same time there are real reasons why I will or will not
transgress or transcend them, and the impingement of these reasom upon my fieedom
must be recognized. The positive boundaries of fieedom are harder to see. perhaps they
are impossible to see in oneseif. But we can recognize, in their transcendence, our former

limits of enablement and one can see in other people the unfolding possibilities of

s o w h and change. Therefore we can imagine that the same condition applies to the
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current understandings that we hold, and that thev too might be transcended. We can

ima,oine that. as a society, we might work and progress toward becoming more fkee.

The notion that art or a culture can only be understood from within its own
definitions of meaning and value stands against this, and challenges any possibility of
reco-Pnin'ng -progress3 toward fkeedom. The notion of the art-form-as-a-paradigm is
essentially a reiteration of Bogey ID.In it is embedded a fallacious notion that 'the

paradigm' is discrete and selfcontained- I would argue, con-

to David Best's

assertion, that a work of art is never solely comprehended fiom within the discipline and

that that is not a legitimate expectation of people approaching art or other cultural
discourses. Rather, it must be comprehensible fiom a large array of socially available
discourses which a perjon simultaneously holds. It is by employing some balance of
these that we arrive at our ideas about the value of a work of art, It is this notion of the
discreteness of paradigms which leads to the next difficult and pernicious challenge to

freedom. the notion of incommensurability, Bogey IV.

Bogey IV
In a sense the notion that paradigms are incommensurable is a return, in a
macrosocial c o n t e a to the isoiating subjectivism which, rightly or wrongly, is a Legacy

of Descartes and Same. The notion of paradigm comes to me via my reading of
philosopher of science. Thomas Kuhn (1970). Paradigms, as understood by Kuhn.
constitute for a group of scientists the legitimate grounds of knowledge and inquiry. He
held that each scientific paradigm defined the nature of what constituted a problem within
itself, and that therefore, the merits of no one paradigm could be completely judged Born
another paradigm, that is, that they were incommensurable. Each paradigm constituted
the ground fkom which understanding took place, so the holders of one paradigm should
not be able to properly conceive what the problems of another paradigm were. The ability
to make sense becomes confined to making sense within a paradigm. Comparing

paradigms is not seen to have any real basis because one is 'standing in' one or the other.

This notion challenges the possibility of recognizing 'progress' across any change of
paradigms -changes which Kuhn argues are revolutionary rather than progressive in
nature (1970: 166). The notion of advancing freedom, except within the confines of a

particular paradigm, becomes a ridiculous proposition.

The concept of paradi-gn as a ground of knowledge both expands and contracts.

On a larger scale. the same logic has been applied to whole 'cultures' and subcdtures as
systems of understanding. Going in the other direction, the paradigm can shrink in scope
to an isolated concept or exemplar. For example, David Best uses the conceptual unit
paradigm as he argues for a notion of incommensurability among artistic disciplines. He
roots this in the notion of the linguistic concept as the 'standard', he writes:

Although propositions expressed in language can be true or false, it would make
no sense to suppose that concepts can be true or false*since they are the standards
of fruth or falsity.(l992:3 6)

Let us explore this proposition a little funher. On the surface, it appears to be a
logically sound argument, though it flies in the faie of experience -the experience that

as human beings we frequently do somehow choose among concepts preferentially. Kuhn
argued that the bases of these preferential choices are not to be found within the bounds
of the paradigms which define them, and this usually is presented as the final argument
before the Q.E.D.. the proof that paradi_gns are incommensurable -and in this case h a t
.Art can only be evaluated fiom within the discipline within which its concepts hold

currency. However. Kuhn's argument points to a more complex way of undemanding
how paradigms and concepts within their bounds may be compared and evaluated, in
other words. a m y of understanding our everyday experience -in which we recognize

that we do make such comparisons. Kuhn's argument of incommensurability points
outside the paradigm. Outside the paradigm is within the range of human possibility -

not in the sense of standing on the ground of absolute knowledge -but in the sense of
standing on ground which is defined by other criteria than those of the paradi-gn in

question.
Consider an example: the concept -love' as it is used today in western culture.
Singer (1981) argues that this conception has arisen within Christianity through the
bringing together of four distinct concepts, ems and philia £?omancient Greece, and

nomos and agape from ancient Judaism. To grossly eversimplify, these notions might be
described respectively as erotic or sexual love, fktemal love. the submissive love of the
devout for God or of the child for the parent, and the all embracing love of God for

creation and humanity. However. this is not a simply an amalgamation, bringing together
the complete value of each o f the concepts. In unifying the concepts much of the

specificity of each is Loa and some of the terrirory covered by the older concepts is left
out of the Chrinian conception. We can thus speak of lust as distinct fiom love, whereas
the eros of the Ancient Greeks clearly encompassed elements of both. In addition to

which the eros of the Greeks described by Plato was also rnainiy a province of men and
extended only incidentally to women, What seems clear to me is that the concepts have
been altered and blended and the people have been responsible for these changes, these

choices, combinations and deletions. Plato's Symposium describes a discussion which
encompasses just such an alteration -the participants reach toward a new formuiations
of the concept of eros. Indeed reformulations of Love are constant in popular art today.
Each new story or song has the potential to form the concept differently than it has been
previously: "love is a rose", "love is a razor?', 'love stinks' and so on.
Which set of concepts is better? Clearly this is a problem which cannot be
answered from within the problem as I defined it -isolated from all other criteria But

my definition of 'the problem' was arbitrary, and in defiance of human experience in
which other criteria always pertain. And the question is clearly answerable once we agree

on the answer to the teleological question: Better for what? A presumption might be
made that people holding different paradigms could never agree on the answer to the
question "for what?", but again, this defies our experience -in which people are able to
agree to entertain possibly several answers to the question 'for what?' simultaneously.
A funher, simpler example. Our concept 'mow' is splintered into a number of

more specific concepts in Inuit culture. Which set is better? Which set would be better for
saying that a cold white precipitate had fallen and that boots would be required to walk to
the train? Which would be better to help you to communicate the kind of conditions that a

dogsled or a snowmobile would face? Which would more accurately tell you whether you
would be likely to break your back shoveling the m t f f ! 'Snow' suffices for describing
the whole class of things for people who experience 'mow' too rarely to comprehend its

variety or the consequences of that variety. However, 'mow' is cleady the weaker

concept for people who experience mow in all its variery on a regular basis. On the other

hand the h i t concepts stand outside the cultural repertoire of most non-Inuktitut
speakers, and we therefore must elaborate on the weaker concept using various additions,
heavy, Iighc sticky, powdery, and so on.

What the notion of incommensurability in all its guises does is to shatter the
Ie~tirnacyof any understanding of 'progress'. I use the word progress deliberately,
recognizing its idammatory nature. Because what I am advocating here is of course

progress with respect to fkedom- Progress, in its most microscopic possibilities, is what

the notion of incommensurabiiity challenges. And it is the quantum possibility of
progress that is essential to ventures such as education, research, learning, argument,
performance, etc.. Without the quantum possibility of progress it is impossible to
conceive of a berter argument orfuNer knowledge, or even more sublime art. [f we accept

the c a r e m argued notion of incommensurability then I should stop writing and you
should stop reading. Without necessarily resuscitating the notion of a singular
overarching direction and purpose -to which, oddly enough. I would be privy - I do
think that it is imnerative that the ~ossibilityand the necessity of evaluation be
recormized in our philosophical approaches. It is not enough to say that 'you have your
reality' and 'I have my reality.' This position denies all of our gounds for
communication. and it denies the argued intellectual base on which all relativist
propositions themselves rea. Relativism is a counter-proposal against absolutist
positions. Relativist arguments point at the differences in our understandings. which
come from our different cultural or individual perspectives. However. the notion of
mcommensurability must be seen to be an assertion of absolute relathism. As such it is
an absurdity; using meaning to deny the possibility of meaning, it asserts. as the most

profound of truths,that truth cannot be -even a circumscribed iruth (Hempel, 1966:

3-1 8). Absolute relativism is a snake trying to eat its tail.
Kuhn's error is evident in the act of his own work which is essentially an
argument against the old notion that science progresses though the incremental growth

of knowledge. He argues that the history of science is better understood as a series of

periods. each marked by the use of a particular paradigm and separated fkom each other
by revolutionary transformations. In developing this argumenS he careWy documents a

number of scientific paradigms which have shifted one into the other. In Kuhn's view,
what these revolutions reveal is that the choice of paradigms that occurs in scie~tific
revolutions, "can never be mequivocaily settled by logic and experiment alone" (1970:
94). He regards any change or choice in paradigms as an act of f~th,not judgment This,

for him, necessarily calls into question the notion of progress and indeed the notion o f
judgement between acts -except as they are understood within a paradigm. He argues

persuasively that the bases for choosing between two scientific paradigms is not to be
found within either one of them.
Kuhn's argument is persuasive, yet if we accept his persuasion, we are
recognizing an act which contradicts his final conclusion which is that we have no
grounds for comparing paradigms, for that is exactly what his argument does. The act of
Kuhn's argument directs us to look at the grounds fiom which he is arguing. What is
revealed in examining an argument in this way, is that it is an act of connecting and
counterposing and dissecting and separating and evaluating which implies, creates and
emerges fiom a multiplicity of sources. If Kuhn is standing 'within a paradigm' which
enables his comparative evaluation of the notion of scientific revolutions as opposed to
the notion of the incremental growth of science, then we must acknowledge a multiplicity

of paradigms. I believe that the concept of the incommensurability of paradigms is
rooted in a misconception of the paradibm as a self-contained entity which is internally
coherent and which. in part. grows out of an iUe@timateseparation of scientific discourse
fkom non-scientific discourse. It considers the paradigm with the presumption that it
should constitute the tord grounds of knowledge which is said to be scientific. This is a

functionalist vision of a paradigm as a system which is discrete and complete. However,
we are surrounded by evidence that people experience the conflicts in their
understandings, and by evidence that people are capable of standing on various grounds

of understanding at different times in order to reflect upon and evaluate specific aspects
of 'how' they undemand Indeed this analysis of fkeedom is one instance of such a
reflection. Ifthe noaon of fieedom fit precisely within a systematic frame of reference. if
it were located within an inescapable and coherent hegemony of ideas, then I should

neither be i n c h e d nor able to write about it at this length. My argument here attempts to
relocate fieedorn within a frame of meaning that is more coherent and consistent with my
experience. I am able to do so to some extent because the problems we perceive are not
entirely defined by a single paradigq but by perspectives which arise fkom many socially

available discourses which can be tumed upon each other in a partial selfillurnination,

Different discourses, though possiily not M y consistent with respect to one another,

may equally be held to be true by the same person, or may be held as possibilities whose
differences are not yet resolvable. In corning to an understanding or forming an intention,
one brings to bear notions which have different gounds. This opens up the possibility of
examining, comparing, evaluating and choosing among specific discourses. One can thus
stand outside the discourse used in a drama class and consider how it affects the fieedom
of students. and indeed whether such effects are desirable. Recognizing that we stand in

many different paradigms or elements of discourse opens up the possibility of rejecting,
or embracing or building upon certain aspects of each discourse.
The idea that culture is not a coherent whole but that its incoherence can be used
to try to grasp itself seems fairly obvious -that attempted grasping can be regarded as
one of Art's primary projects. But this idea has essential and important implications for
fkeedom. It partially undermines the notion of the collective interdependence of our
freedom implied by cultural location, since it means that we are individually fiee to
manipulate compare and evaluate culturally available discourses, and to make our own
choices among them. Furthermore. this ability to manipulate discourse points to ways in
which new discourse may be developed and thus indicates how our collective

possibilities may change and grow. In this light Kuhn's notions of paradigm and
incommensurability may be recognized as historicai advances of our cu1tu.d possibilities.

They enable us to perceive the world in new ways and pose fecund challenges. In fact the
challenges they posed were instrumental in my development of this argument.

Bogey V

I introduce the bogey of behaviorism here not because it poses a different or
greater threat to the possibiiiv of fkedom. but because its challenge demands a more
complex understanding of freedom. Behaviorism challenges the presumption that
fieedom in itself is a good for which one should strive, but more importantly it draws
attention to the question of how our desires come to be or are formed. These two points in

turn demand reflection on the nature of human wants and needs. and on the place fieedom

takes in h l f i b g these-

B. F. Skinner's notion of fkeedom must be understood to be paradigmatically
different than any of the notions of freedom thus far advanced. For Skinner fieedom
simply does not exist -except as illusion or as harmful delusion. Within his paradigm

each 'action' is in fact the consequence of a causal chain of events and is thus, in its most
hdamental sense, always controlled. The concept of fieedom itself. he analyses in the
style of Foucault?for it'sfuncrioning in society. According to this analysis, fieedorn
functions. as a means of: I ) dividing the deserving from the undeserving - both in the
assignment of rewards and punishments -and 2) shifting the responsibility for the
assignment of those rewards away fiom the powerfd to the powerless (1971: 44, passim).

If we imagine that students are free, then their failures are purely their own fault, as are
their successes. Teaches and society are thus let off the hook for creating the conditions
which, in Skinner's view, contribute to the causes of the success and the failure. Equally,
we create through fieedom a justification of the very different sorts of rewards that accrue
to the successful and the unsuccessll. With the notion of fieedorn, we justifjr the
business suit sipping his morning latte enroute to work, skipping over the ragged bum

who has slept all night on the doorstep of the office tower.

'Recognizing' that the 'act' is actually a behavioural response eliminates notions
of both fieedom and confinement fiom serious consideration. What can be considered
under this paradigm are questions about what kinds of control we should use in our
society (1 971 :41). Skinner's view is that positive reinforcement offers a better kind of
control than other methods because: 1) it is more effective, it is a -'strong" control in that
itforms a desire to behave in specific ways in the individual, 2) it is a form of control

which is naturally more pleasant to those under its influence. and 3) a society which is
based on principles of positive reinforcement naturaily satisfies the needs of its members
and enhances their 'feeling of fieedom" (1948: 263, passim). In con'aversive control'

punishment or

-the method of control he sees as predominating in our society -is

seen to be both ineffective and naturally?unpleasant (1971:26, passim). His view that we
as human beings are not f i e is thus not at all despairing, in fact it expresses a set of

naively optimistic and clearly utopian values. For Skinner?the most hdamental ethical

questions which face society are questions concerning how effectively the society meets

the proper nee& of its members. Knowing how to control human behaviour thus places
the weight of responsibly using controls on those who understand (1948: 264).
Skinner's argument offers me a case in point for demonstrating that I cannot

throw up my hands and say that my paradigm is incommensurable with Skinner's, that I
must choose one view or the other of the possibility of freedom. For there are groounds

fiom which we can regard Skinner's analysis in each of its significant aspects. Skinner's

argument does not flow from a single source. It arises from a belief in the efficacy of
positive reinforcement as a method of control - but as seen through the light of a
genuine concern for humanity in conjunction with an overweening arrogance concerning
his own ability to apprehend the true problems of humanity. Where do Skinner's values
and arrogance come fiom? They are not a necessary part of a notion expressing the

nonexistence of fieedom. They point to the multiple paradigms which consrandy
crosshatch our reasonings. Argument and reasoning is perhaps normally and necessarily
ad hoc.

Let me be-& with my criticisms of behaviorism as I understand it. First the
argument is intemdly inconsistent- It invokes the vision of inevitable determinism as a
way of justifying control -in other words to justify one group of people acting to limit
the freedom of others. Skinner's ar-eumnt is full of control and power. These are, and can

only be exercised by humans through the expression of their fieedom. Second it is
unworkable. Determinism does not does not permit consideration o f acts nor, therefore,

any act taken with or without respect to any ethical commitment. Determinism does not
offer a plarfom fiom which any intention or value may be enacied. Skinner is only abie
to apply a deterministic model to human beings because of his weak model of the person

- the black box which supposes the complete inelevance of our cognitive subjectivities
-a modei which cannot sustain his argument when any complex 'behaviour' is
discussed. He contradicts his own model in the very act of writing -an attempt to reach
-

and persuade other minds. Third, Skinner's project is unethical in its presumption of a
knowledge of human needs. In this respect it is paternalistic at be% more likely, a foul

and dangerous invitation to manipulate others. It advocates 'benevolent' control which of
course immediately invites questions concerning who controls and who determines what
benevolence actually means. Finally, the principle of determinism that Skinner invokes,

perhaps to fighten us into accepting the inevitability of control, is fundamentally flawed.
To assert that human acts are caused is to deny one of the most fundamental
aspects of experience. the quandary of choice and choosing. To assert -after the fact that the choice was predetermined by conditions, merely establishes a preferential way of

viewing the past. it has no bearing on the experience of the present nor the immanence of
the future. To continue to function one must enact, and constantly have affirmed in the

world, a certain minimal degree of Freedom. To this extent Same is correct, we are all always - fiee. The very notion of causality on which Skinner's understanding is pinned

is rooted in this experience of freely acting. It seems to me that we come to know
causality through our acts. When the bullet from my gun shatters a bottle or ends the life
of a moose because I aimed the rifle at one or the other and I pulled the trigger I _gasp the

root of the paradigm of causality. From such cases I may extrapolate a universe of cause
and effect and conditioned response. I can imagine that I may have been caused to point
the gun. But in doing so I must ignore the grounds which allow me to imagine causality.

It is because I am aware of my freedom - to ny to point the rifle at the moose or at the
bottle or at something else, to load the

or no5 to pull the trigger or not - that I am

able to perceive myself as the cause of the events that follow. 1My ability to recognize
cause is rooted in my ability to recognize my acts. and that is enabled by my ability to

imagine other acts, in other words, by my perception of my freedom.

Xow. nun to what I want to rescue and respect in Skinner's paradigm. A
psychologist friend who was visiting asked why I was reading Skinner He ventured the
opinion that the value of Skinner's ideas extended to understanding how to set up a

reward schedule to get the kids to wash the dishes. But Skinner's argument offers several

insights which should not be ignored and which I carry forward into my attempt to
synthesize a general understanding of the nature o f hedorn. Fim, his critique of freedom
is importan&it points to the necessity of understanding how notions of k d o m and their

exercise are being used and how these uses do or do not coincide with our values. His
ar-ment that fieedorn is used to create and justify inequity is probably all too true.
Second, the idea that our desires may be formed, selected or shaped means that freedom
camor be considered independently fkorn considerations of how this occurs. Skinner
points to the need to consider, within the notion of freedom, an ethical understanding of
the formation of desires -and possibly needs -as well as the satisfaction of those

desires and needs. Third. the distinction between aveaive and reinforcing 'controls is
important. even if we don't see them as controls. The distinction is important because it
points to the possibility o f more fully recognizing our 'human nature', within respecdul
approaches to trying to influence others. A h a 1 point to consider is that Skinner's
primary work was with animals. Perhaps, in humans, his work might apply most ddirectly
to precognitive aspects o f the person -fieeing the inner pigeon. When considering

learned responses such as phobias, perhaps the most significant aspect of a learning
circumstancefor this aspect of the selfis whether it is reinforcing or aversive.

Conclusions and speculations about freedom

In confronting my bogeys a number of insights have emerged. In this section I
will try to extend these and to consider their implications.

First of all some questions: freedom for what? What a e our choices? How do we
decide what to choose? How do we arrive at our desires? In response to these questions I
have concluded that we are not really in a position to consider or to argue fiom positions
of p r i m q c a w s . We come to these questions as persons who are extensive,
multipositioned. and overdetermined We find ourselves, at the point of asking these
questions, m y immersed in discourses which give us multiple paradigms ofmeaning
and value. In order to answer such questions, we cannot turn away from the specifics of
those discourses. However. there are some generalities which might help to W e a
discourse about fkeedom.

Using d~course.
Polanyi argues that the fieedom given by culture is built in levels with the
keedom at each level depending on the restriction of freedom at the level beneath it. The

restriction of fieedom enables the formation of a sysrern whose rigidity conditions the
possibility of new freedoms. This freedom to act at a 'higher' level of discourse is a
fieedom which can only be acquired through the mastery of the 'lower' level of
discourse. I proposed earlier that in order to act freely it might be necessary to challenge
the bonds of that discourse. But this is clearIy not so. One may challenge the structure of

grammar in creating a work in words or language, but it is not essential. Free use of
discourse does not require challenging all levels of discourse at once. However. I think
that I was reaching toward an important perception in this line of thought. That is, that

free use of discourse always places the discourse in relation ro something rhat stands
ourside itselfand so threatens it with destruction, growth or both simultaneously. The free
-

act does not only dwell in discourse, it also creates it. To act is not only to be but to
become. This becoming may acknowledge and extend discourse but equally it may deny
it-

Positive and negative deterrmitation of freedom
It seems to me that a h t f i d way of conceiving how freedom is bounded is to
consider that it is determined both positively and nesatively. The positive determination

of freedom is given by those conceptual and experiential oossibiIities which emerpe from
existine cultural discourse and bring into existence a real and ever emanding ranee of
what is conceivable. Freedom is also determined negativeiy by aspects of discourse

which impose boundaries of possibility and permissibility within the range of what is

conceivable- One can thus imagine becoming more fiee within discourse and the social
world, either by challenging recognized barriers, or by seeking to extend the positive
bounds of discourse. It may be the case that these two kinds of g o d are frequently
muntally dependent on each othec that the perception of barriers?gaps or connadicdons

may be necessary for the extension of the positive bounds of discourse, and that

superseding perceived barriers to freedom may require extending discourse into the
unknown.

Restrictingfreedom in order to extend it
Polanyi's hierarchy of fkeedoms seems to suggest. paradoxically, that the
extension of one kind of freedom requires the restriction of another kind of freedom
'lower' in the hierarchy. The nature of this necessity, if it exists, must be carefully
considered. The suggestion as it &ds

has a certain elegance. but it may be misleading

to the extent that it implies that it is the restriction of one level of discourse which in irseIf
gives fieedorn. From the vantage of considering fkeedom to be positively and negatively
determined by discourse, several insights emerge: F
m if a new discourse or mode of
discourse is formed through some set of restrictions, say the limiting of sound production

in language, it is clearly the qualities of the discow~esor the modes of discourse which
are shaped through that particular systematic narrowing, which have the potential to

extend freedom's positive bounds. Perhaps each restriction of fkeedom is necessarily
accompanied by a concomitant extension of a new fieedom but. within the scope of my
anaiysis so far. this would seem unlikely. 4 narrowing of fieedom at the lower level is an

essential part of creating, developing and/or mastering the higher level discourse, but the
creation, development and mastery of the discourse itself is distinct fiom its f k e exercise.
which. in thar fke exercise, may turn to challenge its restricted origins. Second, the
creation of a discourse or mode of discourse does noh in itsex. negatively determine
fieedom at the level that it restricts in order to create its system. Thus learning English
does not prevent one fiom learning French or !Kung though each restricts sound
production differently. Third. it seems likely that all modes of discourse are not equal in
the fkedoms that they give, nor equally worthy of the s a d c e of fieedom necessary to
permit their development and mastery. In the case of an extensive language system, an
overarching evaluative comparison would approach a level of complexiq which would
defy possibility, on specific points, however, it is clearly possible to compare the

effectiveness of languages. Fouah. to the extent that operating within 'higher' modes of

discourse becomes a matter of convention or habit, it would seem that fieedorns of lower
orders become sacrificed without consideration and t!!at one's facility within such modes
may atrophy, or might never develop.

Ethics of offethg discourse.
Some subjectivists regard it as a morai obligation to try to avoid making decisions
about the kind of art which is learned and taught. But this aspiration makes no
sense. To do noihing is inevitably to have incurred a moral responsibility. For
students may have gained greater enrichment if something positive had been done
(Best. 1992: xiv).
One cannot teach without values. But this insight is not the whole story. In the
preceding statement Best asserts, correctly, that the notion of the 'teacher as faciiitator?
does not adequately address the issue of the moral responsibility of the teacher. He points

out that the consequences of doing nothing, or of trying to do nothing, or of not offering
guidance. can be as great as the consequences of offering that guidance. However. Best's
argument is not sufficient either. It leaves us unable to deal with the e ~ c aissue
l
that
facilitation was supposed to address: the question of how to incorporate respect for thatwhich-people-already-are into one's teaching. In saying that the facilitator's position is
only between 'doing
morally fraudulent Ben's hypothetical ar-rmment dis~_guishes
something' and 'doing nothing*.Consequently the 'doing something' would seem to
include the possibility of doing anyrhing. While conceding that teaching is influencing
people -that it necessarily is invasive, and that both attempting to influence and
attempting not to influence are potentially consequential -we have still not addressed

the question: "What within teaching -or not teaching -constitutes respect for
students?" Best's argument that offering influence is the teacher's moral responsibility,

is an arLpmentrooted inthe value of respect for persons. The logic of the arpument is that
one owes one3 influence to students as an act of respect to oneself and to them. The
respect for all people is the primary value on which this q g e n t =rests.

Asserting that

one cannot escape from the responsibility of having influence, does not justify any and all

ournent.
forms of zealotry. Influence offered without respect cannot be justified by this ar,
Saying that one must have influence, is not a justification for promulgating one's own
experience and understandings as dogma. Rather, it implies an even greater need to anend
to truth, beauty and the sublime as they are conceived of, and embodied by others.
When I proposed, to my philosopher fiend, the idea that fieedom could be
considered to be positively bounded and that teaches have ethical responsibilities with
respect to both types of freedom. he scorned the idea. He proposed an example: You are

in possession of a sense that no one else possesses. like a sighted person among a
population of blind people. As 'blind7 people who have never seen?they have no concern
that they are 'missing' a sense. What is important to them has nothing to do with that
sense, and they don't have any understanding of what you are talking about. Are you
doing anything positive for others in trying to raise their awareness of what you believe
they are lacking?
It must be acknowledged that this ic exactlv the questionable ethical ground on
which both artists and teachers tread. The positive determination of fieedom is the reaim
inhabited by teachers and artists. However, the problem is not as simple and neat as the
philosopher would have it. First of dl,with respect to the posiuve fieedom given by
discourse. one can see that in making it one's own, one actually gains the use of the new
sense imagined in the example. However, this does not release one f h m the question of
whether, in providing this 'freedom', in raising this 'new' awareness, one has in any way
benefirted one's students. The question seem impossible to answer, like the former
conundrum of incornmensurabilit).-.And the key to answering it is to realize that the
e

g of the question actually contains the same core assumption which made the

notion of incommensurability such a punle. The problem as stated presumes the
discreteness of the relevance of the information acquired by our different senses. It seems

f& to assume that colour is irrelevant to the blind, but the colour of a naffic Light is noq

nor are many other qualities of the world in which we live that are primariiy discernable
through colour differences. E q d y one could be quite concerned about information
acquirable through another sense, and its implications, but nill be unable to acquire the

information. This is in fact where most of us stand in relation to most scientific
information. The example of science indicates the degree to which opening a new
discourse may be like acquiring a new sense. The recondite nature of the production of
scientific information leaves most of us unable to produce it ourselves, but certainly able
to consider. and to use, both the information,and its implications.

On the surface, the relevance of new discourse, and its significant connection to
the former discourse, is established by the learners' willingness to entertain it, and by
their ability to comprehend and make use of it. But it would be facile to suggest that such
is the measure of an ethical approach. The example of science returns. The fact that most

of us are not in a position to connect to the discourses of the production of scientific
knowledge without many years of work means that we fmd ourselves in a subordinate
position. a position of lessfieedom with respect to evaluating statements of scientific

information and, in pamcular, statements expressing implications and imperatives
arising Eom interpretations of that information. We find ourselves in a position to be
misled or bamboozled, or to have considerations quite important to us overlooked or
ignored, either honestly or dishonestly-, by people whose ethics, interests and/or values
collide with our own. In this respect, we find ourselves in a position similar to that of
students with respect to teachers. So that 'goods' may be presented to us whose
appearance of 'goodness' depends upon an inadequate grasp of the discourse's
implications, perhaps by both those promuigadng the discourse. and by those being
offered i t Discourses can be false, they can also be partial. The practice. sometimes
honestly pursued of coaxing mothers to switch from breast-feeding to foxmula feeding
comes to mind as an example of the promulgation of a discourse which was and is
entirely false. Its credibility came fiom the improperly assumed mantle of science, but its
roots lay-in the growth of a technological taste, rather than any form of knowledge.
h g u s t o BoU's story of how his a&-prop theatre met its end is a wonderful example of
partial discourse. When he was confronted, he was forced to admit that he was not

personally prepared to take up arms and spa his own bIood -as he was advising others
to do (Bod. 1995: 1-3). To Bod's credit he was, in that instancezable to realize the

unintended dishonesty-through-omission of his position.
It seems to me that what is common in these two examples is a didacticism in the
approach of those 'offering' the discourse which has gown out of their perceived
superiority with respect to a hierarchy of discursive possibility.

Education and the bounds offreedom: Didactic and inquisitive modes

Education and art each have the potential to be liberating with respect to both
positive and negative boundaries of personal freedom. They hold the possibility of
helping u s to recognize the negative bounds of fieedorn and the possibility of helping us
to emend our positive bounds. However, the opposite dso seems to be true. In the case of
art this is not obvious. the apparent drive toward that which is novel and original seems to

orient it firmly roward extending the positive fieedom of society. Similarly, in
introducing students to what is new to them. education would seem to be primarily
oriented toward extending positive bounds. However, teaching the rules and conventions
of society is also very much about entrenching negative bounds. Much of what we call art
is engaged in the same kind of entrenchment.
If we move beyond the model of the universe as collapsed to the individual
subjectivity, then the notion that fkeedom has positive bounds becomes comprehensible.

but it also must become complex, In imagining more than the individual, we imagine

more than one set of positive bounds. We can imagine different ranges of the conceivable
for each individual, and we can imagine another range of culture for the socieq as a

whole. If we think of increasing fieedom as challenging, or pushing back positive bounds

-if we think of it as becoming, as extending discursive possibilities into the unknown

-then one can imagine both extending the discursive possibilities of the individual and
of the society as a whole. One can imagine that these are not the same thing. The sheer

size of 'culture' is impressive. For instance?in considering a map of the world or a
continent it becomes clear that the asserted truths of the map are beyond the possibilities
of one person's verification -even in traveling for a lifetime. In walking through the

stacks of a Library a similar conclusion leaps out -there is more culture. more discourse,

existing in the world today than one person can encompass. In imagining these different

ranges of enablement, it is possible to imagine that one range is entirely encompassed by
another. This is the foundation of what I am calling a 'didactic approach'. Such
approaches are apparent within both education and art.
It seems to me that both teaching and art have the potential to be either didactic or
inquisitive. Didacticism aims to expand the positive determination of students fieedom,
but it does so through the teacher's offering of knowledge rather than the teacher's
engagement with students in inquiry. In offering knowledge, a teacher is working within
his or her bounds. and the students' realm of fkeedom is implicitly inscribed within those
bounds. What are the implications of a didactic approach? What are the consequences of
believing that some one else's subjectivity may be circumscribed by one's own? It seems
to me that there are two kinds of consequences for students, and additional consequences
for teaches. Fim, the teacher is not engaged in any challenge of his or her own bounds of

freedom. In teaching &om this standpoint, the teacher is creating an image of a bounded
world. inscribing his or her own boundaries across the imaginations of students, and
creating images of the 'true' limits of possibility. Second in imagining that studem'

fieedom is circumscribed by one's own, one runs the risk of failing to acknowledge
essential differences, within their discursive possibilities, which bring different meanings
and values to the discourses one offers as a didactic teacher. Such teachers have to h e
within the limits of their self-confinement, and lose the opportunity to learn f?om the

differences that their students bring. On the other hand, it seems to me that in conceiving
of his or her own project as one of learning and discovery, a teacher engages with the
student in the positive determination of fieedom. The essence of what I have called an

inquisitive approach is the teacher's working with the student to reach toward what Freire
has called "the object of knowledge" (Freire and Macedo, 1995:379). Instead of focusing

on £iIling in perceived gaps in the person of the d e n t , teachers and students work

-

together to establish connections to the mystery that is their focus.

Anists. as much as teachers, who abandon the aesthetic projects of their art, and
create their works on the basis of knowledge rather than unveiling,move toward didactic

art -which risks losing its potential for creating any ground for the positive
determination of fieedom. Such art attempts to circumscribe the possibilities of life
within the bounds and limits of the artia's knowledge, though it also holds the possibility

of failing in the most sublime ways.
Freeing and confining dircorrrses.
As the earlier examples of false and partial discourses indicate, more is not

necessarily better in extending freedom's positive determination. New discourse comes
into relation with that which exists and bears on it in potentially contradictory ways
which sometimes take time to discover. Harre and Gillet (1994:223 -128) propose a
discursive model of the self which suggests that the person is an agent who is willfully
manipulating and using elements of discourse Eom various sources. and that in using
those. and in choosing to follow or not follow discursive rules there lies an implicit
fieedorn. They advance the argument that some discourses promote intra- and interdiscursive weighing and selection and are thus 'freeing', in that they enable a greater
ability to manipulate elements of discourse according to their perceived benefits to the

agent. Other discourses are regarded as confining because they limit selection within and
among discourses. To this I would add that whether a discourse is freeing isTin part, a

question of efficacy: Does the discourse provide one with a structure that leads to f i t f u l

efforts when brought into reIation with existing ways of understanding the world?
[n an earlier study, I

found that student dramatic artists were challenged by many

self-limiting discourses -negative determinations of their fieedom of which they were
aware, and against which they chafed (Clark, 1998). Yet how could this be so? How
could boundaries perceived possibly remain unchallenged? From the point of view of the
model I am entertaining here, it seems, in part, that whiie boundaries were perceptible,

they were interpreted within a new fiamework -another discourse -which was

essentially dysfunctional- In that case, the artists involved, myself inciuded, were
attempting to appIy a model of 'gmup-work'. In so doing we were attempting to follow
the lead of our instructor much as David Allen's students appeared to be doing in the

example i cited earlier. It was a discourse about working in groups which offered no

place for individual will or for conflict. It provided a stmcture of passivity and

helplessness and caution. it must be seen as discourse which did not work for us. We had
not built a discourse which enabled either effective use of our colIective resources, or
challenge of our recognized barriers. We were trying to use an adopted discourse which
we thought would serve this purpose, bur which, in our w of it. actually stymied the
ends to which we thought we were applying it. The challenge we faced might be seen as
deriving from the limits our keedom's positive bounds, in that, some of us lacked

effective alternative models for working collectively, but, in addition part of what was
happening was that potendally effective discourses were suppressed or ignored in the
cornmiment to this particular teacher discourse. With respect to functionality, all
discourses are clearly not equal nor are they equally valid.

What emerges from the reflection and argument of this chapter is a tentative
vision of fieedom as the human capacity to stretch into the region of unrecognized
possibility from that in which we are. This is a vision of fieedom rooted in a vision of the
*whole' person. The idea of artistic fieedom addresses one aspect of the person; the idea

of aesthetic fireedorn address a second aspecL and the idea of physical fkeedom (little
touched on here) addresses a third. In the view of freedom that I offer here, each of these
aspects of freedom rests substanttially on, and is overwritten and bounded by, the culture
of the person. Furthermore, these three aspects are, all three, essential aspects of true

fieedom. 'Free thinkers', enabled by knowledge and discursive diversity and perspective
cannot be considered rmly fiee if their aspirations are controlled by others, or if they are
unable to respond to the illness of experience. Nor can one discover true fieedorn in the
disengagement of intellect Our inteUecv -such as they are -provide the means for

aspiration.
There seems to be little in the intellect which can provide the wonder which is

necessary to sustain life?or to motivate action. But the intellect provides the structures

which enable wonderhl action. The intellect engages with the world that the precognitive
self creates?extends the possibilities for aspiration and action, and enables aspiration's

hition.

Chapter Three
Design of the Study

Considerations in Choosing the Design

This is a case study of a single high school teacher and his students as they
worked on a six week 'acting unit' as defined in the 'Drama20' curricuIurn for the
province of Alberta. The study was done in a large high school in a large city which has
two school systems, a Public system and a Catholic system.The students ranged in age
fiom 15 to 18 years.

I had not originally conceived of the research as a case study. L intended it to be a
study of a number of different teachers and their classes. My question asked then, and
still asks: How do smdenrs learn about acting, and how is the insmetion they receive
related ro their evolving artistic and aestheticfreedom? Within this question, my concern
is with how conceptions of the person held by teachers play out. and how they influence

the instruction which students receive. As I began to design the m d y for the context of
high school education, I anticipated that three gross factors might have impact on the way

that teachers conceived of students as persons: I) the "approach" to acting teaching of
the teacher. 2) the school system in which the teaching and learning occurred, and 3) the
gender of the teacher,
To take account of these large and overt variables, I originally considered
undertaking parallel stdies in separate classes which covered the range impIied by the
anticipated differences among 'approach', gender and school system. I was interested in
getting some sense of differences in student learning which might result fiom variations

in teacher practices as they grew out of the teachers' notions of 'the person'. These three
parameters seemed to offer a means for setting xp a comparative study which would

include a range of conceptions of the person.
Based on my background research, I wanted primarily to include teachers &om

two quite different '"approaches" - which might be identified respectively as 'classical'

and as 'developmental drama' approaches. Neither broad category of approach grows out

of a well argued theory of the person. However, various notions surrounding the nature of
the person are expressed and embodied in each. Classical approaches emerge from the
tradition of Stanislavski and appeal to intellectual mastery of craft they seek to elicit the
artistic and aesthetic potential of acting through methodology and technical training.
Developmental approaches are rooted in the ideas of Spolin, Johnstone and Way. They

aim to elicit the artistic and aesthetic potential of acting directly fiom the person -by
releasing sources of creativity which are envisioned as lying beneath conscious thought.
There was the possibility that some bases for comparison of the 'approaches' themselves
might emerge fiom such a comparison. Though I was diuniliar with most of the
historical context of the education of acting teachers in Alberta, considerable anecdotal
evidence suggested to me that both these approaches and others were common in the
teaching of acting in the province.
Gender and school system differences were of secondary interest to me
personally, but suggested equal promise of o f f e ~ teaches
g
with contrasting conceptions

of the person. There seems to be some probability that the approach of the teacher is in
part an expression of the school sysrem's philosophy and values. Furthermore, as I began

to consider my design, a number of my colleagues proposed to me that men and women
took fundamentally different approaches to teaching acting. I was interested in
discovering something of the roots of these asserted differences. Therefore. in the initial
stages of d e s i - ~I considered studying classes fiom each system and with teachers of

each gender, thereby raking an inclusive approach to taking these gross anticipated
vm-ables into accoum
When I realized how little h c i d support for this research was potentially

available fiom the University of Calgary, I decided to limit my study to teachers from one
system and to teachers of a single gender. This wouid have been a smaller, less costly and
time consuming study which examined two classes chosen on the basis of the teachers

differing approaches to acting teaching. When the Univeniry refused me any funding at

all, 1was forced to changed my plans. I dropped one of the classes fiom the study and

asked my questions in the context of a case study. This step had certain consequences for
the research. However, the con of transcribing taped interviews for a larger study than
this was more than I could afford - either in time or money - given my status as a full .
time =dent with a family to support,

I was interested in the 'approach' of teachers, as I was interested in gender and
school sysrem?because I suspected that some of the values expressed in each of these
variables might be related to different conceptions of the person. I am not so naive as to
expect that these variables would either reveal the full range of notions of the person
which are at play in the teaching of acting. Nor would these gross anticipated factors

account for the d l of the differences in student development of artistic and aesthetic
Eeedom which I could expect to encounter in a given case.
The single case study is a legitimate context in which to ask my question (Stake,
1994: 241). The study focuses on the ways in which one teacher conceives of .hisstudents
as persons and the links between that thinking and the learning of these students about
their own artistic and aesthetic fieedorn. However: the fact that I was not able to

undertake a study of two teachers with different approaches to acting means that some of
the most immediate benefit of comparison and con-

fkom emergent findings which

might have existed was lost, While I continue to use comparison and contrast to interpret
the single case study, the reference points employed are my previous experience and

argued conclusions fiom that experience and fiom the experience of others. What was

lacking were the unanticipated differences and similarities among ongoing cases which
enable insight5.d perception. One of the benefits of contrast is that it reveals that which is

taken for *granted- It simultaneously illuminates both the commonplace and the unusual.

It might be fairly argued that the size of study must have some limit, and that it is
always amactive to undertake something more ambitious if time and money allow it
Furthennore, one might argue that no logical requirement dictated asking my question in
the context of EVO. four or sixteen cIasses when the possibility existed of exploring it
thoroughly in one class. Indeed, I have acknowledged that I expected 'approach',
'gender', and k h o o l board' to be gross variations which could be expected to exhaust

neither the permutations in the ways that teachers conceive of students as persons, nor the
factors which affect student tkedom. So why, aside from the benefit of con-

did I

want to undertake a larger study?
In some respects I am thankful to have had my task limited. However, a study of
more classes would not be a replication of an "experiment". Such would be no mere
multiplication of my work. As it stands, my study reaches toward an apprehension of the
factors in the way we conceive of 'the person' which have an impact on student
freedoms. It asks: 'what is going on here?", it reaches toward answers that I don't dreadJ
believe I know. -4s it stands, it reaches toward that understanding from the context of one
high school acting class. The broad range of situations. defined by the gross factors that
were identified, might have offered a broader apprehension of a range of teaching, and of
the thinking of teaches which have impact on the evolution of student artistic and

aenheuc fieedorn. Asking the question in a comprehensive way, covering each
anticipated source of variation might be expected to lead to a more varied set of
discoveries. and hence move the research toward that fuller apprehension. Nor should the
benefits of contrast be understated. I am an experienced teacher and have experienced
acting teaching as student actor and as director, but I have never taught high school

acting before, nor seen it taught If the rmly unusual, truly exemplary, or rmly weak in
high school acting teaching were staring rne in the face I might well not recognize i~

Of course, even had I carried out my limited study of two teachers with different

approaches, I still mi& not have arrived at any sound bases for comparison of outcomes

as an expression of the teachers' 'approach to acting', the 'variable7 by which the studies
were to differ. Potentially?a host of unanticipated f m o a could be of greater
consequence than those factors I had anticipated to be consequential- In this case study, as

in others, the case is organic and possessed of many layers of intricacy which only
become apparent in the context of i n h a r e knowledge and experience. Yet it is chosen

&om a distance in terms of both time and perspective. The features which appeared to b e
salient. from that distant perspective, can lose rheir apparent significance on dose
inspection. and new significance may emerge in previously unrecognized or invisible

factors.
As a researcher, one must decide whether, having mistaken a crocodile for a
mouse from a distance, one will chose to continue to examine the crocodile or to go on.
determined to find a real mouse. The answer which is apparently most sensible would

appear to be simply to go and study a real m o w -if that is where one's expertise lies.
However, the answer is nowhere nearly as clear if one is researching in a field where
mice and crocodiles are fkequently mistaken for each other. or in which the difference
between them is simply not recognized- This is where I believe we stand with respect to
studying human interactions. Indeed, the fit between the categories we create and use to
make sense of the mouse or crocodile and the particular mouse in question must always
be addressed: what is the rnouseness of the mouse? Why move on to the mouse you

imagine to be typical, when a perfectly wonderfd crocodilian mouse confronts you
waiting to be understood?

The perceivable aspects of each individual case and the interpretation of those
aspects had to be the primary necessity, whether the study were double?or as it turned
out. single. I would expect it to be unlikely that any middle-aged drama teacher with a

wealth of varied drama experiences W y adheres to any particular school of acting in dl
aspects of his or her teaching. Therefore, in a case study, pan of the task is to be at pains
to discern elements of different approaches and the ways in which they and other
elements of concept and value are configured in the teacher's practice. The double study
held some anticipated potential of offering bases for comparatively examining the effects

of the teachers' conceptual approaches on student fieedom. Had it not then perhaps that
would have indicated the emergence of additional unanticipated factors in the cases,
which could only have assisted in future attempts to di~tin~uish
the mice fkom the
crocodiles. Either way the dual study would have added richness- The additional
perspective could be expected to help me to identify points of conjecture on my part as
being either very weak or strongly supported or somewhere in between.
This m d y retains the analytical and interpretive ambitions of the larger study, but

it lacks some of the means that such a study could have provided. The focus of the study

is on the aesthetic and artistic fkeedom of children am! their teacher. The study looks to
the particulars of teacher conceptions as factors which may be affecting those freedoms,

and it attempts to look beyond those particulars to the larger value variations to which
they seem to be related-

The Case Study as Grounded Theory and as Interpretive Understanding

In this study I have artempted to wed two phiiosophicd approaches to inquiry
which are often presented as being derently antagonistic. To state it naively: it is the
wedding of realism with relativity, or the wedding of the recognition that hurnan beings
interpretively create their world with the nagging and undeniable belief that all
understandings are not equally good. I have tried make coherent the everyday experience
of 'truth' in the context of a powerfd and seductive blend of experience and argument
which would deny both it's possibility and the legitimacy of moving toward it.

The arguments I have arrived at to support this position are: 1) that human truth
does not emerge in answering epistemological questions done, but can emerge when
those answers are sought in concert with answers to ethical and teleological questions,
and 2) that the philosophical argument of incommensurability is based on an
oversimpfied understanding of human discourse, and 3) that the notion of error, which

incommensurability would deny, becomes sensible in the context of a more complex and accurare -understanding of human discourse. By way of labeling, what I have
tried to achieve in this study might be idenaed as both 'grounded theory' and

'interpretive understanding'. I have attempted to discover 'grounded theory' through the
creation of 'interpretive understanding', and to create 'interpretive undemanding' fiom

the discoveries of 'grounded theory'

Groundedness
W h a do
~ I m a n by pundedness?
The term 'grounded' was used by Glaser and Strauss (1967: passim) to indicate or
claim a direct and intimate link between their -theoriesyand the data which were used to

produce them. Embedded in this thinking b a notion of theory gowing inductively out of
data which speaks for itself. Woicon (1992: 23) identifies the term 'grounded' as a term

associated with researchers making claims of accuracy. Researchers who claim
grooundedness for their studies are making claims of proaxhatetruth. Their results are
'findings' - which have elevated status as statements of understanding. In this study, I
am making claims of 'accuracy'. and I am claiming elevated status for the understandings

that I present -and I hope to legitimate such claims in the eyes of readers. What I am
not claiming is that the data speak for themselves or give rise to theory in the absence of

interpretation. Furthermore, I have not adopted the analytical methodologies associated
wirh Glaser and Strauss and those who have followed them. Rather, I use only the term
*

-

%rounded7 as an indication of my responsibilities in making my claims.

What are my groundr?

I have taken liberties with the notion of 'grounded theory' as used by Ghser and
Strauss. They distinguish 'grounded? theory, rooted in data, from 'logico-deductive'
theory, which they see as rooted in 'a priori' assumptions. I am claiming both of these
sources as 'grounds', and I do not regard them as entirely distinct kinds of grounds. My
'gounds' are what I appeal to in making my claims of legitimacy for my interpretations.
c.

Data do not speak for themselves, but are understood by way of the concepts and
understandings which I bring to bear in perceiving and making sense of them. On the

other hand, to say that the theoretical understanddings that I have brought with me to the

case are merely a fabric of 'a priori' assumptions is to miss the essential point that the
-theory7is also an edifice of thought which is made sense of with respect to experience both my own and that of other scholars. Both 'kinds' of source offer understandings made

from a fabric of reasoned experience. A ground is the place where I. stand intellectually
and experientially, and fiom which I reasoa but I am not obliged to stand in o d y one
place at all times. The understanding I reach for through this research seeks a merger and

balance of these grounds as weli as a recognition o f conflict among them -the best that

I can make sense of

I have three recognized sources in which I ground my understandings in this
study:

Ground 1:

Logico-deductive argument and previous experience -which in
the main are delineated in chapter two,

Ground 2:

Negotiated understandings arising in the case among myself. the

students and the teacher -found in the analysis and mangulations
in Chapter four.

Ground 3:

My understandings arising from analyses of my personal
experience in view of these negotiated understandings and
arguments.

Impingement oJ Cufturaii?yAvailable Dikcourse

Xeither grounded theory nor interpretive understanding is meant to imply some
sort of inductive formation of an unbiased account of the case. Rather, I have placed
myself within the case and used my theoretical base, my sensitivities, conceptions and
values to arrive at a sense of what was transpiring in the situation. Furthermore, I have
used this sense to reflect upon my theoredcal base. This is not to say that the
undemanding I arrive at are so unique to me - so entirely subjective as to render them
void of general meaning. The concepts I use in my biases come fiom the body of theory 1
have developed and fiom culturaily available discourses -they mean something in this

culture. They are not entirely personal fabrications, and I am able to draw Links to those
concepts which are new. To return to Best's argument,the other consequence of working

within the confines of a cultural discourse is that concepts comefi-om the culture and can
thus be said to have objective meaning (1992: 16). The perceptions which I offer based on

- this diffuse cultural discourse - mean something objective as well as
something subjective. My interpretations are thus objective -not in the sense of holding
my'biases'

absolute correctness -but in the sense of deriving from outside myselffiom tools which
have currency in our society. They are thus also objective in the sense that they are

subject to challenge in the terms and concepts in which they are given. They are not
merely an account of a subjective experience and hence beyond challenge.
1 have used the theories that I arrived at based on the reading and experiences
described in Chapter Two in this research, but these ideas are not strictly pillan upon
which my analysis rests and which 1 hold to be "true". Because accepted wisdom itself is
under scrutiny in this research. I am asking: What does this case have to say about the
nature of persons?; What does this case have to say about the nature of freedom?; What
does this case have to say about the roles of teachers and students in freedom's formation
or despuction?; What does this case have to say about the nature of hegemony and the
nature of disciplines? I am nor approaching this research from the d p o i n t of supreme
confidence in a body of theory with which I will analyze and judge this situation. I am

asking what this situation has to tell me about these theories, this thinking of mine. I am
grounding my thinking in the context of this study.
Levels of Bias

Warrantedbias and unwarranted bias.

I have tried not to allow this study to be affected by unwarranted bias. However.
as the main instrument of observation, description, analysis and interpretation I a m 'in the
study' I have not tried to remove myself or my innuence. My perspectives enabled this

particular vision. To the extent that the study is biased in this way, so be it. However. bias

can exert itself in other ways. The study cannot just mean whatever I want it to mean. If,
as a chemis I know that water at sea level should boil at 100 degrees, this should not
prevent me fkom observing water boiling at 98 degrees Celsius. If it does, then I have
been influenced by unwarranted bias. The discourses related to recognizing boiling water
and reading thermometers are different than those which impart the chemisr's belief that
water should boil at 100 degrees Celsius. Higher order interpretations do have the
potential to make lower order interpretations which contradict them difficult to see,
however, consistently privileging lower order interpretations has the potential of
foresralling the imaginative leaps which reach toward overarching understandings.

In human studies, where measurement is not the object, and unambiguous
observations are not possible, the probability of unwarranted bias affecting a study is
probably higher. Claiming groundedness in the terms of GIaser and Strauss (1967)
implies a privileging of lower level interpretations over higher level interpretations,
whereas 'interpretive understanding' implies a privileging of higher level interpretations
over interpretations at the level of perception, description and analysis. Both of these

strategies can yield insight, but if they wilfully conceal, or distort, or obfuscate, then they
contain unwarranted bias. The forced fit of perceptions, descriptions, and analyses into
preexisting higher level interpretations is one face of bias. Another face is the
obfuscation or concealment of higher level interpretations, judgments and evaluations
behind mountains of c o d k i n g detail. I have not tried to conceal the conclusions and
judgments I may have leapt to, nor have I tried to conceal the details which may
contradict them. At the same time, this report attempts mainly to offer my best. balanced

interpretations. and the ar=uments which support these. There may well be material which
has been concealed or ignored by assumptions which are part of the perspective that I
have brought to this study. Since my primary aim is to learn. rather than to persuade, in
the discussion which follows I descnie some of the assumptions of which I have been

conscious. Since I am not capable of knowing myselfcompletely, I cannot be complete in
describing these assumptions. However. some of these may be, by now. obvious to the
reader.

Assumptiom about quitiitittive inquiry.
I have been focused by my initial curiosities, conceptions and biases and I have
attempted to be sensitive to that which appears to b e manifest in the case -both the
expected. and that which I might not have anticipated. I have used that which is manifest
to reach for conceptual renewal and discovery. These two aims are supported by an
attitude toward research which anticipates thaq in a complex situation of human

interaction, the understandings which M e research at the outset are likely to be

inadequate. I expect that unforeseen questions and perceptions will emerge in such

research, and believe that recognizing these is a crucial part of creating an understanding
of the case, and of evaluating the concepts with which initial attempts to comprehend the
case were m e d .

Bias in theory and action

-datcr collection.

In Chapter Two I discussed theoretical and philosophical positions with respect

1)

The existence of bdamenrally different approaches to the teaching of
actors.

2)

Theoretical concepts of the person,

3)

Concepts of fieedorn and confinement and their relationship to notions of :

4)

a)

hegemony, and

b)

discipline

Educational concepts of freedom and confinement

While I consider myself to be still in search of a comprehensive understanding of
these positions, there are some operating 'assumptions' or -conclusions' that I am clearly
using and which have shaped this research.

To begin with. the research tacitly links teacher held concepts of the person to
student fieedorn. It is based on the belief that various different notions of the person are
, the expectation that these notions will
embedded in different approaches to a c ~ gand

foster teaching practices which affect the evolution of student freedom.
I also hold some specific notions of the person and the nature of freedom which
are embedded in the research. -Major assumptions with which I have operated are the
notion that people are not subjectively aware of the entirety of their experience or i l l y

aware of what motivates them, but that people act rather than behave. I believe thar
people act and are agents -complexly motivated and not i l l y conscious -but
nevertheless in conml of their actions in some sense. I believe that a person may have

learned something and yet still be unable to reco-pize or identify it subjectively. These
assumptions are tied to a notion of oppression which looks at oppression or liberation as

an aggregation of individual lessons, and the conclusions students draw fiom them.These
beliefs have directly affected my approach to interviewing, the formation of my
questions, my decision to include participant observation as a means of gathering
information. and my approach to the analysis of interviews, and participant observation
notes. These positions mean that I am expecting that the subjective jud-ments that

people offer may well reveal contradictions, and that actions may contradict statements. It

means that I am looking for evidence of learning at different levels within the person, and
for the connections and integrations which may or may not exist between those levels. It
means that I expect that the consequences of experience may be revealed obliquely,

outside of the immediate subjective awareness oithe person who had the experience.

My suppositions about the nature of anistic and aesthetic freedom have also
=guided the work inasmuch as I conceive of artistic and aesthetic freedom as being related
to people's views of: 1) what is possible and desirable within an art form, 2) what their

own possibilities might be within the art form, and 3) what their actual capacities are for

using the tools and concepts that are available within the art form. This perspective leads
me to look for changes in how the students view their own possibilities, and for changes
in their actual capacity for inventively using defined tools and methods.
Funhermore, my readings of various 'schools' of approaches to acting teaching

formed the h m e by which this particular teacher was originally pigeonholed. and the
h

e of concepts with respect to which I began to ask about his own approach.

In other words the smdy is sensitive to, and has been shaped by, the sense that I
have made out of the body of theory described in Chapter Two. In addition, however. I

have attempted to arrive at an interpretive understanding of all those aspects of events,

individuals, relationships and reactions to which I could be sensitive in my observations.
Similarly, I have also attempted to understand the interpretations of those same events,
relationships?reactions and individuals by my co-researchers-

In spite of my embrace of the points o f theory mentioned, and possibly of others

which I have not identified, i was, as a participant observer, enmeshed in and reacted to
events, individuals, relationships, and reactions in the classroom. I responded to them in
ways which depended. at least in pa- on other sources of bias. Among those biases I can
identify, but perhaps not fully describe, are sets of expectations regarding:

1)

ethical relationships among teachers and pupils

2)

what constitutes acting

3)

what constitutes directing actors

4)

what rhe written curriculum means

Ethical concern. I believe that ethical relationships among teachers and students

are founded on respect. I believe that teachers have a responsibility to take a lead role in
fostering mutual respect. I believe that a great deal of care. attention. and thought are
required in order to act and teach in ways consistent with respect for students. I think that
failure to be consistent is inevitable. simply because of the difficulty of knowing the
effects one is having. Attentive teachers whose intent is to base their teaching on 'respect'
are quite likely to reverse course occasionally and to try new approaches. A dubious
expression of respect is found in some forms of 'facilitating' in which respect for students
is imagined to mean aying not to innuence them.One of the requirements of teaching
with respect is in fact -to teach. Assuming a passive role so as to avoid influence has

the potential to deny students the benefit of the teacher's accumulated wisdom and sense

of the world. It is a saategy which I beiieve has limited application in respectfd teaching

.The project of teaching which emerges from respect is to help both =dents and teachers
to be and become more fdly human-

Acting stance. Acting can be many things, it has been many things for me- It is
usually hard work. It can b e a heartless playing out of a physical and verbal score. it can
be a

of trdy felt emotion. Sometimes each of these is appropriate and, more

fkquently, each is a failure. For me acting has been a pleasure: but rarely has it been what

I felt to be a complete success. Performing successfully is stretching toward an ideal,
which is somewherejust ahead out of view. At the same time, there is ofien a demand

thar each note of the score be played at precisely the right moment, and a M e r demand
that each note be responsive to other actors and to an audience. These things can be very
difficult to achieve simultaneously. I have said already that for me, in my initiation to i t

acting was discovery -a discovery of possibilities contained in text and of possibilities
within myself. The drive toward these discoveries and toward the discovery of the

aesthetic possibilities of performance remains the primary ideal by which I comprehend
and evaluate acting. Acting should be art in the service of an aesthetic project -a

reaching toward the discovery and expression of unfathomed meaning and feeling.

Directing actors. My view of directing actors, simply stated. is helping actors
wirh the aesthetic project. I say 'the' aesthetic project because it cannot be simply the

actor's project. The director is in the same position as is the teacher as regards the issue of
-respectT.If a director allows the work to belong oniy to the actors by holding back

offerings, then he or she is potentially denying actors the value of the wisdom. insight and
perspective thar is in his or her bgasp. That said, it is not respectfd either to deny actors
their own potential by dominating the aesthetic project- A director has the potential to

contribute discoveries, to help actors make their own discoveries, and particutarly, to help
actors discover the artistry necessary for their performances which permit their audience

- to discover the aesthetic impuises within it, The ideal director balances respect for the
actors for the audience, and for his or her self,tying these together in a mutual respect for
the ae&etic project.

The curriculum The written curriculum for the acting component of Drama 20
consists of a brief statement about acting and its value for students and a set of seventeen
'objectivesf:

Acting is the development and presentation of action and reaction of a character
from a play script. Acting involves the technical exploration of the "life" of a
character who has been created by a playwright. Through this exploration. actors
broaden their empathetic understanding of how other people think and react.

Drama 20

The student will be able to:
Analyze a script for explicit character clues.
Create select and sustain physical details of the character from scripted
material.
Demonstrate understanding of and identify motivation and objectives
(overall main and immediate).
Demonstrate undemanding that a character's behaviour is motivated by
p a n present and anticipated funue experiences.
Demonstrate a character's main objective within a scene.
Demonstrate a character's immediate or moment-to-moment objectives
within a scene.
Demonstrate the ability to play a character firom the character's point of
view,
Demonstrate the ability to memorize required text.
Demonmate the ability to pick up cues effectively.
Critique the work of self and others through observation of specific
details.
Demonsmte understanding of antecedent action, acting beat, operative
word, transitions, interior monologue.
- h a l y z e script for clues to create antecedent action.
Create antecedent action for character.
Identify and use operative words in a script,
halyze script for character's transitions.
Play transitions.
Create and use an interior monologue, (Pro-gram of Studies 1988: C.6)-

Underlying these statements and objectives are a set of three broadly defined 'goals' for
drama education, a brief statement of the program's rationale and philosophy, and a brief
discussion ofthe content of the drama curriculumA list of objectives has the appearance of a recipe -a numbered series of

procedures which, if followed precisely, will achieve one's desired gods. Objectives are

the brainchild of Ralph Tyler, whose Basic Principles of Curn'culum and Imrrucrion,
published in 1949, attempted to define the nature of good teaching in terms of system and

method. They express the positivist bent of that period of western history and, indeed the
dominance of positivist thought in the field of education until quite recently: they have
become a standard part of North American schooling. At their best. objectives attempt to
express what an effective teacher should do in within a compressed srandmd format of
'learning outcomes'. At their wort objectives do become recipes which betray the
ethical principles of respect which should define the relationship between teachers and
their students. As I understand them, in the contern of the discussions of program
rationale, philosophy, goals and content (Program of Studies 1988), the objectives for

Drama 20 anempt to compress a notion of good teaching and to communicate it within
what is the standardized fonnat The discussion of philosophy explicitly states that
self development of students should be the aim of the drama p r o m , and that drama
holds the potential for developine the 'whole penon'(Program of Studies 1988: A.1).

These statements support an ethical relationship among students and teachers which is
founded on respect for student developmenr The apparent rigidity of the curriculum as a
Iin of objectives is something which has the potential to lead teaching away from that

relationship of respect. However. this is clearly not the intention expressed in the
document which reco-gnizes the requirement of flexibility:

Disciplines may either be integrated as appropriate or treated as separate
units of study. Focus may vary according to the teacher's expertise, students'
needs, school's philosophy, and facilities and budget (Program of Studies 1988:

c. 1)

The disciplines referred to are seen as the primary content a r e s of the drama program

md are specifically: movement speech, improvisation acting, theatre studies, technical
theatddesign, play writing, and d i r e c ~ g However, with these caveats indicating intentions set aside, the document look
thoroughly prescriptive, and cerrainly holds the posniility of being interpreted in that

way. A derailed chart indicates the scope and sequence of learning in Drama 10,20 and

30, by means of numbered "required student lean&

outcomes" (Program of Studies

1988: C.3, and this is followed by six pages of lined objectives including those
'required' for acting in Drama 20.
My understanding of the objectives for acting in Drama 20 is that they describe a

series of skills which are intended to circumscribe whar one does when one acts. In their
identification of acting as a set of skills. the objectives express what I have called a
'classical' approach to acting. The exercise and rnmery of the skills of acting for the
purposes of discovery of self and others is what these objectives seem to demand.
However, they do not seem to demand any one particular set of activities. Furthermore,
there seems to be ample room within the overall philosophy and purposes of the drama
curriculum to accommodate non-classical approaches to acting, although justifyingthose
approaches in terms of these objectives might require some creative stretching on the
teacher's part. In the end, the implementation of other approaches might be determined
by the flexibility and imagination of s u p e ~ s o r of
s instruction.
There may well be other systematic biases that have formed my interpretations,
judgements and evaluations. Readers may have a better perspective fkom which to
recognize these.

Approaches to Data Collection and Analysis

I gathered my data through: 1) interviewing, 2) participant observation, and 3)
student and teacher produced documents. It may appear odd to goup data collection with
analysis, but in fact, analysis of data took place continuously, throughout the study, and
guided M e r dam collection A second stage of analysis followed. once the interviews
were transmibed and the notes compiled,

Approach to Participant 0bservation
As a participant observer I sometimes found myself challenged by my inability to

record everything. I have not learned an efficient shorthand and my handwriting has

never been speedy. My note taking was a combination of some sets of notes which
attempted to record all the boring details that I could discern, and other sets which only
recorded the most interesting. I was sometimes challenged even in doing that. in addition
to being occasionally challenged in my ability to record events, I sometimes chose not to
take notes in the moment. This was the conscious choice at some moments to be an
obsentant pamcipant rather than a note taker. I did not shy away fkom being a participant
or from offering my input when it was invited or when it seemed appropriate. On rhe
other hand there were significant periods of time when I was sitting to one side taking
notes. In my note taking and observing I did not try to achieve a naturalistic unadulterated
(by my influence) perception of the class activities. I spoke to the teacher and students
and they spoke to me. I even asked questions and was sometimes volunteered

explanations. However, in my questioning and other interactions I very deliberately tried

not to badger or to otherwise make the students or the teacher uncomfortable .My
questioning of the teacher and students asked for willing responses which were not
intended to be disruptive though they may have been challenging on occasion. The
understanding I aimed for. I did not believe I could obtain by interrogating students, nor
would that have been humane or ethical. In this study I have interrogated the data not my

co-researchers,
Limitation by Context
i\ significant question which arose for me during the

participant observation was,

"How much of the context surrounding the a c ~ class
g I should take notes on? The

apparently clear answer. "as much as possible". was muddied by the fact that this would
have meant keeping notes and records about specific individuaIs whose permission I did
not have, over the course of the six week period of the study. In facf I would have loved
to have interviewed several people who were 'pan of the context'. The Wculty with

doing this was the rigidly defined ethicai commitments I had to make to obtain approval
for the study. I could have obtained permission h m the individuals in question and
proceeded on solid ethical ground. However, obtaining the necessary approvals from two

different committees had taken approximately eight weeks the fmt time, and I had a
window of six weeks to do my study. I could not have anticipated the extent to which this
'context' was present, prior to beginning the study. Altering the study, and getting
approval for changes, would have taken so much time as to make the request moot. My
decision was not to contravene the procedural rules of the University and school board. I
therefore did not keep detailed notes on the activities other students -drama troupe
members -who were fkequently present in theatre but not part of the class. The notes I
kept with respect to context did not refer to or identify, or track individuals but were
extremely Limited and general.
What I tried to attend to in this case study were the paniculars of the tasks which
the teacher and the students undertook student responses to the tasks, teacher responses
to students' work and to apparent relationships among people. I attempted to get a sense
of the emergence of student perceptions and conceptions of acting, and of self images
related to these, and to notions of artistic and aesthetic fieedom. Throughout the study,I
queried the teacher about his reasons for choosing particular tasks. and about his thinking

about rhe students.

Approach to Interviewing

T'he formal interviews that were part of the study were semi-structuxed. that is
they were conducted around a specific set of curiosities and questions. but they also

pursued interesting points which arose during the interviews, which seemed as if they
might relate to the general question of the study. I asked questions directly which I

thought might not be answered such as, "What is your sense of your artistic fieedom?",

and I asked questions which I hoped would provide oblique evidence of ch-@ng
understandings, such as, W h a t does an actor need to how?' and "Whatkinds of drama
would you like to be part o£?" In my questioning, I again tried to be sensitive to what
people were comfortable or uncomfortable in answering, and generally people were
amazingly forthcoming and responsive. informal intenirws generally dealt with

questions related to tasks that students were working on at the time of the interview, or on

which they had worked just prior to the interview.
Practical Steps in the Design

Ethical Commitments and Approval
Potential risks of this study were that my presence in the acting class would
interfere with the education of the students, or that my questioning would cause
discomfort for the students or their t'eacher. In order to confront these issues certain
commitments had to be made. Other commitments were required for approval of the
Faculty of Education ethics committee, and still others were made to satisfy the school
board. Participation in the study was voluntary and it was made clear that my 'coresearchers' could withdraw at any time. Co-researchers were given a copy of a cover
letter which described the purposes of the rmdy and its expectations of participants

(Appendices X & B),and signed a consent form (Appendices C & D). Participants were
given the opportunity after each interview. and at other convenient junctures, to discuss
misgivings. I nied to proceed with as much sensitivity as possible, and only with
informed and continuing consent. I tried to pursue the interests of students and teacher as
they emerge within the context of my own questioning. -My hope was that my study

would be of interest and that it would worth doing in that sense to the students and
tzacher. and that they would become co-researchers in a true sense of the word. I have
made every effort to maintain the anonymity of participants. This included using

pseudonyms throughout this study, and removing or altering identifying traces in the
data. I have committed myself to destroy the original data one year after the successful
defense of this thesis. In addition, I have made a commitment to the schooI board to give

them a copy of the completed study. The potential conflict between my ethical
commitment to not hann the teacher and my commitment to provide the school board
with the study has been dealt with by maintaining absolute anonymity of the teacher and
by removing all details which might identify the school.

Selection of the Case

While I was seeking ethicd approval for this study fiom the university and the
school board. I consulted with colleagues familiar with the pool of teaches fiom which I
hoped to draw my co-researchers. From this informal survey I arrived at two lists of
teachers whose conceptual approaches to drama might be expected to be different.

I selected this teacher and his students because: 1) he was experienced. and could
be expected to base his practices on deliberate choices using conceptions rooted in and
reasoned fiom that experience, 2) I was able to fit six weeks of research with his class

back to back with another male teacher whose 'approach to acting' could be expected to
be considerably differentResearch with the second class was never undertaken, as the lack of funding was
at that point a certainty.
The research itself took six weeks, with the Christmas holiday break sandwiched
in the middle of it. This was the length o f f e allocated within the semester-long drama
course for an 'acting unit'.

Methods of Data Collection

The research consisted of:
1)

a preliminary i n t e ~ e w
with rhe teacher before the start of the unit

3)

interviews with the seven students as the unit began

3)

participant observation with the class five mornings per week for six
weeks

4)

informal i n t e ~ e w with
s
the teacher and students during the course of the
research

5)

interviews with students after the end of the unit

6)

an interview with the teacher at the conclusion of the unit,

7)

c o k c ~ marked
g
student assignments with student and teacher

permission

The interviews were recorded on tape and transcribed.

Summary
Much of the discussion of this chapter has in fact been an explanation of method
and a justification of the kind of analysis which took place. However, I should reiterate
that I consider my analysis to be interpretive. The categories and understandings
'emerge'? not fiom immaculate induction as Glaser (1992) would have one believe, but

from my interaction with the data However. they do emerge. I change in the interaction,
and achieve understandings which are new and unanticipated. I have tried to draw the

lines which will make this analysis comprehensible to readers, who, I anticipate. will be
steeped in the academic culture of education and drama.

The chapter which follows contains my secondary analysis of the data. It
describes the steps in which the analysis occurred and it offers the analytical conclusions

I reached -the categories by which I have made sense of the data, their relationships to
each other and their apparent degree of 'triangulation'.

Chapter Four
Analysis of Data

Introduction:

In this chapter I identify the more obvious discourses apparent in Tom's (the
teacher's) account of his ideas philosophies and values and the discourses apparent in his
teaching procedures. I compare these with the discourses apparent in student talk, ways of
working, performances and artifacts of their work. In Section Four. in order to highlight

what I believe are important contradictions and connectionsl I interleaf Tom's discourses
with those of the students. I begin by concentrating on Tom's 'acting discourse' but

obvious contradictions force me firther afield to unfold the central, if unexpected,
findings of this study. The chapter is organized in five sections. I begin with Tom's

thoughts about what is most important to him with respect to acting, then I confkont this
with his teaching procedures. and finally describe the contexts which make some sense of

these. before turning more fully to student responses in the final section.

Approach to Analysis
-4s I have already mted, the-analysisundertaken in this research took place in two

phases: the first phase was the ongoing attempt to comprehend what was happening in the
case as I was involved in i t This analysis was imponant because it sharpened the focus of
my questioning and guided it to new areas which I had not considered at the outset. The

second phase of analysis was the handling of the data which happened after it had all
been collected -the sifiing and sorting of meanings found in the text into which the data
had been converted,
Beween these two phases there was a distancing. I removed myselffiom the

context of the class. I reviewed tapes, had them transcribed and corrected them. I
compiled my field notes. I did other things -acting, directing, new research- The

distancing altered and added to the analytical framework I brought back to the data as text
and tape. The new relationship to the data as t e x i as artifact. created new possibilities for
handling it and understanding its significance. One has a different set of ethical
commitments to abstracted data than one has to the human beings who provide it. Its

truth. and the consequences of that truth for people are what requires respect. The
creativity of analysis is different than that of perception and description. On the one hand
the data as text simply exists. and therefore does not have the capacity to surprise and
contradict by virtue of merely coming into existence in some co&ontation of
expectations. On the other hand, data as text exists and therefore it may not be as
subordinate to the higher level interpretations which have the tendency to guide
perception. One has the opportunity to interrogate and reinterrogate the data in terns of
new perspectives, categories and undemanding which come fiom distancing and fiom

interaction with the data itself

Interpretive Understanding
Wo kott (1994: 12) divides 'data transformationt into three different
ppes:'description', 'analysis' and 'interpretationt. Description stays as close to
'revealing-he-eqerience-as-it-was as is possible. analysis caremy applies method to
the data to discover 'in the data' evident categories and relationships among categories,

and interpretation connects the data or descriptions or emergent categories and
relationships to larger pre-existing understandings. In terms of Wolcon's divisions, my

aim of gromdedness clearly fits his concept of 'analysis', and, in attempting to make
sense of the larger notions of fieedom and the n

a of the
~ person through this case, I am

also clearly attempting what wouid fit his narrow concept of 'interpretation'. When
interpretation is considered in a broader sense. as it often is, then each of these types of
trandiormation is a creative act at the root of which lies a form of interpmation. Indeed

this is also the thrust of the subtext of Wolcott's discussion(l992: 9-51)? which takes a
somewhat mocking tone toward the notions of staying close to the data and making
claims of accuracy. Wolcott points to the interpretation lying at the roots of research in

his reiteration of the notion that there is no such thing as iimmaculate perception". This
more general sense of 'interpretation7collapses Wolcoa's types; all are necessarily and
unavoidably interpretive. In this sense as well, the undemanding that I reach for is
'interpretive'

-it is [he sense !hat I have made of the experience, the case, the data and

the body of theory I brought with me to the study.
This is the point when notions of accuracy or legitimacy can founder -for how
does one evaluate or compare this 'making of sense'? If we create our underinindings of
the world what is to stop us fiom creating any understanding of it that we like? Indeed

how do we learn? How is it that experience has any impact on the larger muctures of our

understanding?
While I have not entirely resolved this matter to my onm satisfaction. there are
several reasons which I can offer to explain why not every undemanding is possible and
why choice among understandings is possible. inevitable even desirable and perhaps

necessary.
David Best argues that not all understandings are possible because not all of them

are culturally avaiiable:

Both the realin and the relativist are mistaken, although each is indicating a valid
and important aspect of the problem which is overlooked by the other. The realist
is right to insist that reality is not what we choose it to be, but he is wrong to
assume that this is because reality is independent of concepts. The relativist is
right to insist that reality is given by concepts, which may be different with
different lan-gmges, but he is wrong to assume that they are all equally available
to us. (1992: 34)
Best's argument is simply that people are only able to apply to experience -data in this
case -concepts which come from the culture of which they are a par^, and that it is

therefore cultural concepts which give experiences, or data, their meanings. Thus the

range of possible understandings -within a cultme-

is limited fiom the outset

In addition to being culturally born& we are bound by the condition of being
physically human. There are ways of perceiving and capacities for thinking and feeling
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which are characteristic of our species, and which we generally take for granted, and
assume to be commonly held among us. This 'seeing' of the world, and perceiving of
ourselves in it, is a 'discourse' made up of 'concepts' about the world which are given by

our natures. These concepts and the belief that they are commonly held, form baseline
assumptions that we use to initiate our communication, and upon which our cultural
discourse gows. Thus we are limited in the ways that we can understand the world by
the concepts bequeathed by our natures and our nurture in cultures. However, this
limitation still does not suggest how any one undemanding might be compared to
another.

I now rerum to Wolcon's categories of transformation of data. 'description',
'analysis' and 'interpretation'. and consider them as forms of interpretative research.
What kinds of interpretation are happening at each of these levels? If we include the
level of research just beneath descripdon -perception - then we have four kinds of
interpretation which appear to build upon each other:

perception:

interpretation as what occurs in seeing or experiencing the world

-the conceptualization we are aware of as our 'direct
apprehension'.
description:

interpretation as the selection arrangement and translation into

Linguistic concepts of perceptions of the world.
analysis:

interpretation as the categorization of experience -and the
-seeingyof relationships among categories

interpretation: interpretation as the placement of categories and their relationships
within a larger scheme of understanding, and perhaps, using them

to reshape that understanding.

Perception seems to be the most basic of these levels of interpretation, so one might

expect description to grow as a project out of perception, following it in time and using
it's 'results'. Similarly, analysis might be expected to grow om of description, and

interpretation out of analysis, each in turn using the results of the interpretation
immediately beneath it. But. categories and relationships 'formed' at the Level of analysis

can make visible the interpretations embodied in perception and description. The
categories and relationships that one is able to 'see' are themselves made visible by larger
understandings created at the level of interpretation. This reverses the apparent ordering
of the perception to understanding sequence. It is the root of an argument which may be,
and has been, logically extended to the conclusion that our perception is in fact given by

the larger scheme wirb which we view the world. This lends a seeming unshakabilify to
the larger conceptual edifices with which we make sense of the world and apparently
binds us tightly within our cultural perspectives. The fact that this seems to contradict
people's own experience of the shakiness of their own large undersrandings is sometimes
explained to be a consequence of the fact that we are unable to regard. fiom the outside.
the structures with which we understand. The argument is compelling, and yet there

seems something clearly very fishy about it.
?he world about me. at I e w does not seem to be entirely compliant to my will to
perceive it in any particular way, I find myself constantly questioned and contradictedWhen I finished my fm degree in anthropology, I was immersed in a black hole of
subjectivism which did not allow a legitimate place in its philosophy for research, yet
learning and discovery continued for me, despite the fact that they do not have a place in
subjectivist philosophy. The sense of fishiness itself is all the proof needed to know that
the ar_rmmnt is in exror, or is inadequate in some way. For if beIieving the argument were
enough to not only completely dominate my perception of the world, but to form it, then I
wodd have no doubts, no sense of 'fishiness'. Without entirely knowing why, I must
conclude that the 'lower' levels of interpretation are not entirelv _pided by higher level
interpretive structures.
To the ar-merit that we interpret our world within these h-and

cultural

perspectives. I have added the assertion, argued in Chapter Two, that we have available,

and make use of, numerous mutually inconsistent discourses, each of which is possessed
of its own unique sets of grounds. This is an especially imponant point for the

contemplation of any son of research -which attempts to discern, from some set of
perspectives, what is most probabIy the case. We have many sets of anaiytical tools
available to use to guide our perceptions. This creates the possibility, indeed the
inevitability, of the discovery of that which is contradictory to our understandings and
which forces us to bend them. What 1 am arguing against (again) is the notion of
incommensurability -the idea that each understanding is equally valid and can only be
understood fkom within the cultural friunework or paradigm which defines it.

I -grant the interpretive view that reality is understood by way of concepts. Yet
concepts reach toward experience. and that experience can be used to evaluate their
comparative accuracy the experience is capable of revealing more ihun the concept.
Furthermore?the concepts and relations of language and culture can be tuned upon
themselves, so that there are many footholds which allow for the examination of other
presumed unquestionable 'foundations'. .4nd not all concepts are equal. If we p u t t that
experience is confined within a box of concepts used to comprehend its particulars, then
those concepts are clearly of a different order than those which I we to describe the

experience. If I t
q to describe an experience of sexual intercourse, of lovemaking, then I
can become progressively closer or more distant from evocations of aspects of that

experience. because the experience was not given to me in the f o m of linguistic concepts
(or at least not aIl of it). Nor is my experience, or memory, of a thunderstorm given or
stored within the confines of lingui-sticconcepts. if those e-xperiences are given by

concepts at all, they are clearly 'concepts' of a very different order rhan the concepts of
description. expression, and communication. Indeed. if these sensory experiences are said
to be given by concepts, then the concepts which give them are unlikely to be given by
culture, but by the name of the human eye and the human brain, by the store of similar

remembered experiences and by the name of what is happening itself for all humans.

Intetpreted ,grounds, Grounded interpretations
My study is grounded in that I strive to root my understandings in a close analysis
of the case, but I am also aware that it is looted in a particular theoretical perspective

which helps me to perceive experience and make sense of it. The study is interpretive in
the sense given by Wolcott. but it is also interpretive in a broader sense. Part of its

eroundedness in the case lies in an interpretive commitment to make sense of the
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particulars of the case in as straightfo~warda way as possible.

In Chapter Two I have developed several lines of argument. In developing
"grounded theory", what I mean is that I am tqing to understand the case in terms of the
theories expressed in these lines o f argument, and that, in doing so, the case -with its
particulars and surprises -is reflecting back upon -and forcing re-evaluation of -that
body of theory. This case thus becomes part of the evidence, experience and thought
which grounds the altered, deepened understanding which emerges. I am interested in
what my theory and thinking say about the case?and at the same time I am interested in
what the case says about the theory. And the case can only be expected to have something
to say about my thinking if I achieve a sensitive interpretive understanding of the case

itself. I can only use the case to reflect on the theory if my approach to research is
sensitive to contradictions of my thinking and to alternative explanations of events and
relationships. In other words, in creating an interpretive understanding of the case. I am
bringing to bear upon it ail those elements of discourse that are part of my repertoire and
with which I can make sense of the various aspects of the case. In addition. my seeing is

authenticated. in accounts by students and by the teacher, of events and experiences in the

drama class room. In these cases, interpretation tends toward proximate truth.

Section I: Tom's Theories and Philosophies of Art and Acting

Isolated fkom their contexts, Tom's Acting discourses seem fairiy simple. He

offers: 1) a set of criteria by which he judges the quaIiry ofa c ~ g2)
, a vision of the value
of acting, 3) a distinction between textual and 'organic' approaches to understanding, 1)
a theory of physicality as the key to good acting, and 5) the judgment that organic
approaches (based in physical exploration) are primary for good acting.

Creating Art in Acting:
I don't believe acting is a science, sorry. I believe it's an art.. . . I believe it's an
art And I believe intrinsically that: that art comes fiom how we feel when we're on
stage . . . what is our character feeling at that time?. . . what physical things do we
do to make the text come alive?. . .I think acting comes fiom within. (Tom. Dec.
20.1996)

Researcher Response:
The preceding statement identifies the primary philosophical and theoretical
positions that Tom works with in thinking about acting. First, Tom asserts the primacy of
emotion as the essence of acting's aesthetic value: that art comesfiom how wefeel when
we're on stage. Second is the need for the 'understanding' which can address the question
which Tom believes must be answered in producing emotions: what is our character

feeling ai thar time? Third is Tom's theory of physicality as the most effective way of
discovering and producing emotions: whar physical things do we do to make the text
come alive?

Taken as a whole, in assening that acting is 'not a science.' Tom expresses doubt
in the possibility of itemizing procedures of acting and delinearing strict 'scientific'
methodologies which d
lproduce good acting. The natement refers to the '.Art' in acting

both in terms of what it is when produced and in terms of how it is produced -and the
tw-0 are not clearly separated. The feelings of the character and the actor are both artistic

means and the aesthetic product of those means. Furthermore. -the physical things we do'

are the artistry with which the actor produces the aesthetic value, the 'aliveness' of the
text yet acting (and hence this physical artistry) 'comes fiom within,' in the internal

realm which is the mysterious seat of our aesthetic capacity This, presumably, is why
' a c ~ gcannot be a science' -and one implication of that statement is the belief is that it

may not be truly possible to teach acting.

Criteria

Layers of acting.
The following quotations illuminate several criteria by which Tom believes he
judges the quality of acting.
I. always say to my kids there's like four layers in acting, and if you only scratch
the first layer. you don't present a very believable characrer. And if you don't
scratch the second layer, you don't provide very many emotions. And the third
layer, if you get to the third layer, then you start to become a much more momentby-moment actor, where the moments are working more often in the monologue
than not. And then if you manage to make the fourth level. then you have ail of
them you have the emotions, you hove the physicid thing, and you make every
moment count on stage.(Tom, Nov. 1996)
The stronger students ... you ...see .- - a more well rounded character on stage.
. . .hat you would probably believe every moment, or, some moments. . . .that
monologue where you look at a minute and a half and it's extremely interesting,
nor inreresting, bur e x ~ e m e l yenterraining thar's the correct word, to watch (Tom.
Nov. 1996)
you have other students that. . .you see falter . ..know the lines but have no idea
what the siruation is about, why their character is doing that (Tom. Nov. 1996)
A lot of my weaker students are lucky ifthey get to the second level . .. they
would have lines but . . .they wouldn't be very motivated lines, It would be very
nilted. I call it one-dimensional acdng.(Tom, Yov. 19%)

every- time you are on stage, it's a moment on stage that you have to be
accountable for, (Tom, Nov. 1996)

[good acting is] going to be entertaining for people to watch. (Tom, Dec. 20,
1996)
Researcher Response:

The four levels of acting for Tom seem to be: 1) knowing the lines, 2) presenting
the lines believably -offering motivated lines, 3) offering many emotions -thereby

offering a more well rounded character, and 4) suStainiDg the illusion &om moment to
moment while on stage- The overall g o d of acdng, and the result of a successfid effort is

to produce an illusion which is exmmeZy eniertaining. The criteria I have identified are
triangulated in the above. That the production of illusion is a primary goal is W e r
triangulated in the following:

The Goal
Believability and continuity of entertaining illusion.
don't want to see another drunk scene, because .. . they're difficult scenes. . .to
convince me, to make me believe you as a teenager are drunk on that stage, my
kids can't do it. I, I don't even know, I know very few friends and colleagues that
can do it well. So why would I ask my students to do that?. .. they find out that
it's prew hard to create a believable illusion on stage, you know. (Tom, Nov.

1996)
so often I go and see kids who do monologues, and have no sense of passion . . .
[have no sense ofl what the character is, the movement is unmotivated they don't
sustain that illusion . ..that they are the character every moment .. . the lines
become the thing (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Researcher Response:

The preceding clearly reiterates that the production of sustained illusion for an
audience is the aim of Tom's layered acting. The preceding also offers another criterion:
passion. This is fkther trianbulated, but requires interpretation.

Passion.
acting, if you want it to be viable, it has to have life, it has to have passion. (Tom.
Nov- 1996)
I've always said to the kids, "youhave to find the passion of this character,'(Tom.
Nov, 1996)
Researcher Response:

What are We' and 'passion' an& signiscandy, whar is meant byfinding the
passion of this character? For the most part the preceding criteria indicate the pursuit
through acting of an aesthetic object which is inherent in the form of a c ~ and
g which is

apart h m any aesthetic project which might be comected to or pursued through conten&

whether narrative, symbolic or otherwise. However, the need to 'find the passion of this
character' in addition to the need to have a sense of 'what the character is' points to the
need for -understanding' - and that hints at the possibility of acting being seen as
serving other aesthetic ends.

Understanding

Textual, emotional, physicaL
this [Shakespeare Play that we're doing] It's taken so much more work. Urn, you
have to bring in a dramaturge so those kids know what they're saying. (Tom,
Yov. 1996)
if they're not understaading what they're saying, if they don't know what the intent
is. how do they perform that on stage? (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Q

. . . when you're watching students work and you're seeing physical actions that
are incorrect, that are overdone, that are improbable, what do you think is
happening there?
I. well, I think that (a) they probably don't realize what they're trying to achieve,
You know if
or they don't know what the genre is that they're trying to a&.
they're trying for [a particular genre], and they don't know that the gestures need
to b e a little bit bigger than normal, you know? They have to have that
knowledge in which to do physical actions. (Tom, Dec. 20, 1996)

Q

I'm not rhinking of a stylized piece, I'm thinking of say, a realistic piece. you get
ok-er-acting or clumsy acting. ...What do you think is happening in those
students?
I just think that they're not necessarily?they don't know what they're doing. They
think it's like, they don't have that experience, they just don't know what is good
a c ~ atg that point, whether it be physical or vocal. You have to be able to
discuss that and say, okay, let's talk about taking the character down a little bit
more and giving me something that's a little bit more emotionally honest. And
that's even when we say ernotionolly honest, then I also mean p?zysicaIZy honesr,
okay? The two are connected You know, you can't have one without rhe other.
Well. you can have physical, uh. emotional, or, physical honesty on stage, but
then no understanding of the t e a which doesn't give you emotional honesty. You
know. But I think they work hand in hand. (Tom, Dec. 20,1996)

Q

.And uh, if. if things aren't working o a you can move toward that by helping with

the understanding?

Oh yeah, you've got to. And and remember, I don't believe that you can get every
high school kid. emotionally and physically honest every moment of every day
that you work with them. It just isn't going to happen. You're hoping by the end
of three years, that they, they know what emotional honesty is and they know
what physicd honesty is on the stage, and that they will strive to try and get there.
(Tom,Dec- 20,1996)

Q

.Qd, for the most part, physical honesty then, might be an expression of
emotional understanding, .
Of what's happening in the scene, ya. (Tom,Dec. 20, 1996)

Researcher Response:

Tom offers a nodding acknowledgment of the importance of an actor's intellectual
'understanding' of that which is enacted -an understanding based on research and
t e m a l analysis. However, this understanding is only second in importance as a support
to the more important emotional and physical aspects of understanding.

The 'orgcmic' approach to text
my whole approach to [directing a play] is a very organic approach...(Tom. Dec.
20, 1996)

I'm a kind of organic teacher . .J like the kids to do the background research to
acting, but, I also Like to watch the character develop as they are working with
monologue, on, and ask them. organically, urn. how does ihaifeel? . . .do you get
a sense of this chmacier when you're doing that? If you don't get a sense of the
character when you're doing t h a ~then why are you doing it? (Tom, Not-.1996)
allowing the actors to End out why did they move on q e . (Tom, Dec. 20,
1996)
Not what the line says, why did t h e y w they needed to move, why, (Tom. Dec.
20,1996)
what was the reasoning behind [a movement] (Tom, Dec. 20, 1996)

ifl've usked them to move and they're feeling uncomforruble with it, why is it?
(Tom, Dec. 30, 1996)

Is there some other thing that we can do that still gets me the same result, but it
comes from you the actor? (Tom, Dec. 20,1996)
Researcher Response:

The crux of Tom's organic approach seems to be an assignment of priority to the
actor's response to te,xtual demands rather than to any intellectual demands the text might

seem to make. It isfindamenrally important that an actor be attentive to his or her sense

of her character through felt responses to text and movement. in the preceding Tom
speaks in the language of reason, he asks 'why?' and 'what reason?', but the answers he

seeks come fiom within the actor rather than fkom the text. In fact, he sees the text as a
potential hindrance.

Tom's Physical Theory
Emotional discovery through physical exploration.
I don't believe that we can emotionally evolve unless we have physically done
something to make that happen. (Tom, Dec. 20, 1996)

I believe that rnotivarion has to be uh. a big part of acting. And sometimes. just
by reading a monologue on a piece of paper, one cannot explore and find out
motivation until one has physicaNy started working wirh the character and doing
that kind of stuff. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Understanding and lfe 's physicality.
for me [acting is] a physical thing. I really believe that you can't just give an
actor. urn. a script . .Because let's face it, many of the things that we do in life is
a l l by physical action. It's not just sitting behind a desk and reading, or sitting in
fiont of a computer.(Tom, Nov. 1996)
a lot of rimes they're doing characters that are much older than them. ...They
have not experienced the things that ...let's face if our Life is a very physical He.
From the time that we get up in the moming, if we haven't said six words to
anybody, we've done a hundred physical actions. And it's made us feel in
different ways and different things, and that's important- (Tom, Dec. 20, 2996)

Researcher Response:

Enunciated above is a theory which places the physical experience of the actions
of life at the centre of creating a believable performance of a similar dramatic situation.
Physical acting connects the actor with their own experiences of life and this creates the
links to associated feelings

-this constitutes understanding.

Judging acting through the physical theory
You've got to be able to show me in movement and mime and urn, that kind of
thing, what the body can tell me, without speaking to me first- (Tom,Dec. 20,
1996)

The words don't mean much to me unless the body is actually saying that, and
making it happen. (Tom,Dec. 20, 1996)

I look to. .. do the characters - at high school - I think,do they touch. do they
feel? Which aren't as much mental things, buq they're physical things too. (Tom,
Dec. 20, 1996)
I fmd in high school that . . . a lot of times there isn't that physicalization .. .there
isn't that connection between kids, because they're a h i d to touch, and they're
afhid to go that e-.
what would I really do in this situation. (Tom.Dec. 20,
1996)
a lot of people say when they see my Shakespearean work that my acrors aren't
afraid to touch each other. to ... h d the physical things that work. that needs ro
bring life to this theaee. (Tom.Dec. 20. 1996)

Researcher Response:

Tom seems to suggest in the preceding that he has transposed his theory of how
good acting is created into the position of the criteria by which he judges acting.

Tom's Claims about his Procedures
The physicnl in the crctivities of this cfuss.
when they're doing their monoiogue, I make them be hairdressers and one is
cutting hair and they are doing their monologue as if it was an acrual conversation
between two people. Where, they're not thinking about how they think the
character is, they're just thinking about being a customer and a hairdresser?as they

do their monologue (Tom,Nov. 1996)

stufK

I give them different kinds of situations. Uh, let's say, that they want to play
chess. So they sit and play chess, but they do it as their character would play
chess, and do their lines as their character would do, as they were playing chess,
where the character may not be doing that. You know, it might be Blanche who's
having this raging f i t and, but ail of a sudden they've got to figure out, I'm
playing a game of chess against someone else, what is the way I'm going to
respond to each of the moves on the board (Tom, Nov. 1996)
a lot of the things that I do are based in a physical kind of setting, that I want
them,I want the kids to explore physically, uh, before we start Looking at text and
what the words mean. .. .That's the way I approach it. I've always approached it
that way. (Tom, Dec- 30, 1996)

Q

So do you think you're enabling, you're give, you're able to get a bit of that
physical stuff in with the memory work that you're doing now?

I certainly try. (Tom. Dec. 20.1996)

I will physically work with kids, urn, and then work on the text work after. (Tom,
Dec. 20, 1996)
So let's say if I, I say to him, okay, the event is. you were telling your dad that
you're leaving home. That's the event. I want you to try it in five different ways
and see what comes out of your mouth. h d then you say, -ah.that's a great Line,
I want to keep that line," so I record it, I get them to record their
And then,
--oh ya I want this line, this works. this is really good,
this is. the intensity of
the scene works." (Tom, Dec. 20, 1996)
Section II: Tom's Teaching Procedures

This is where I am supposed to offer my authoritative participant observer's
account of what actually happened while I observed the class, and I will offer some
description of that son. However, I asked Eugene, one of the students, to describe the
events of the class and he has done so fairly succinctly, so I will begin there.

The unit is called -Acting Unit" Uh, at firs, he, he gave u s all monologue, the
same monologue. Um, he taught us about how to analyze the monologue, how to

get character, how to get clues, like what the character in the monologue is about
of what he's about, or, he or she. Urn, just like what the, uh, by reading the
monologuel what the character will be feeling, what point the character is trying
to get across, and uh, he's just basically preparing us for our separate monologues
that we're doing, and our academic work that we were doing. So, we started off
with that. And uh. after that, it's just our academic work. went into it a little more
smoothiy with that, with his help. And urn. after. after our academic work is
done, all our decisions are made. then. urn, work with the academic work into
your monologue. how you will say it, how you'll say the monologue, how you'll
express it. what feelings you should be feeling while saying the monologue and
what type of actions you should be saying with it. (Eugene, Jan 22)

Q

. . . if you were going to divide the work that you did in this unit up. how would
you divide it up?
L'h. just pretty much academic and acting. (Eugene, Jan 22)

From 1My Notes:
The six week acting unit was almost completely structured by an assignment
given ro students on the fmt day. This assibgment (see pp. 150-15 1) was mainly an
exercise in character development through textual analysis. The fim two weeks of class
were spent in expiaining how new tasks in the assi-gnxnent were to be completed and in
practicing the tasks in rhe assignment on a monologue which each student was also given

on the tim day. The tasks of the first two weeks were: 1) identifying character clues
within the monologue. 2) determining the overall objective of the character in the scene,

3) identifj6ng each 'beat' in the monologue, 4) identifying 'operative words', 5) assi-ging
verbs to each beat to identify character intent 6) determining the antecedent action for the

scene, and 7) creating a p a s t present, and future for the character. Of these tasks,none,
with the exception of the last could be described as being undertaken either physically or

organically
Once the students had worked together through their analysis of the first

monologue (which was the same for each student) they chose monologues of their own
and began the same analytical procedures again on that new monologue. Students chose

those monologues over the c o m e of the second and third week fiom monologue
collections provided by Tom.In the third week, Tom completed his explanation of the
assignment by explaining what an interior monologue was. He also initiated some
physically based 'memory exercises' using students' newly selected monologues.
However, no actual 'acting' was done until students came back fiom their Christmas
break at the beginning of their fourth week. The majority of the third week was given
over to the students to work on their character analyses (the academic assignment), and to
memorize their monologues.

In the fourth week Tom initiated partnered work on acting the monoiogues.
Students spent Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday working with partners and presenting

parts of their monologues. For the first two of these days each partner was to watch the
other read or perform and offer the other suggestions. On each of these days after
presentations were made. Tom asked questions related to the appropriateness of the
evident choices -choices which would have emerged fiom students' analyses using
their -academic assi-ment'. On Thursday, Tom asked students to invert their scenes. to
make them comic if they had been tragic or vice versa Tom became fixmated by
students unw-illingness to try this exercise and canceled it, assi-@ng academic and
memory work instead.
Students were told that Tom would begin to evduate their performances (for
m d e s ) on Wednesday of the fifth week

b

This gave them four days in which they could

offer their work because Monday of the sixth week was to be the final day of class. The
whole class was to evaluate each performance and to offer feedback. Students could have
more than one chance to pe~orm.Over the i i f b week students were dispersed, working

alone or with other students, either on their performances or on their academic work-

During the fourth and fifth weeks Tom continually asked students?collectively and
individually, how they were progressing with their academic assignments.

Researcher Response:

In examining my observations of the class and of students' understandings of

what they had done, what was most remarkable to me, given Tom's Physical theory, was
how little his procedures for this unit were rooted in that theory. To be precise, one day
spent examining past present and w e , two partial days of physically based 'memory
work' and one abortive attempt at inverting roles were the total effort spent on either
physical or organic approaches to acting. Given Tom's expressed philosophy and theory
how was this possible? I explore in Section I11 the contexts of Tom's teaching which

make sense of this.
Other .Aspects of the Work
For the first two weeks the set for Tom's Shakespeare production was part of the
space the class worked in. One post supporting the upper playing area was situated
squarely in the middle of the doorway to Tom's office. L i s of
~ rules were displayed on
the wails

A typical day included a warm-up, in which all mdents participated, which was

virtually the same for each day. There was always a period of chatting or discussion
among students. There were frequently long unsupervised or loosely supervised periods

in which students worked (or did not work) independently. Some students spent their
independent work time in the library. While these students had their class, there were
nearly always members of the drama troupe in the room. or in the green-room off of the

drama room. On several occasions Tom asked them to move to the peen-room or to b e
quiet while the class worked.

The 'organic' approach to developing the past present and future involved Tom's
demonstraring the imponance ofthe character's past present and future by having each

person in the class tell every one else who they were through their own past present and
fhture. Tom included me and himself in the story telling. Thus the premise with which

Tom began his lesson was that each of us acrually was a character. This focused the
search for this aspect of character internally.

The physical approaches to memorization involved students performing several
simple activities prescribed by Tom while they either read or recited their lines. In

addition, Tom asked students to visualize the lines and to know their meanings.

In offering feedback on student work on the first monologue, Tom's comment's
focused attention on faithfulness to the text:

I felt that some of the choices you made didn't fit with the person in the
monologue" (P.O. Notes, Dec. 9).
Tom's instructions concerning his expectations had a similar flavour:

If you pick a period monologue, you have to know about the period. Do not
transpose your morals values and beliefs on a period you know noting about.
(P.O. Notes. Dec. 9)
There is an implication in these statements that Tom had adopted a vision of acting in his

practice which seems to be based on textual analysis arid understanding

In the following section I examine the contexts which fkmed the contradictions
occwed beween this methodology and Tom's philosophical and theoretical positions,
which I described in Section I.

Section 111: Contexts of Teaching Acting

This section addresses the question: why the clear disjunction between Torn's

theory and philosophy and his procedures? The discourse which is the focus of this study
is acting discourse -goals philosophies, procedures and attitudes related directly to
acting. However. these discourses emerge fiom and are entangled with other discourses
which give context and specific meaning within Tom Wolfe's teaching of acting to his

students-

This "acting unitJ' of Torn's Drama 20 class occurred within the larger contexts of
the course as a whole. the history of these particular srudents, the larger school, a

governing school board and the greater surrounding society. Tom's perceptions of his

own and his students placement within these contexts provide pan of the meaningful
context, within which his more specific acting discourse is enacted. The acting discourse
is conditioned by its discursive relation with these contexts. In addition, the acting
discourse is conditioned by its relation to broader philosophies of education and views of
personhood.
Tom feels constrained in his teaching by a number of contexts. The first source of
the constraint Tom feels is 'the curriculum'.

Tom's teaching practice, his philosophy and hi3 view of the curriculum
You have a whole series of things that you had the kids do. You've got the
Q
academic assi-nment which is broken up into several components . ..verbing, . ..
breaking it up inro beats,. . .making the character sketch. doing the collage and
whatnot. . .. each one of those is a task -and then you had some other active
tasks. Which of those tasks. do you think fit in best with your own philosophy?
Oh. oh, the active tasks where I have kids involved in. ,.(Tom, Jan 15, 1997)
what is in the academic assignment is basically what's coming out of the
curriculumT(Tom. Jan 15: 1997)
Researcher Response:

This distinction confirms my judgment that there was a distinct disjunction
between Tom3 theory/philosophy and his practice and points to the curriculum a s the
source of rhe procedures in the academic assignment. I rum now to Tom's view of the
curriculum.
Teaching this Drama Curriculum

Tom's judgements of the curricuiurn
ultimately, the curriculum as far as 1was concerned- was uh.was designed that
mew kid. whether they were from here or [another high school], would know
what a beat was. .. And right across the province ... (Tom, Jan 15, 1997)
the curriculum is very heavy on theatre skills, (Tom, Nov. 1996)
my personal belief on the cumculum is that it's so very specific on what you have

to cover. (Tom, Jan 1 5, 1997)
some of it can be pretty dry. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

what's the curriculum asking kids to know ?. .. they're asking them to know beats
and they're asking them to know - I find it very clinical. to be honest with you.
(Tom,Jan 15.1997)

The curriculum is very clinical. I don? find it very creative. (Tom, Jan 15, 1997)
CIinical, is what I think the curriculum is. It's very clinical. You know, if you
look at the, what, everything is so stated . .. .It's, uhl "you have to do this, you
have to this, the student must know this," . . . (Tom,Jan 15, 1997)
The demanding curriculum
Bur I do find that the curriculum is so demanding, there's so much in it. I think
that the people that designed and created the curriculum. uh. put more than most
teachers could even want to. Like I said to most of my students. I could teach you
drama all year long and still not get through all of this curriculum. (Tom. Jan 115.
1997)

I don't even know how most teachers manage to get all of the curriculum skills
down that we're supposed to get down, and do a decent job with it. (Tom. Nov.
1996)

[the skills in the curriculum are] so demanding. (Torn. Nov. 1996)
Cumkulum as o&structrbn.
[because of the specificity of the curriculum] you don't have a s much lee-way to
do more experimental kinds of things with kids. ( T o q Jan 15, 1997)
if you want a quality kind of product, or a quality kind o f experience for students,
then - ..there's a lot more time required [than is allowed for in the curriculum]
(Tom,Jan ISt1997)

I'll bet you I could spend a month and a halfjust trying to cover theatre history.
Well you don't have a month and a W t o do theatre history- You know what I
mean? And I guess that limits some of the creativity: because you are expected to
have covered this*this, this and this- And the kids should know what this, this
and this is. Urn, but I always try, even, I always try,at least at the 10 level, that
the kids are creating some kind of £id
product, of their own creation of what I've

taught, whether in movement or speech, or, do you know what I mean? Which
gives me some satisfaction. (Tom, Jan 15, 1997)

Q

Do you think that you've been able to move them at all in [the direction of more
creative exploration] with what, what you have had to do?

(sigh) Ya I think I have, in some, in some respects, but not totally. I don't,
because I don't think that you can do that totally. I just think that there is uh, so
much of your specific, so many very specific curriculum things, you know. that
you have to cover that uh, like, I don't even know how you could do, urn. all of
what the, the theatre hislory stuff that is in there, and that's like a small. integral
part of the whole curriculum. (Tom,Jan 15, 1997)
if you're asking me, do I find that the curriculum ailows us ultimate kinds of
freedom to play, I don't think so. I don't think it does. (Tom,Jan 15, 1997)
I think [the clrrriculum is] just a big, heavy document filled with tons of. it's a
very technical text. Even though it talks about kids using their. stimulating their
imaginations and rmff like that, there's a lot of uh, (Tom, Jan 15, 1997)

Q

You think [the curriculum is] focused on knowledge?
On knowledge (amming). I think it's, ya, I do think it's focused on knowledge.
Very much so. . . . and, and that's good I guess, in the sense that you want to have
knowiedge, and you want the kids to use the knowledge that you have (Tom, Jan
15, 1997)

Watchdog.
I feel like the curriculum's like a watchdog that you're, that you count offthe.
check off what you've covered. make sure you've covered that first, and (Tom,
Jan IS, 1997)
Q

Make sure you've covered your ass.
Yeah! Of c o m e you have to. You know. it's just the way it is. (Tom. Jan 15,
1997)

I find that I go through and I look through my lesson plans and I make sure that
I've covered everything. (Torn,Jan 15, 1997)
Q

So you don't feel permined to [organize the c o m e around 'something ...that's
more organic, where it's coming &om the students], really at this point.

No. . . [but] I try and . . .ailow for more lee-way, (Tom, Jan 15 , 1997)

So. when you're working with t e q like when you're working with kids doing a
monologue. do you h d yourself being pulled away from [your] natural impulse?

Yeah. I do. You know why? Because the curriculum says I have to teach bears
and verbs and . . . (Tom, Dec. 20, 1996)
Okay, so this is. so you're doing this, but it's pulling away fkom your natural
inclination.
That's right. My natural inclination would be to have them take the text and
improv it some more, to play with it more. I'm a big believer in improv. (Tom.
Dec. 20. 1996)

The Teacher's Responsibility with Respect to the Cumculurn
Teaching students.
you have to offer work where they can creatively use their abilities to get some
kind of performance across. (Tom. Nov. 1996)
Teaching the curriczdum
I think you have to be able to modify and find ways of creating the curriculum in
a very creative way, because some of it can be prew dry. (Tom. Nov. 1996)

I think you as the drama teacher have to find a creative way to explore [the
curriculum], and make it interesting. Let's face it, beats can be pretty damn
boring, unless you can make it, you can figure out a vehicle in which to teach i t
to make it interesting, and make it relevant [so] that they learn something from
that. (Tom, Jan 15,1997)

ifyou're reaching an acting beats, it can be prerty dry. So, you as a drama teacher
have to figure out how you make it interesting. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
the curriculum says that the key is that they should be able to memorize. how do
you make memorization interesting? (Tom, Xov. 1996)
you cant just say to the kids, "go memorize." Even though that's what the
curriculum says, it says, they should be able to memorize. (Tom,Nov. 1996)

you as a teacher should be able to make it creative enough. or interesting e n o w

for them not to think that it's sheer drudgery. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
to be a good teacher, one always has to look at how you . . . use the curriculum
and how you make it a new challenge for yourself, because, god, it could get very
boring. (Tom, Jan I 5,1997)
Researcher Response:

In view of Tom's evident dissatisfactions with the curriculum. the question of
why he submits to its demands looms even larger. Clearly he feels little cornmianent to
much of the content of what he sees as the curriculum, it is "dry" and "clinical" which I
read as 'boring' and 'pedantic'. He sees its requirements as a set of specific objectives
whose demanding range is an obstruction to m e r work that he would like to undertake
with his students. Yet he also clearly feels chained to it and constrained by it. Tom's

ovemding response to its oppression of students is to spice it up to make it more

palatable or to place it in a learning context which renders it benign if not beneficial. In
the priorities evident in the immediately preceding, teaching students is, it seems,

secondary to teaching the curriculum. We are still,at this stage, left wondering why it is
he does what he does. In the following we see some of what it is that he values:

The Value of Drama Education
Creativiry and the needs ofthe individuaL
W a t I like to achieve with my students is, is a sense of uh. creativity. (Tom,
Nov. 1996)

The curriculum for drama allows people to uh,be more creative. (Tom,Nov.
1996)
creativity for me, in the drama program is a very important aspecr in the sense that
it allows students to become individuals. (Tom. Xov. 1996)
it allows people to say, "oh. that was my creative thought, that was my creative
expression? (Tow Nov. 1996)

creativity allows people to have ownership in a world where there seems to be less
and less ownership; (Tom, Nov- 1996)

It allows everybody to offer ideas within a group. .. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
[students' creativiry is] motivated fiom themselves. It's inainsic. It's not
somebody offering you this. . . (Tom, Nov. 1996)
one of my most brightest students . . . I had tried to get him to go to the U. of Vic.
to study at the U. of Vic., and he wouldn't go. He became a baker. . . because, he
needed money and, but, he will be a very creative baker, and he will eventuaIly, I
think, have his own business. He isn't going to stay as a baker, baker. And uh,
he'll, he'll use that creativity that he has, and that he developed here, and use it in
some other aspect. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Beyond the curriculum: Skills for finding a place in society.
I don't think as drama teachers that we should be selfish (Tom, Nov. 1996)
1 believe that whatever skills I can give to students, that they can take with them,
out of this course . . . (Tom, Nov. 1996)

I think there's a difference between what the curriculum teaches, what our kids are
supposedly supposed to know, and what our kids urn. get out of the course. I
rhink they're are two different things entirely. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Speaking.
I believe beyond the curriculum. . - that our kids are learning more things that will
help them later on in life. such as to stand up in front of an audience and be able to
speak freely. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

I believe that kids have to know what is good speech (Tom. Nov. 1996)
I think speaking skills are important for anybody, in the future. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Uh. being able to speak, Having a wider vocabulary. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Work habi% and teamwork
Berter work habits, in the sense of working together as a team. (Tom, Nov- 1996)
I think it allows them to be more cooperative. Beyond the skills; I'mtalking
beyond the skills (Tom, Nov. 1996)
UIL being able to cridcize withom constructively criticize, without being
destructive, (Torn, Nov- 1996)

Confidence.
to - have no fear when they go in front of5 uh, an audience (Tom, Nov. 1996)

To build self-confidence in themselves; I think drama does that very well. (Tom,
Nov. 1996)
Confidence. . .let's face it, in a very competitive world, one needs to be a bit
confident about the skills one has (Tom,Nov. 1996)

Bur I've had many students come back to me later on and say, ''drama was good
fbr me because it took me, k gave me confidence, it turned me fiom an extreme
introvert into just an introve%" you know. Urn, "it gave." what am I trying to
say? Confidence (Tom, Nov. 1996)
The needs of society: Skilled and creative workers.
We need people to be creative thinkers out there in the world, you know, in every
aspect. . .. You know. we always think of creativity as just being artins or
musicians or dram at is^; that's not true. We should have creative politicians. we
should have creative doctors, we should have creative lawyers (Tom. Nov. 1996)
If you go and you work for any kind of corporation, they're looking for a team
playa who can speak. They're even looking for hockey players who can speak.
They make them go and do speech classes, because if they're expected to be in
front of a camera, (Tom, Nov. 1996)
who wants to look at an idiot? Well it's true. Who wants to look at somebody
that can't express themselves? And I think that [teaching those skills] is part of
the curriculum (Tom. Nov- 1996)
let's face it, the world is looking for creative people. (Toom. Nov. 1996)

The Japanese are a people who aren't extremely creative in the sense that they
have captured technology and are fantastic workers . - -they would love to have
people who are creative thinkers, who think beyond just the unit that they're in
(Torn, Nov, 1996)
Researcher Response:

Tom identifies three broad kinds of good that he believes he offers through what
he does: I) enabling people to recognize and to unfold their own possibilities. 2) enabling
people to fit in to society, and 3) providing society with valuable workers. For Tom,

however, the priority of these goods is not necessarily ordered in this way.

What's Good in this Curriculum

Druthers: Teachingpossibilities recognized and rejected
The following set of quotations are important because they indicate that Tom has
considered and recognizes ways of teaching which would better serve his own values,
philosophies and theories. He has rejected these, and the reasons for his rejection of them
suggest that there are aspects of teaching 'the curriculum' as he does that he values.

I wish that there was uh. more lee-way [in the curriculum]. .. to play. I wish I
could play more. (Tom, Jan 15,1997)
Q

What would you Like to do more of, if you had your druthers, and there was
nobody there with a cuniculum to say,

I think I'd like to do. to be honest with you. I'd like to do uh. more creative, uht
exploration of uh - of their own &. but even creative exploration thou_&
through a play, where. if1 wanted to do this biq I wanted to teach uh, let's say
Come and Go as the play and I wanted every, the whole class is going to do five
different ways or six different ways to do Come and Go, I would think that that
would be so interesting because we all know that Becken said it has to happen on
a bench with the three old ladies and the three big hats. and that's the way it is.
And urn.you know I would love to see that. I would love to give the kids that
5eedor.n to explore the te-e and I'mtalking about - it's like a Drama 30 kind of
thing, you bow. where you could do that take the whole play and. and you can
play with the play and show me six different you know, eight or ten different
Come cmd Gos, it depends on how many kids you've got in the class, you know?
If you've got ten in the class, then you want to see at least three different kinds of
Come and Go. (Tom, Jan 15, 1997)
what I'm saying is, I would like ro have more time to have them explore, and play,
and not be so caught up on, do you know what a Corrigeus is and do you know
who the god Bacchus is, and why the - which is an interesting historical kind of
tbing, but I think, if we want kids to experience uh. a sense of creativity and a
sense of insginatioq they've got to have some background too. So I can't throw
out the baby and the bath water, but I guess my, m y thing is I would like to see
more time that I could play, uh.with, um -ways of delivering the curriculum, and
s t i l l be successll. (Tom, Jan 15,1997)

Q

You said. the curriculum, you see it as a watchdog, I'm interested in how much
you feel that's your perception and how much you feel that there's actually some
check on what you do. Do you think there's actually a check on what you do?
(Torn?Jan 15. 1997)

I think, ultimately the check comes with our kids who leave us and come back,
and say to you later, "wow. you really did teach us a lot of things." .hat?And
then your kids come back to you and say, well, there's other kids that didn't have a
clue of what nrucruralist theatre was. . ..see, the curriculum was designed [so]
that, basically .. .all students would be on an equal footing, that they would come
out of Grade 12 with all the same kinds of general strengths and knowledges, but
- that doesn't always happen. Okay? . b d I think the proof is, for me, is. those
kids, (Tom, Jan 15: 1997)

Researcher Response:

Part of what makes the cum'-culuma watchdog for Tom is the value that he places
on the elements of knowledge -Theatre history etc. - that he sees in it. He is
unwilling to throw out that particular baby, it has given him its own particular rewards.
Despite Tom's complaints that the cuniculum binds him to teaching knowledge at the
expense of exploring and developing creativity, he expresses considerable pride in the
comparative men_@ of his students knowledge. Another important remark in the
preceding is that the kinds of fkeedom he describes are "like a Drama 30 kind of thing?'.

The freedom he says he would like to offer these students is something that he does
extend in Drama 30.

Drama 30.
for the theawe studies part of Dmma 30. I do experimental thea~e.(Tom. Nov.

iwa

they only read a couple of articles on what is experimental theatre, and then they
are allowed to create their own presentation based on the concepts that they have
read, .. (Tom, Nov- 2996)
those kids r e a h , really enjoy that kind of thing, because it can allow them to be
exmmeiy wild and creative. and almost anything is a go. (Tom Nov. 1996)

When 1get to my Drama 30s, I allow them to do any form of theatre within a time
frame of time (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Other Reasons for Teaching the Curriculum
Why I don 't let kids write monofogues.
kids ask, "can we write our own monologue?" And, if I spent more time. if I was a
strong writer myself, and 1 wanted to weight the curriculum, I would say, "ya, you
couid." But with, you'll have to workshop four or five times, because I've seen
my fair share o f written monologues, and unless, and the problem is, kids think
that what they produce fim is their best, especially at this level. .And sometimes it
gets very, I don't even want to see another drug scene, I don't want to know
another thing about abortion or your first sex act or whatever like that. I just
don't. I. and for me, it gets almost. I'm not into psycho-drama, and I'm not into
therapeutic drama because I don? have qualifications for that So it's not a venue.
See, if you think of that whole anistic thing, you could do that. The first time I
came here, I had these students that I had inherited fiom another teacher, and uh?
these kids did a child molestation scene in front of me -and laughed about i&
thought it was funny. And I was very, very upset with that. and I had to pull those
kids back and say, -'hey, what makes you think that not one of these students that
watched this might have experienced this and you have made it nothing more than
a joke?" . a d so I think when we iook at artistic freedom, I wodd rather see a
student look at a monologue and, professionally written monologue, and learn
something fiom the monologue, and push themselves. I could do the monologue
thing, the written one, but it would take a long time. h d again, I would want to
piace parameters on it. Because I, I get, you would get so tired of watching
twenty self-indulgent monologues that, '2had booze last night it was a terrible
t h g . My god, I drank too much. Then I got stoned. Wow. ?%en I got (ha-ha),
excited." You know, give me something. I get. I'm tired of teenage angst. And,
and if that's what you think creativity is, I don't think it's creative at all, And if
you're going to spend. if you want to do. if you really want to push. and I'm
talking, non-academic kids, that's what you're going to get You're going to get a
lot of angst. And I'm not here to listen to angst. I'm here to see what they can do
with something else, unless I want to spend a month where we do nothing but
rewrite, rewrite, and where we systematicallytalk to that kid and lay it on the line.
But, the problem is you just don't have enough h e in drama in a semester to do
that, because the curriculum is so specific to what you have to teach, and how
much you have to teach. (Tom. Nov- 1996)

I have a policy here: no toilet humour. no, sorry, don't want to see another drug
scene. don't want to see mother drunk scene, because (a), they're difficult scenes. - and then we go back to that it's all about being self-indulgent (Tom, Nov.
19%)

Let's have a positive influence of what this is about. It's not about limiting your
creativity, it's about, let's do something a bit more creative. I'm sorry, sitting on a
toilet. farting, is not the most creative littie skit that a student can produce. (Tom.
Nov. 1996)
what is the humour at this level? You have to look at kids. what they think that
humour is: boobs and ass and, and everyrhing sexual is h y . (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Q

Right. Because it's so new and fiesh.

Yeah. It's new and frightening. And that is it. you know. And uh, and sometimes
it's not done in a tastefid manner. . b d I don't want to see any of that. You know?
(Tom. Nov. 1996)
Researcher Response:

These are rich passages. Fim, Tom sees not allowing the kids to write their own
monologues as a choice he has made for a number of reasons. This is something he
recognizes as being within the bounds that his 'watchdog' would permit. He is selfconscious about the choice as a possibility he has denied. I did not ask him about students
writing monologues. He justifies the choice on a number of levels.

Torn is tired of and disinterested in the content and quaiity he feels he can expect
to find in student written monologues.

Tom feels that he is not qualified to deal with the problems that he can expect to
arise for students as they write and act their own monologues.

Tom feels that the intensive effort thatwould be required for the rmdents to get
value £?om the writing of their own monologues would require him to

disproportionately skew the c o m e away from the intent of the curriculum.

Tom asserts that students can learn more f?om acting monologues which come
fkom outside themselves-

Part of what staying 'with the curriculum' does for Tom is that allows him to
avoid aspects of student interests that he find distastell, and further, to avoid having to
engage in any way with unforeseen consequences of exploring those interests. In the
example offered of the mdent created child molestation scene. Tom indicates that his
preference is to avoid such subjects rather than to deal with them in meaningful ways.
With respect to the time constraints on this particular class

-of seven srudents -it is

difficult to take his third reason seriously. With respect to the argument that students

learn from the exreriority of well written monologues, I find the logic sound and the
argument cogent. However. in this case, as Section IV of this chapter will illustrate, this
reason has limited support in Tom's practice. What is central to the preceding passages
are the attitudes toward students and toward student interests that they suggest. The two
subsections which follow offer justification for Tom's avoidance of student interests
through adherence to 'the curriculum.' One of these is a consideration of the nature of
iieedom. the other an educational philosophy. Tracing these discourses brings us to the
heart of the matter- Tom's own confinement.

Freedom
Ownership and ability.
&tisic or aesthetic fieedorn, for me, means that the students should have the
ability to pursue a project in their own kind of fhnework (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Freedom at doing anything you wont
I believe there pave] to be parameters. -4 lot of people think oh. well. when we
give kids artistic fieedom, that we give them the whole, do anything you want
We& if you do anything you want. you as the teacher probably will not always be
satisfied (Tom, Nov. 19%)

I sometimes get this feeling from you that you think that artistic freedom means
that we can do almost anything we want. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
I have a real hard time when kids come in with the concept this is art for art's
sake. this is drama for drama's sake. ..for me, then it either gets very . . .self-

indulgent (Tom,Nov. 1996)
Need for guidelines and parameters.
[Given unlimited freedom] your high-end kids, probably will give you a lot of
Your low-end kids are kind of at a they're, they're not as clear. so you tend
to have to give them a little bit more parameters to, so you say, this is what I want
you to give me, but I want you to do it as artistically as you can. (Tom,Nov.
1996)

if we were in a utopian space, we could have unlimited resources and do
unlimited, creative things, but that doesn't happen. That's not the r e a l i ~
of what
we face as teachers, alright? So, I have to basically kind of say, there are some
guidelines to what I want to see, but within those guidelines, you have. (Torn.
Xov. 1996)
Guidelines not limits.
I give guidelines, but within that a~deline.I never. ever limit my kids (Tom.
Xov. 1996)

I believe there Dave] to be parameters- (Tom, Nov. 1996)
So uh. you see placing limits,for these students. as being valuable in some
respect. some set of Limits, some set of parameten.

I think there has to be kguidelines. I don't think that there's limits. I don't think we
limit anyone. But I do think that you have. because you can. if you're to say to,
(Tom, Xov. 1996)
So you're defining boundaries or,

Ya if you can, sometimes, if the objective was for you to get a collage, and. the
kids, if that's in your mind that you want a collage of some kind and you say,
When you say collage, so you're, you're ehinadng a whole set of other things
from this activity-

Right Urn. you as, you us rhe teacher have to mark something. (Tom, Nov. 19%)
Researcher Response:
Tom is offering a vision of Eeedom within -parameters7or 'a@delines'.

Evidently for Tom a 'guideline' defines a task. One of the benefits of following the
curriculum, as Tom sees iq is that it seems to offer a h e w o r k of tasks. One reason for
defining a task is so that students will produce 'something to mark'. 'Ihis statement is
important as it points to one of the more significant operative discourses for students that of being evaluated. I return to this in Section IV.

Completion of the task and defensibIe choices.
you can use as much creative expression as you wish, just as long as you, defend
your choice. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
If I say that I want you to do a d o u r collage for me, about the emotions of the
character, however you do it. is totally up to yourself, just as long as you can
always defend your choice. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
So. if you want to bring me in finger painting i n a big board, and say this is
Prospero's inner emotions. and these are the coloun I picked and why, I have no
problem. (Tom. Nov. 1996)
If you bring me in a multi-. three-dimensional collage of. this is the way I see my
character, urn' Stanley, then, I have no problem with that. If you want if you
want TO create your collage with little doorways that are all open and you have to
open all rhe doon to see what's in behind the collage, however you want to do it is
up to you.(Tom. Nov. 1996)
Researcher Response:

Tom's talk of colour here makes it difficult to avoid a flippant s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a rofi z a t i o n

his view of fieedom: 'you're fiee to choose any colour you want just stay inside the
lines'. Such a summary is not quite fair. However. it is clear that Tom is offering one
type of &eedom here and not others.

The fiedom he offers is the fieedom that

acknowledges and works in concert with existing structures, not the &eedom that can
only come &om challenging them. In this case, the structures Tom refers to are the
structures of task completion and reason giving. Tom extends the ar-merit for

recognition of external demands in the following subsection.

Teaching Philosophy

stufE

Self-expression vs. learning.
I would [want mdents to get] pas? what their own teenage angsr is [in
monologues that they might create] (Tom, Jan 15,1997)

I'mnot here to listen to angst. I'm here to see what they can do with something
else (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Let's have a positive influence of what this is about. It's not about, limiting your
creativity, it's about, let's do something a bit more creative. (Tom,Nov. 1996)

Q

Do you see that as an important part of your responsibility as a teacher. to help
them see, uh. different perspectives and perceive sets of values and learn things
fiom the material that they're working with?
Ya. They have to. Y a it's, they really have to. Urn, they have to, for me, as long
as they are true to the character that they are looking ac and understand the
motivation behind the character?and the history behind the character. I think those
things are important because there's a lot of w o n d e f i monologue kind of work
out there that is, interesting to listen to and watch and to learn from. (Tom,Nov.

L 996)

Theatre is a learning experience. (Tom. Nov. 1996)

I believe you have to be able to teach some part of a concept to a kid first and
then you have to be a facilitator to drive that concept and d o w them to create
something f?om the concept. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
they still have to have some background infomation ro work with, before you can
set them free to do
(Tom, Nov- 1996)

Researcher Response:

What Tom appears to be arguing for in the preceding passages is a vision of the
extension of fkeedom through coming to know and understand that which is beyond
onesex Unfortunately, as the foilowing indicate, he conceives of dong this through the
suppression and non-recognition of the students selves as they exist

Using the kidr Interests: Choosing and erploring subject matter.
how do you work, their purposes into it . . . they're concerned about . . .the booze
Q
and the drugs and the, first s e n d excitement and all that kind of W5
how do
you . . . use it . . . to help what, you're doing or to further their interests or
whatever. To do what you want to do?

I allow them, okay. For me, I allow them to use. when I'm doing something more,
like let's say movement, you want to explore movement, you want to talk about.
urn, you don't want to talk a b o q but you want to portray some kind of social
value, I allow them to explore, using movement um- to look at. okay, what are
the efecrs of drinking, or, what are the consequences of drinking, or drinking to
excess. Urn, to be honest with you, I, to be honest with you, I really don't allow
kids to go into that realm. I tell my kids, I don't. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Q

Okay. Do you seek out other realms that are fascinating for thern, that they're
drawn to?

Yes, we talk about more urn, what are some of the social isszres within, uh, within
the world, where we 're drawn awayfiom them as a person and more to, well,
what are the wars. what are the conflicts between genders at this point in time,
um.what are the issues of the d . :so that you can do some work with that. (Tom,
Nov- 1996)

Q

Do they help you define those or?

Oh y a They have to. they have to provide something that they see as socially
relevant, okay? (Tom. Nov. 1996)

Q

Bur not necessarily strictly personal.
But not necessarily strictly personal. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Researcher Response:

In the preceding, aspects of the personally relevant is set aside as taboo. Interest is
channeled into the general, and personal howledge is asked to submit to larger social

understandings rather than to sand as any basis for questioning them.
Imposing values.
I think I have the answer to this quesion, I'll ask it anyway?just to. . . .okay, what
Q
do you think about imposing your own values?

I don't. I try not to. They, you have to, it's a fme line. Listen, we're teachers, you
can't do that. (Tom,Nov. 1996)
Q

Do you think that's part of your job, to some extent?

I don't think so, in the sense that I? I can impose what values that are general
values of society, but I certainly wouldn't impose - I'm a true liberal. I. whm I
wodd want ro do, I would be fired for, so that j u t doesn't happen. Let's face it.
that's the realiry of it. (Tom. Nov. 2996)
Researcher Response:

I honestly believed that Tom's response would be that he thought it was perfectly
ok to impose his values. The arguments that he offered leading up to this question led me
to believe that he would argue that it was essential to teach from a firm base of values.

His answer to this last question surprised me and it was this answer which pointed to the
core of the conflict in Tom's procedures.

Tom's Freedom
Why Tomfeek constrained
WeYee alreab had a reacher that goi transferredfiorn one school, got bumped
our. his principal didn't want him there, because of the 'conrroversia2stuff ' that
he did. ... (Tom, Nov. 1996)
these children are under parental care. And we, us reachers. are responsibZe to
parents, even more now, in Alberta. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

My god I don't even let my kids swear. It doesn't mean that I don't swear, and it
doesn't mean rhat I don't believe that if you were doing a text, that every swear
word should be dropped o u t Idon't believe in nmingpeople'k work So ifthe
word hell or damn or shit is in there. I either say to the kid, you don't do the
monologue, because I have religious kids in &is class. You know, they go "huh?'
I get phone calk fiom parents, bang! (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Inspiring students.
I love mtisn'cfieedom and 1,you h w ,Zike "Angelsin America- (Tom Nov.
1996)
"

Q

How do you inspire [the love of artistic k d o m ] in your students, do you tt-tink?

E (sigh) (Tom. Nov. 1996)
Q

Like do you encourage them to go see "Angels in America" or?
No. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Q

Or some other thing? Do you mention it?

I do mention it. I will. And I've put the signs, the posters up when they were
here. That kind of stuff?if they, you know, but I don't particularly go out and
promote that okay? Because that's not. I'll give you an example. I had two
students, wrote a play about h o r n o s e ~ s .The, the kid, the father, the kid took
the play home the father read it, he's the minister of a church. phoned me up, and I
said, "I have to support you on this. Of c o m e they won't do this play." Okay?
So that's the way it is here. It's not about artistic fieedom, and about - we can be
creative, but. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
How Tom accommodates hik own values: Rationaliring freedom's sacrz~ce.
How do you. how do you uh. accommodate your own values? I mean?'how do
Q
you make this okay for yourself? Like if there are certain things that iike if you
feel thar you have a box load of societal values .. .you have to set as limits. do
you think that most of those are okay and serve purposes. serve good purposes?
-.%re there some that really bother you. are there certain things that you have been
able to reconcile,
There's lots of things that bother me, but you can'^ life is nor fair,so, youjusr
deal with them. You have a job to do. You still have to appease the peopk that
you are teaching in class. You have a multi-cultural school, multi. multi-ethnic,
religious, you have to really take the most pablum road. (Tom. Nov. 1996)

Ya ...or. you d e r what my colleague suffered, where, you get vilified fiom
one side. and vilified fiom the other, and yo% you get thrown out to the next high
school, (Tom Nov. 1996)

Q

. ..are there ways that you can. you can uh. bring your own expression into what
you do, or your own values?
To be honest with yo% I'm very complacent about that . I really believe, 1need a
job and I need lo work And ifhat means rhar urtisticfieedom har to [suffer] or

[be] rhrown our ro [he wind ir does. I go into the community theatre. if I want to,
I did [two plays last year] which [have] more "f' words . (Tom. Nov. 1996).
Researcher Response:
Tom finds himself in a position where he feels he must surrender his positions of
value and principle to the attitudes of others. Much of the space he might have had for
teaching from a position of his own values has been threatened. So what does he do the

work for? It may be the case that Tom's physical .md oqanic theory and philosophy of
acting are not a great sacrifice when he has already surrendered so much o f the ground of

his personal values. Indeed his view of what acting is done for -to entenain through the
creation of illusion -is probably too slight to be worth sustaining in the face of such a
challenge. In the following it appears that Tom has substituted purposes other than artistic
or aesthetic to s u m i n some aspects of his teaching.

Looking Out for Number One
A teacher's responsibilities.

I have to be responsib[efor looking afier myself; making sure that I'm healthy and
rhar I can sustain and keep myseK because the Board doesn't care.. (Tom,Nov.
1996)
the Board doesn't care. Don't ever think that the Board is a . . - benign benefactor.
They're not. They could care less about you (Tom,Xov. 1996)
You're just another number and another teacher [to rhe school board]; if anything
happens to y o u somebody else is here the next day to cover your spot (Tom.
Nov. 1996)

Time is very limidng, you know. Emotionally. physically, there's only so much
you can give. And you, as a teacher, have to know where to draw the line. (Tom,
Nov. 1996)

Q

Because it isn't going to be drawn for you.
It will not be drawn for you_ I already b o w fiom experience. - .- You have to
remember, you can't give evevthing as a teacher. It's impossible. Even though, a
lot of people that's what they think teachers should be. Teachers are like nurses.

they need to give everything, or a doctor. They can't. They're human beings. it's
just impossible. (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Other constraints on teaching and learning.
Well, there's limits of time. There's only so much time you can give to teaching.
Teaching cart consume you like anything else. (Tom?Nov. 1996)

There's a personal limit. .And there's a limir of how much intermtion thar you as a
teacher can do. Like right now I'm getting pretty maxed out because I'm here at
8:00 in the morning until 7:00 at night until the show goes up. Next week I'm
here until 8:00 in the morning until 1050 at night, for a fuIl week, and I've been
doing this since September. Now. there comes a time, it's a lot. It's a huge
amount of dollars and commitment to kids and to school and to all of it- So, time
becomes a thing, especially as you get older, and if you have other, ifyou have
another life with relarionships and things. you have to warch that they don't n%fer
because you want to give too much to school. Because the School Board's
philosophy is just eat you up. If I died here of a heart attack, there'd be someone
in here tomorrow. So it's no big deal. Just another-teacher.Got it? There's no,
there's no big reward. The School Board doex not reward you for how hardyou
work (Tom,Nov. 1996)
Tom's raison d'etre as a teacher.

Q

So you feel a responsibility to yomeif'. How about to the students?
Oh ya you have: well, rhat's why Istizy. That's why you do the work. You, you
feel Like you are contributing something to sociew that kih are, are, benefirrng
6om your presence here, from your, you know, let's face i&one wozrldn't work
this hardfor$fi>t thousand dollars a year. .. .There are other things to do. You
know. People don't reaIize that education is not just an invertment- Education is,
he firrure of this cotinmy. You know if you have kids who care and are, are, care
about what they do, and have a decent work ethic, then you have productive
citizens, But if you have students, students that don't care about what they do, and
don't want to work then you have nothing but problems with the system later on.
(Tom, Nov- 1996)

Researcher Response:

If Tom is unable to serve the student's artistic and aesthetic development, then at
least he can serve the student by helping that student to fit into society. Furthermore, and

more importantIy, he helps socieq by working to foster in his students 'a decent work

ethic'. Helping to develop *kidswho care' and 'kids who want to work' is something

worth doing for Tom. This last point brings me to the final aspect of Tom's discourse that

I will consider before h n g to student responses in Section TV.
Discourses about Students

High needs schooL
I'm lucky out of. what maybe in eleven years I've taught what? Say ZOO0
students? I'd be lucky if ten of them out of two thousand, are actually in the field.
Oh, maybe twenty. What's hat? One percent. So, especially at this school,
which is a high needs school. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
the acting profession, I make no illusions with my kids. They have to have
passion. I don't see very many kids with passion, for, not here. It might different
at other schools,and it might be different if it was a fine arts school. (Tom,Nov.
1996)

especially at a high needs school. that's what you're going to get. You're going to
.get
. a lot of teenage angst.(Tom, Jan 15,1997)

Reasanable tzxpectationsfur these kids.
Yes. there are going to b e brilliant kids who can write a brilliant script but the
majority of the students that I see, that just doesn't happen (Tom, Dec. 10, 1996)

I think that, you have to look at how much time kids will spend .. .or will want to
spend on an activity, at what point do they kind of say, "oh god. I'm tired of
playurighting, let's get it over and done with, and let's get on to something else."
do you know what I mean? (Tom, Jan 15,1997)
I can't give you everything here, to be a well rounded actor. Because, what's the
sense? I mean, most of our kids are not going to become actors, (Tom,Nov.
1996)
But I think that we donr&as teachers, if we want kids to be actors, it ain't going to
happen for a lot of them. (Tom. Nov. 1996)

you rewite. and rewrite. and rewrite. And sometimes kids s t i l l will never be able
to give you a producr (Tom,Dec. 20,1996)

Passion
i don't see very many kids with passion, (Tom?Nov. 1996)
Linking Student Performance with Student Will

The Slacker Hypothe&
so ofien what I see is . . .a very strong acting student who doesn't want to do the
academic work behind it, who can go up there and have some natural talent, can
do some stuff' but when it comes to doing the academic part. the research part.
and setting it up, they fail. Or I have a very academic student who, who does a
superlative job on research, and then does, a third layer or a second layer kind of
acting thing, because they don? have some inborn talent. (Tom,Nov. 1996)
work habits are a very good indicator of whether the mdent will do the extra
work that's required in acting. So that means like taking home, doing your
homework assignment, doing some research. urn, are they willing to do that?
(Tom, Nov. 1996)
somerimes some kids have the will and the abihy to get there (Tom, Nov. 1996)
especially with my weaker mtdents. it's hard for them. Becmrre ifrhey're not
spending enough time ro lock in lines?they never get to the next . . . (Tom, Nov.
1996)
Researcher Response:

These passages show the interlocking of the notions 'student will' or desire, talent
and success. For practical purposes student completion of tasks is equated with student

t both will and abiliry.
willingness or desire to complete tasks. Success is c o n ~ g e non

Only some students can be expected to be successful through ability. But it is through
will that students complete their tasks. The completion or non-completion of the task is
mdenr willingness to do the work. And it is important to remember that the development
of a sood work ethic is one of Tom's primary goals.

AWotivan'on of slacken: Dramafor easy credik
you have to figure out, a kid who's taking Drama just for five credits, or a kid
who's taking Drama to go on in their career, in the field it's a totally different
thing, how you weigh success (Tom, Jan 15,1997)

These are kids that are coming for credits . ..they say, "oh, it was fun in junior
high," you know, it'll be a fbn course. And then when they find out that it's pretty
hard to create a believable illusion on stage, you know. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Q

.Are they disappointed at that point?
Some are. And some know the limitations, (Tom, Nov. 1996)

Talent and the Possibility of Teaching Acting

I think there are some people who have stronger acting abilities than others (Tom,
Nov. 1996)
when you're in high school you're trying to combine mong academic ability withl
uh. strong acting ability, and sometimes that doesn't jive. You don't have that
kind of kid. Sometimes you do. Sometimes you have a strong academic kid who
has strong acting abilitv, and therefore, they kind of just move to the [top] (Tom,
Nov. 1996)

Q

Does the academic ability support the acting ability, do you think?

I think it does, in some respects. Uh. but I also think that there are just natural
actors out there that, that could do a good job without having to do tons and tons
of research. They would have to do some, but there are some natural urn, abilities
I think that some people have to acting. (Tom,Nov. 1996)
Q

what about somebody who came to you who was we&
How fir do you think that you can take them .. .?

in the acting ability?

you can take those kids a long way, in the sense that you spend time with them
and you force them to think, and force them to redo the scene again - you. as a
director. then impose, or as a teacher. impose the intent of what they're trying to
do- (Tom, Nov- 1996)
Q

Do you think you can teach them to actually develop that themselves?

I don't think so. (Tom, Nov. 1996)
Researcher Response:

In other words. one may, with hard work, get a good performance from a weaker
student, but one cannot expect to teach a weak a c ~ student
g
to become a good actor.

This is not a belief that can sustain a project of assisting students to develop as actors.

Nor is it optimistic about helping them to develop as people.

Section IV: Structuring Discourses

From Section Two one might conclude that Tom almost entirely betrayed his
theories and philosophies of acting in favour of a textually based approach to acting. In
section three we saw the justification of this betrayal and of the adoption of curricular

tasks as exercises in the senice of promoting a 'good work ethic'. In this section I
examine the interconnected discourses of evaluation, student artrition and the slacker
hypothesis which seem to have strongly structured student experiences of Tom's other
discourses. In this section I consider these discourses both as they were employed by
Tom and as they elicited responses f?om students.

Discourse of Evaluation
Eugene. I am very proud of the amount of time you placed in this academic
report. It is so well organized. You should be very proud of your work You had
a lot of in depth detail about your character. You made some very strong choices
and that is obvious fiom the start when you read your work A superiorjob. You
have a mark of 92%. I look forward to teaching you next year in Drama 30.

Rose, This academic work is a superior piece of work, well detailed and well
organized You should be very pleased with this work I was impressed on how
well written everything was in your report- You made some excellent choices on
this research and you desente 92%. I look forward to seeing you in Drama 30
nefi year.
Mr- woK

Gerard. you have missed the interior monologue, the antecedent action, the
coilage, and it's write-up, a picture of the character, your character clues. Since
you only did 50% of the work that's all the mark I can give you. When you go
into the drama 30 class you will nor be able to pass with this poor work ethic.

You didn't do your production report. That has really affected your find mark.
Mr. Wolf
Andrea,
You have done a fairly good job here on your assi-ment. You didn't do
your coIIage write-up or your interior monologue. 1can't find your acting beats
or operative words. The best mark I can give you is 70%. I think you should look
at your find mark. You didn't do a production report, so that hurt you. I don't
think you should think about trying Drama 30. It has more academic work than
20.
Mr. Wolf.

Lydiq
I am sorry I can't pass you on this academic work. You just haven't done
enough work. I will give you 55% since you have done only about l/3 of the
work. I would recommend you do not try to take Drama 50 nexx year.
Mr. Wolf

Tom offered his evaluations in four ways: 1) performance feedback. 2) written
comments on completed tasks, 3) gades, and 4) recommendations to students to either
continue in the next drama course or not. The preceding comments witten at the end of

each student's 'academic assignment' comprised the last two aspects of Tom's

evaluation. There were no sets of comments and recommendations available for Bud or
for Bette. Bette did not pass in an assignmen&aod Bud did not pass in his in a form that

Tom would bgade. Both Bud and Bette failed. Neither one went on to do Drama 30 the
next term. So the stars of this class, who have been imited on to participate in Drama 30,
are Eugene. Rose and Gerard. Of the seven students in this class, and in this study, four
have been actively discouraged fiom taking the next course -either by their outright

failure or by Tom's reco~mendationthat they 'not try to take Drama 30 next year'. This
loss to the drama class of more than halftheir members is quire significant In their
i n t e ~ e w students
s
have responded strongly to it -not only as an event for this
particular class, at the time of their fhal evaluations, but as a discourse which has
operated in their experience of drama class since they began working with Tom in Drama
10. I have called this the 'discourse of attrition' and will re-

to examine its significance

at the end of this section.

Perhaps the most immediately striking oddity in these evaluations is that Gerard
who received a grade of f i e percent was invited on to Drama 30 while Andrea who
received a _mde of seventy percent was not. I will merely note this for the moment and
return to it later to make sense of it. Having noted these two important points for return
consideration in this section, I turn now to consider first Tom's discourses of evaluation
and what they reveal about the contradictory expectations Tom presents his students.

The above notes which accompanied students' grades, indicate the strong
connection beween task completion and student grade evaluations. In justifying the low

marks that he gives, Tom itemizes the tasks not completed by the student, and indicates
that the ,grade he assigns represents the proportion of the tasks completed. In addition,
Tom's comments in the body of the students' assignments were uniformly positive. Each
cornpIeted item received its own positive comment. However, those comments, like the
ones previously quoted, touched virrually nothing of the substance of what was done in

any panicular task. From Section Three it should be clear that Tom was prepared to use

-the academic assi-merit' (which comes ~oomthe curricdum and emphasizes an
approach to characterization through textual analysis) as a task-completion exercise in the
interest of developing student 'work ethic'. One might assume that Tod's use of the
assignment in this way indicates that he had acceded to the demands implicit in the tasks
assigned. Tom's evaluation shows that this is not at aII the case, In order to see this we

must look cIosely at
the kinds of work Tom recognized as task completio~the kind of work he did not
recognize, the kinds of work he criticized and the kinds of work he did not criticize. In
order to do this, I will look closely at the assignment and compare the ways that it was
completed by Eugene, one of Tom's successes, and by Bud?one of Tom's failures.

Discourse for Evaluation

D W M A 20 ACTING ASSIGNMENT

You are presently involved in the acting process. The following elements are
what you need to pass this acting unit. There are two parts to this unit - one is the
academic written part and the other is the performing part of the monologue.
Once you have selected the monologue, you are to know the time period of the
work if it is appropriate. Remember, if the monologue is a foreign nation. an
accent must be used. Make sure that you can handle the type of monologue you
choose. Some monologues are more difficult than others. Remember, you are
going to be doing some real research. You are to pick a mentor fiom rhis class
who will be giving you advice on the monologue. especially on the performance
part of the monologue. Every student in this class is to have a copy of your
monologue in their journal. All students will be invoived in the evaluation
process of your monologue performance.
Please do a table of contents. Please deep work in numerical order.

You will need two copies of the monologue.
One copy is your rehearsal copy, the other copy you must place all
your verbing choices. acting beats and underline the operative
words. PIease make sure this is a neat copy so I can read it easily.
Please place verbing on the back of the paper so that everything is
concise and together.
You are ro create a character sketch for your monologue. It must be a
minimum of 750 words in lengrh done in paragraph form typed or double
spaced if hand written.
You are to do a drawing of your character. As you see him or her.
You are to state what the main objective of the scene is to be for the
character,

You are to write a p a present and f h r e history for the character (1) his
entire life (2)his immediate moment
You are to write an interior monologue for your entire monologue. Please
write the beat and then the corresponding interior monologue h e .

7.

You are to create a 50 word antecedent action analysis of why you selected
this choice.

8.

You are to look for character clues fiom the monologue to support your
character analysis. You are to list ail the lines that tell you something
about the physical, emotional, mental, or social qualities of the character.
You are to defend each one of your choices starting with why you chose
that clue and how it is relevant to your character development. You must
have a minimum of 7 clues.

9.

You are to make a color collage that represents your character's moods
and values through color, images, symbols and pictures. You are to
defend the choices you make in written form.
EVALUATION
1, 200
2. 300
3. 100
4. 50
5. 300
6. 150
7. 50
8. 200
9. 150
Total: 1500

Researcher Response:
There are two distinct kinds of expectations stated in this assi-ment: 1) there are
expectations that analytical tasks listed will be completed with certain standards of
quality and in the preparation of a monologue, 2) there are expectations of the forms in
which the competed tasks will be offered to Tom. The fim set of expectations is a kind
of commitment to being faithfid to the text These expectations ask for rigor in research

and the making of supported choices. Thus Tom asserts that his students will 'be doing
some real research' and he expects the studens' character analyses to be supported by
clues form the monologue. The second kind of expectahon has r e d y nothing to do with
the commitment implied by the first kind. This kind of expectation indudes Tom's

insistence on table of contents, numerical order, neatness, wing and word limits.
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Outside of the assignment, Tom made statements which seemed to indicate that
both of these kinds of expectation actually existed. On the one hand, statements to
students noted at the end of Section Two @. 125) seem to support the fm kind of
expectation relating to analytical undemanding and fairness to text. While on the
other hand, Tom's reminder to students to include a fkont cover and table of contents in
their assignments and to do them in numerical order (Tom,P.O.notes, Dec. 16)
emphasizes the importance of the form of the assignment- In that reminder he was
reiterating an important point:

Remember, when you do your find assignment 1'11 expect you to do these in
order, even though I might not teach them in order. (Tom. P.O.notes, Dec. 9)
Ifwe now look back to Tom's h a l evaluation comments. we see that only one of
these sets of expectations was real for Tom.The only comments Tom offers related to the

tasks are comments on form. He singles out -detaiI'? 'organization' and 'good writing' as
qualities meriting special praise. It is not analytical depth on which Tom remarks. but on
the 'amount of time pIaced in it' [sic]. I turn now to an examination of the work of
Eugene to illurnate the degree to which form w a s important and the implied substance of
analytical understanding was unimportant in Tom's recognition of task compIetion.

Using the Academic -Assignment: Evaluating Eugene & Bud

Eugene's work.
w h a ~kind of feedback did Mr. Woffe give you as you were doing it?
Q
Urn, well afier I: handed it in, he showed the class like how it should be done and
that ~ 4 ~ che
i . came up to me and after he said it was a r e d y good job, he liked
the Iayour of it dl?it looks really interesting, can't wait to read it all--- . . it made
me feel prew good about my academic work (Eugene, Jan 22, my emphasis)

What is striking in Eugene's work is that it meets and exceeds the second set of
expectations, the expectations of form, but that in tenns of the £ i rset
~ of criteria which

ask for analytical understanding of t e it ~can only be judged an a b y d failure. The

simplest way of stating what is manifestly the case is that Eugene simply did not
understand his monologue at all fkorn beginning to end in any way remotely connected to
auhorial intentions indicated in texrual clues. He conducted no research that would help

him to come to understand the text. apart from his own shallow impressions of it, and his
nonsensical inventions based on those impressions.

The monologue (sample student assignment, appendix E) as written, I understand
to be an enibgnatic diatribe about the dangers of offering mercy in a world in which others
are unmercifd. The monologue makes numerous references to 'Nixon' and to 'Reagan'
(which happen to be the names of American presidents) comparing them to someone
named Bokassa (a name which happens to be that of a former dictator of the Central
. M i c a n Republic). "It's going to snow for a hundred years and Reagan will have no

mercy .. . We'll all be buried so deep in the icebox of history no one will ever h o w we
sxistedt' -the monologue ends.
From this monologue Eugene has created a scenario in which a stupid gangster
speaks the words o f the monologue in a lecture to his henchmen before having them

killed (appendk E). The piece does contain violent and powerfd language and this sense

of the piece seems to have carried Eugene along in a flight of what seems to me television
inspired fantasy. In fact his interpretation of the piece is only comprehensible as an
'ogaoic' response to that language. In the following passages he confirms that his work

here was largely imaginative-

1pretty much had an idea of what my character would be about, just after reading
the monologue so, uh, with my vivid imagination I created up my character, what
he's been like in his past and what his family's been like. (Eugene, Jan 22)

Eugene correctly assumed, despite the apparent demand for justifyinghis
interpretation in the text, that he was fiee to -create up" his character without
si,onif?cantlly responding to textual conaadctions of his fantasy- Eugene's sketch of his
character's past present and future show that he actually realizes that the monologue
refers to "a couple of presidents" (appendix E), so he lmows about the reference but

chooses to ignore the fact that that knowledge might offer another way of undemanding
this piece. It is not feasible to assume that Tom may just have missed dl the references
which pointed to Eugene's misinterpretation. What seems to be the case is that Tom was
truiy pleased with Eugene's invention, his comment was :"This is a well written
character sketch" (student artefacts, Jan.). In fact, somehow four of the students seemed
to recognize that an unstated part of the assignment was to make up a scenario, such as
Eugene's. into which the words of their monologue would fit like a transplanted shrub.
The scenarios of Rose. Gerard, Eugene and Andrea ail show that they have completely
ignored information which prefaced their monologues, because their scenarios contradict
that information. The only students who did not go so far as to even change the name of
the character speaking in the monologue were Bud, Bette and Lydia There is no evidence
to indicate that my student actually read ihe play fiom which his or her monologue was
drawn.
In contrast to Eugene's work Bud's showed the greatest evidence of his
understanding his monologue in some deprh, but the least attention to providing Tom
with 'something to mark' -the recognizable forms of writien task completion. Bud
passed in a jumble of notes containing a point form character sketch. a collage with
d i a - m a t i c analysis, a drawing of the character, a scene objective, and a history of his
character. These items were presented in disorganized scrawIs or hand printed in point

form. Ifthese 'written' items were reco-&ed

by Tom. then Bud should have completed

enough items to pass the course -but of course none of them met Tom's standard of

form -which are his measure of 'work ethic', In addition to the written elements, Bud's
performance included antecedent action and exhibited a strong imaaginative undemanding
of his text Among the six offered his pefionnance was in fact the only one which had a
depth which actually exhibited an interior monologue which was substantially different

than the written words of his monologue. When I asked Tom how he felt about failing

Bud, his response was: "He may be quite brighf but what has he shown me?" (P.O.
Notes, J d 4 )
What this collected evidence means in essence is thar the a ~ s i ~ p n e n tf'isrstset of

expectations - that students undemand the text through this analysis -are false. Tom,

in his evaluation, is actually grading the completibn of tasks related to meeting the formal
requirements of the assignment. And his assertion that mdents are absolutely free within

the parameters (tasks) he defines seems, in a sense, to be borne out. He has even found a
way to allow students to respond 'organically' within those seemingly 'intellectual'

parameters. What this also means is that his claim that he is encouraging student learning

by having them work with 'good monologues was never his expectation of this acting

unit.

Selecting the Talented: Evaluating Gerard and Andrea
Gerard. who Tom gave a grade of only fifcy percent was invited to participate in

Drama 301while Andrea who received seventy percent was discouraged from even
'trying' Drama 30. Clearly another factor. besides _gades. is at work in Tom's

recommendation to students to try or not to try Drama 30. What Tom appears to be

recognizing here is what he has described as "acting ability" which he explained as
distinct from "academic abiliry" (see Section Ill. p. 147). When I first interviewed Tom
(Nov,), I asked him to rank his students he did so as follows ( at the time I asked Lydia
was not yet participating in the study):

Acting Ability:

Academic Ability:

(1) Gexard

(1) Rose

(2) Eugene

(2) Bette

(3) Bud

(3) Andrea

(1) Eugene

(I) Rose

(2) Gerard

(2) Bette

(3) Bud

(3) Andrea

Mr. WoEe agrees that I'm a very talented actor, but I don't like, I'm as equal as
everybody else in the class- I have to work to do my best (Gerard Dec. 5)

Gerard's performance was indeed strong -in the sense of being a consistently
strong expression of his 'organic' connection with role in an emotionally varied
performance. In other words it was fourth level acting by Tom's criteria, though in my
judgement, it was marred by a weak grasp of the role's possibilities. Andrea's
performance on the other hand showed a smaller emotional range and was thus, by Tom's
criteria, a second level performance.

Q

How did you feel about doing it for the people in the class? How did you feel
about?

I didn't felt any way. I just felt, okay. I was like adjusted to them because they
were like a family together. I didn't felt any way. I wasn't nervous or anything,
just that my monologue was flat, it didn't have like much actions to it. (Andrea
Jan- 23)
Researcher Response:

.Andrea's critique of her own performance is in terms of the weakness of its
'flatness' and its few 'actions'

-it's physicality?

It is quite probable, though dSicult to say for certain, that Tom selected Gerard
because of his superior performance. Of course, Bud also gave quite a good performance.
and Drama 30 was not recommended for him -his 'work ethic' apparently insufEcient-

One factor that may have affected Andrea adversely is that she only performed her
monologue once for Tom. It is also possible that when Tom advised Andrea not to take

Drama 30 because of its greater academic demands, that he was a c W y considering that
her 'academic ability' was not sufficient. Her written work does show that she faces some
siCrmifTcantchallenges in written expression (but so does Gerard's). If this was the case,
then her 'academic ability' was not reflected at all in her grade or in Tom's comments on
her work which might have given her guidance It would only be reflected in her future
exclusion fkom h

a class. Whatever the precise reason was for Tom what is

unrnistakabIe is the fact that rmdents faced the prospect of being deemed inadequate and

weeded out of futureinvolvement in drama at the school for more than one reason,

Attrition as Evaluation:
History of attrition.
last yea. we had a class of 37 people . . . . Half the people dropped out by the end
(Bud Dec 3)
fipiaining attrition with the Slacker Hypothesk.
The following passages show that students were aware coin previous experience
of the likely shrinking of their number. The passages also indicate that they were
supplied with a ready-made hypothesis for understanding the absences in their midst.

Q

Why do you think other people might want to act?
Uh. just their basic interest in it, and just how they like it. Like, I know basically
everybody in the play likes to act. They enjoy it?like. a lot. Like there's even a
couple of people in the play who aren't even in drama but they still like the acting
part of it. (Eugene Dec 3)

Q

have you ever run across people who don't seem to want to act?

Oh, there's plenty. In my drama class last year we had about haifthe class either
drop out or just ... .I feel that. ..[the people who drop out] just come to class
because they think it's just easy, you can just lay back and do nothing, just get up
on stage, say something and get off. They think that it's so easy. But whenever
they find they a c m y do some work they say, "oh. forget this,t and then just
walk away. (Eugene Dec 3)
Well. they don'^ even if uh, even if they did stay in rhe class, they didn't do any of
g anything, so that
the work they woddn't have any knowledge of any a c ~ or
would put them down below everybody else who would want to go in there.
(Eugene Dec 3)

Uh (sigh) it's weird. Some, I get dong with a couple of them really, really, really
we& and we work great together. Then there's a couple t h a ~you know, you
really don'^ Urn. there's a few that just don't put effort into i t They think it's
kind of a I'll come to this course just to, you know - especially last year there
was a lot of people like that There was a Lot c?fpeople
ya, this is a fly-by
course so I'm just not going to work at all; I'm going to let everybody else do a l l
the work And that's really hard to work with someone who does that because, I
remember last year there was this one guy, every time he'd go on stage or do

something, he'd never try. So,you're, you're scene that could have been worth
eighty or ninety percent went down to fifty because he never gave an effort. And
a lot of the people in this class give all the effort they can (Gerard Dec. 5 )

Researcher Response:
These explanations refer to very specific incidents as their base for understanding

-these were probably incidents when Mr. Wolfe was heard uttering the SIacker
Hypothesis. The explanations also show a willingness (on the part of Gerard and Eugene

in this case) to entertain the ~1acker'~ypothesis
as a way of understanding the current
class. It was a discourse drawn from the past, but operating in that present -and it is
confinned in Tom's evaluations.

People who leave don't like it.
If they really liked it, they would do the work, They'd stay in and do the work.
(Eugene Dec 3)
Q

So there's something underneath that they don't really like.
Ya. (Eugene Dec 3)

Q

What does it take to be a good actor as opposed to a bad actor?

Uh, basically just, loving the drama pretty much. If you're just totally interested
and you j u s iove $ and if you take the rime to just learn about iq and just let it
sink into your brain, you can be a good actor. (Eugene Dec 3)
Researcher Response:
Eugene adds his own level of interpretation (which is kinder) to the slacker
Hypothesis. His version of the slacker hypothesis assumes a reason for hard work or the
lack of it: the presence or absence of an underlying love for the adactivity. But the
response deemed appropriate to those who are slackers is not particularly kind either in
geneal. or for Eugene.

The propriety of exclusion.
Like if they show up just for marks and that. If you don't, if they don't really like
doing the class, they shouldn't show up at all. (Eugene, Jan 22)
Personally I think you should only be in this class if you're going to put effort into
it, just not sit there and be all, you know? (Bette Dec. 4)

Q

What did you think of uh, what did you think of the other people's work?
Lydia, I don't think she should have been in Drama 20. I don't think, she should
have been in Drama 10. I don't think she has (laugh) she should have anything to
do with Drama ever again because, she, didn't do anything. . . .Bette, whatever,
Berte, I don't think she should be allowed back in Drama 20 or Drama 30. (Gerard
Jan 22)

Eugene? He's really good. Bud's really good. Uh,Andrea's really good. I Like
.Andrea She can put a little bit more feeling into the person, you know she kind
of just sounds like she's saying the lines, but she could be really, really good. And
uh,Rose is j u n Rose is actually a really, really good actor. Actress. actor.
whatever. But um,she plays one role consistently; she doesn't have a wide
variety. (Gerard Jan 73)
Researcher Response:

The justification for exclusion varies here fiom Eugene's assertion that people
should not be here if they don't want to be, to Bette's exclusion of those who don't

exhibit effon to Gerard's division of people into the categories of either a) the 'really

-good' or b) those who should be excluded.
Quoting T o m

Explaining that he gave a low mark in evaluating the performance of a classmate,
Gerard offers the following explanarion -which I have also he-

complete with shrug,

uttered by Tom:

It's mean. I h o w , but hey, if you don't do the work (shrug). (Gerard Jan 22)

Bette and Eugene use Tom's words here in explaining the motivation of 'slackers':

people like who don't like, who don't really show up, like for the fun of it, they
just show up to get like mmks and credits. They don't, uh, they don't show up to
do any work, they, they uh, they don't try really hard whenever they're acting.
. h d , I. I don't know, I really don't like that. (Eugene, Jan 33)
there's a few in this class that, I don't think that, they don't take it serious, it's jusr
a easy credit course. (Bette Dec. I
)

Q

Does that make it difficult sometimes?

Y q because I usually get stuck with them and it's hard to work with them, if
,
they just don't want to do anything, and that's where usually
they're j ~ hopeless.
I get stuck with, people that don't want to be here, they'rejusr hereforfive credits.
So it makes it harder for me. (Bette Dec. 4)
Urn. when we're given a lesson, and we were taking (like in our voice)! they talk
like (whispers), and you're like, "what?" And every time they do a performance
they talk low. they fidget, and they don't move and
It's just. (Bette Dec. 4)

Q

Why do you think they do that?
Because they don't want to do it. They just want the credit. that's it. (Bette Dec. 1)

Researcher Response:

If there is any doubt that these word first came out of Tom's mouth, check Section

III of this chapter @. 148). Note that Bette. with "them" seems again to be referring to
specific people and events.

Section Five: Student Response to Conflicting Discourse
Clearly, I have already begun to examine students' responses to Tom's discourse

in the previous section*This was necessary to reveal the existence of the discourse of
attrition -of which I was nor aware until the end of my period of observahon of this
class. I have also begun to note student responses to the Slacker Hypothesis. This is
appropriate because it was the discourse to which response was most striking and
obvious. The only student whose accounts did not reveal either the employment or the

consideration of the Slacker Hypothesis was Andrea Reasons for that are unclear.

In this section I begin with a continuation of student's responses to the Slacker
Hypothesis, then move on to consider how students seem to have responded to the
conflicting conceptions of 'text based' and iorganic'acting offered by Tom's discourse.
Finally. and briefly, I consider selected samples of student discourse which have
implications for student fieedom and confinement. There were many of these, some

perhaps more worthy of consideration. These, however. will suffice for my purposes here.

Tnis narrowness of focus constitutes a severe constriction of the range of student
responses. However, that is necessary at this point, in the interest of offering an analysis

which falls within the limits of being reasonably accessible and in view of the fact that
exhausting the data is neither feasible nor. in my opinion, possible.

The Slacker Hypothesis:
Reflecting on Self with the Slacker Hypothesis, the Positive Inversion.

Hard work
no matter what you're doing, you've got to put all your effort into it or you suck.
That's all there is to it- (Gerard Dec. 5)
Obstacles to good acting.

Q

What kinds of things stand in the way of you doing those things well?
Probably just a mental block that I have, (Rose Dee 3)
just fear, fear of failure, anxiety- (Rose Dec 3)

Q

Okay- What do you think would happen if you failed?
If1 failed, I'd get all upset and probably go w it again (laugh). (Rose Dec 3)

you have to give it more than one shot or else you're never going to succeed at

anything. (Rose Dec 3 )

You have to keep on trying and you have to give it your best shot every time you
do it. (Rose Dee 3 )
Researcher Response:

This is Rose's positive inversion of the Slacker Hypothesis. I t s push for her to
keep trying is potenrially valuable -but not in a vacuum of means -tools, methods,

hypotheses. What is evident in Rose's words is that she has little idea as to Row she might
work to overcome the personal inadequacies that she assigns herself through this

hypothesis.
Possibilities.
Do you think anybody can be an actor?
Q
Ifthey put their mind so ir, I guess. Unless they're really, really shy (laugh).
(Lydia Dec 5)

Q

90 you think that's what's challenging you?

Ya (Lydia Dec 5)
Researcher Response:
There is a conflict here which Lydia recognizes in her answer: The -Slacker

Hypothesis', expressed here in positive inversion. tells her that anyone who puts their
mind to it can be a good actor- her own experience of difficulty in the face o f this

magnifies her difficulty with shyness into an obstacle which just might be beyond

surmountingLow Expectations: Understanding this Class Through the Slacker Hypothesis
Effort and desire.
Bette, when she wants to work is good to work with- But when she doesn't want
to work, it's not that great because we don't get any work done- (Rose Jan, 23)

There's, there's people in this class that, working with them is kind of like, they
don't put in everything they could, they're just happy on getting the job done.
They don't put all of theinelves into the character, and that makes it hard for you
to become your entire character, if someone you're working with isn't. (Gerard
Dec. 5 )

Q

Why do you think they don't put in everything into the character'?

They just, don't have the heart for it. They just don't want to be an actor. They
just they just think that
I want to, I am doing this class to fill in a block I'm
not here because I really want to be. And a lot of them don't have ambition or
maybe some of them just don't feel they're good enough. But you can't do that
when you're trying to be an actor. Maybe that's where some of the other people
get their attirudes fiom. Ha. Wow. that's weird. I never thought of that (laugh).
(Gerard Dec. 5)
Well. I really enjoy coming to [this class]. It's fim showing up. It's Like the. this
I like the
class is like the. one of the reasons that I came to this school, um.
people, I like the people who come to the class, like who show up, show an
ambition like for Drama who want to do it, and people like to have f%n in it.
(Eugene, Jan 22)

a

there's a lot of people who. . .show up to have fun. I show up because it's a fim
class to have and I like to have fun up there. And like people like Gerard* he
shows up, like he has a lot of fim doing the class. (Eugene, Jan 22)

Q

in my class, I see a lot of people, like most of the peaple, like sometines. they like
to show up, they like to do things. But a lot of times, I see people like uh, Bette
and Lydia, who just show up just to, for the sake of showing up, for no other
reason. (Eugene, Jan 33)
Why do you think that, I mean. what's your take on it?

this may not be right but uh, I think that they just show up just for marks, or
credits, like. or they've been forced into this class, like by their parents or
something, I don't know. But I really don't think that they're here just to enjoy
the class. (Eugene, Jan 22)
Q

What is it that tells you that? What do you think?

They really don't do much in class, like, they just like sit around. Urn, (Eugene.
Jan 13)

Q

They're passive*?Would you say that, or?

Uh, kind of ya Urn, they don't redly get involved like with group work and that.
(Eugene, Jan 22)

Low expectittions in class.
like right now we're not allowed to, like we j q he doesn't want us to put full,
like a hundred percent into it right now. Like he just wants us to just gradually
work in it. .. .I ihink if; each time 1do something, Igive a hundred percenr, I'd be
mesome. (laugh) But you know?I only give so much because, we're such a small
class, you know. It's not appropriate for class, but if I was doing it in a play, then
it'd be appropriate to give a hundred percent. (Bette Dec. 4)
Researcher Response:
This reduced investment in class seems an accurate perception. It corresponds to
Tom's low expectations of the kids and to the approach to work in the class and to other
students perceptions. The play and [he class. This division and the weight given to each
one conesponds to the weight Tom appeared to give to each one. The class was clearly

secondary.

Thefun group.
if I'mworking on a scrip^ I'd like to work with Bud because he has, he has a
positive effect on a script. He?he has a lot of good ideas and uh, he just likes. he
likes script writing and I know it's like he won't goof around on that. and uh, he'll
pay attention to that. Urn, I like working with Gerard and Rose because they both
have positive impacts on me. Whenever we're working together, like. we. we
share the work, we put the work together and that. Urn, and plus we have like,
just a little fun in our group, whatever, just talk a bit, (Eugene, Jan 22)

Q

Is there anybody that you worked with that you'd like to work with more or less in
t i i s class?

inthis class? I liked working with Eugene and Gerard because they can just make
me laugh and they're really easy to get along with. (Rose Jan. 23)
Working with thefun p u p .
You have to be able to - you have to be able to be able to express all types of
filings and not have people that always that always go (giggle), you know.
When it's something you're doing or you're learning and they s t m laughing. BUG

if you want to take it, you should be really like focused, and if it's something you
don't know, pay e m attention to it and learn ir better, so you pet good at it.
(Bette Dec. 4)
Researcher Response:

Does the fun in this group connect to Bette's perception of people laughing at her
and her perception that less than 100% effort is being asked of her? Eugene is unable to
grasp her apparent unwillingness to contribute and explains this with the Slacker

C

Hypothesis. There seems to be a cl&h of perspectives here, in which unsatisfactory
behaviour has been explained on each side by the attribution of negative qualities to the
other -in each case b./ using the Slacker Hypothesis.
Alternatives to the Slacker Hypothesis

Seeing beyond the slacker hypothesk but holding OR to it.
Okay, anybody you don't like working with in this class?
Q

Actually, ya. Urn. Lydia (laugh). 1don't like working with her because, she, is
very pessimistic about her work and it's really, she B e , it's really hard to get
dong with a person who's always insulting themselves and their work because,
you just. like she won't, as much as you suggest to do things, the more you
suggest for her to do things, she gets mad at you because. you're suggesting how
to make it better. h d it's really hstmting and annoying. That's the oniy person
that I actually redly don't like working with. (Rose Jan. 23)

LTh. me and Lydia aren't going to connect because, I can't be with a person that
doesn't even want to be with themselves. - - .I think she's just looking for a Iot of
attention. She's very insecure, she's very, she has no self-esteem, she's very down
on hersex I t it hurts me to see it b u I~can't be with a person thaf all they do dl
day is complain, you know, and all they do a l l day is bitch. And Like, my life is
like +&.is. my life is like that, I need this and I need t h a ~and I want this, but rli
never get it because I'm like this. It j q not only does it make you feel bad for
them, bm it also brings you down, you know? You just kind of sit there and
you're like, well she's telling me all her problems and there's not a damn thing I
can do to help her, what kind of person am I? And stuff. And I just I can't be
with somebody like that They make* they make life so depressing, it's just
annoying. (Gerard Jan 22)

Researcher Response:
Gerard chooses to apply the slacker hypothesis despite his insights which reach
beyond it. Does he do so because it offers him a way of escaping the sense of impotence
that these insights produce? The slacker hypothesis assigns responsibility to the slacker.
Does Tom use it for the same reason?

Non-use of the darker F~yputhesis
I don't know, I just find, maybe my thought pattern. maybe the way I think or
whatever, you know, is a bit different than other people. So when you're thinking,
maybe, iike often times I think that they think the way I do and maybe they don't,
and that kind of stops me arid you know I have to stand back and say, well, to
each his own?everyone's a bit different but that's what sops me a bit more so I
don't, I can't tell what their. ..(Bud Dec 3)
ifthe other person doesn't understand the extent of how serious it is to me. And.
and maybe. the bad thing is maybe the other person is serious about it and you
don't know that. you might end up, you know just screwing it up.(Bud Dec 3)
Researcher Response:
Bud expresses marked uncertainty about the internal terrain of his classmates he

knows that he is guessing about what their felt values and ideas may be. He sees the
typical activities of the class as providing a cloak behind which each person can keep
concealed their own inner thoughts and values. Bud feel the habitual as a trap. The cloak

of privacy has become for him a net which entangles and restricts him.

Like how can someone do that and jump into my mind,you know? If they could
they'd be so surprised, you know I'm assuming. Urn, but making them see it. I
mean. maybe they do see i t That would be great- I mean. maybe that would
mean I'm better than I am, but 1mean maybe I have a b i I ~rhink I'm a bit worse
than I am. I think it's good to be humble Like that you don't have to be arrogant.
you know, like "I'm a really good actor" or something. There's alwys room for
improvement (Bud Dec 3)
Researcher Response:

Bud expresses uncertainty about himself as he may appear in the eyes of others,

about his own evaluation and depiction of himself, and about his understanding of others.

In this uncertainty he expresses a sense of the possibilities which exist for people which is
expansive and hopeful. This is quite the opposite of the Slacker Hypothesis which
collapses the possibilities of others into a single negative judgement.
.A lot of these kids maybe uh, they'll leave the class, they'll go 10 another class.

Drama's a class. It's not, you h o w . teaching you how to be better at life
experience or any kind of thing. It's just another subject you know. Get out of
school, go home, and play video games. I don't know,talk on the phone,
something stupid. watch T.V. You don't get a lot out of that. . . .maybe.they have
the ambition and drive, but they don't know what's out there. I mean, if he were to
expose, you know, a lot of the, maybe the more unenlightened people there - . .
(Bud Dec 3)
Researcher Response:

Bud also reco-aes the possibility of applying the Slacker Hypothesis -that
others may nor be as committed as he is -instead he proposes that what is seen as a lack
of -ambition and drive' might be a maner people being unaware of possibilities,

something with which people may need help.

Possibilities of a small class.
I'm really glad that we have a small class here. I think that gives him, he's glad
about that too. Lim, you know it's only seven, eight people in our class. You can.
you can really focus. I? I didn't really think about this, you can really uh, really
focus on the kids. You get a lot faaher because they're learning faster. which
means, I think he should go past the curriculum seeing that we have a small class.
I mean, you could cover it all the more quicker with a small amount of kids. and
then. then you could explore what each kid wants for a, you know where they
want to go. (Bud Dec 3)
Self-understood Desire

Drama k a break
Okay, where does drama fit in then in the scheme of things?
Q
Like, what do you mean?

Q

Like, in the scheme of your schooling?
It's a break fkom academic work. It's something that I enjoy doing and I need to
do something that 1 enjoy doing, because otherwise I'd just be stressed out and
having mental breakdowns, but, as long as I have some kind o f relief from doing
all academics, I am able to actually go through the day without hating it. . . with
all the stress in my life, I need breaks from it (Rose Jan. 23).

Researcher Response:
Rose seems to describes herself as having the motivations ascribed to 'one of
those Slacken'. Though she does not see herself as a slacker.

Desire to Act
.Alrightht.Why do you think, is acting something you want to do? You said you
were interested in drama for a long time, but is the acting part of it something you
want to do?

Ya I think so. (Lydia Dec 5 )
Do you like acting?

Ya I do. (Lydia Dec 5)
. .. do you chink that you'll be able to be part of something good that's done here?
I hope so (laugh). (Lydia Dec 5)
Would you like to do a good monologue?

Yq I would but uh.I'm just not used to being on stage by rnyself(laugh). (Lydia
Dec 5)
Do you think that if you didn't get involved in the theatre, drama professionally in
some way Later on, do you think that you wouId still be interested in it?
Probably (LydiaDec 5 )

Researcher Response:
Lydia was most frequently identified wheh others spoke of slackers in the class,
yet clearly she does not see her motives as they are described by those using the Slacker
Hypothesis. Furthermore the impression she made both on me and on Tom, was that she
was mggling very hard in the face of an overwhelming burden of 'shyness' whatever
that might be. Once. when Lydia had struggled through fmt two lines of her monologue
during a memory exercise Tom turned to me and said <'I think that was a real success, if

you consider Lydia'' (P.O. notes, Jan. 6). Whatever each of us thought about why we
should -consider Lydia', it was clear to both of us that her difficulty was not produced by

a lack of effort. I cannot escape the conclusion that the Slacker Hypothesis is simply
incorrect for any of these students, and probably that it is incorrect in general.

The Discourse of Organic Response and the Discourse of Text:
I now turn to consider how these students have built understandings of acting
using the conflicting discourses that Tom presented them- However, as the following
example illustrates, this does not take us away fiom the discourses of attrition. evaluation
and the slacker hypothesis, which seem to have structured aspects of the entire experience

for these students.

Tom's Organic Approach
Gemrd: Using Tom's organic approach.
Uh. I guess by ju% [thewritten] work helped me out a lo&when I £inally did i t
You have to, you have to see your character and you have to memorize the lines,
it really helps, because you look stupid if you dontt have them memorized- Urn,
and just work at it and work at it and rehearse it and rehearse it and rehearse it
and rehearse i~ and take people's, take people's advice, blend that in, then rehearse
i~ then blend it in. then rehearse i t then rehearse, then blend more. And then, by
the time you're done with all this, you have the character that you want to base it
on, and then, the problem is staying in focus (Gerard Jan 22)you can't thinkjust because you're the actor you have a l l the power. You have to

liaen to people, you have to look at what you're trying to say, you have to look at
what you're trying to do. You can't just, it's not like improv. You improv with it
fim but then you rehearse and you rehearse and, the improv goes away. (Gerard
Jan 22)
Researcher Response:

One student. Gerard. seems to have constructed the most complete version of the
organic aspect of Tom's 'physicdorganic theory. He is one of two students in this class
who has been directed by Tom in a play (the other was Eugene) and he probably achieved
this l l l e r insight into Tom3 physical/organic theory in that context. He also expresses an
openness to using insights external to his 'organic' response in the development of his
character -though he still seems to possess minimal means of achieving such insights
based on his o w n analysis, and what the actual exercises are by which he will improvise

and the extent to which they might constitute 'organic exploration' remains vague.
The Shrunken Organic

Eugene.
Okay. .2lri&t So. what did you do. as part of your preparation, did you do an
Q
imaginary sketch then for these characters. who they were?
Urn. pretty much, y a I just uh,jun all in my head. Uh, I just ha-ghed what one
character, what he, what he did. what he screwed up on, and uh. and same with the
other character. (Eugene. Jan 22)

Rose.
In preparation. I memorized my lines, and I did dl those projects and then that
was it, (Rose Jan, 23)

UTh. the most diacult part was verbing, I didn't like that And the most interesting
part was, I think was, writing her p a n present and future. I thought that was
really fun because I could think of a whole bunch of things for her. (Rose Jan. 23)

.4ndrea.
I tried to like, picture my character, and see like the way she is, and try to Look
through her, see like how she would think and stuff* try to see sometime, and try
to put myself like, try to get myself in that character. It's kind of hard because my

monologue was, (Andrea Jan. 23)

Q

What did you do in order to do that?
Sit and concentrate (laugh). You sit, concenhate. think of the character. read my
monologue (Andrea Jan. 23)
Ya. I showed my little sister (laugh) and I let her watch. I. I was saying it to my
brother once, and he was like, but they listened though. I say, like every day I
walk around the house saying my monologue. reciting it, reciting it. I look for
character clues and a build up a story about her. (Andrea Jan. 23)
Everything was like easy because, I tried to put myself in her. I placed her in
Jamaica because I know about Jamaica, I know abut schools in Jamaica, places in
Jamaica. so I placed her in Jamaica. So it was like. easy, you know.(Andrea Jan.
23)

I would do more memorizing work than written work. because like the wrinen
work is like more easier. I find it to be more easier because. once you memorize
your monologue and know your monologue, you find like the written work really,
really. really easy. If you're just going to read through your monologue and, not
knowing it. it's Iike harder for you. (Andrea Jan. 23)
Y a but like most of my d i s at home and. I didn't (bring it). Ya I've done the
character sketch, the. let me show you the colour collage. This is the colour
collage. It shows how she thinks and colours that best describes her. Like red. and
black sometimes, you know, for sadness and this is for happiness and also love.
-2nd it shows her values, Like this is where she came. she came &om an island
where there's like sun and trees and rmff. and she's, ya, she's living in Endand,
one of the countries where it's cold. (Andrea Jan. 10)
Q

Okay. What have you found so far in what you're doing here that's been helpful
for you, or particularly challenging. What's the hardest thing?
The hardest thing in it? It's like, I'm not (bugged like by) anything that's really,
really hard, but I find thaq what helps me, Iike helps me to undersand people
action and behaviour more, and understand a character, Iike just by reading, you
how,just to look maight into the character's Life and see what it is like, you
know. (Andrea Jan. 10)

Q

Okay. Aright tell me a little bit about the kinds of things you're doing to prepare
your monologue fur? the kinds of exercises you've been doing.

Oh, just like reciting it and sAnd I like that thing that Mr. Wolfe. did
yes~erday,like lening you change your monologue from what it is. if it's comic or
serious to vice versa Ya,that's really helpful and letting us walking around and
reciting it. that's really, redly helpll. But like, at home I normally just talk to the
walls or talk to m y sister. But I'll say my monologue, but it's like I'm talking to
her. Or I'll sit and put myself in the character. like writing, say like acting it out at
home. (Andrea Jan. 10)

Researcher Response:

I have already described Eugene's betrayal of his text in some detail. Tom was
most lavish in his praise of the 'fantasy fieedom' achieved through this betrayal. This
'organic' fieedom to undernand text through an unfettered and fanciful personal response
was assumed by Eugene, Rose and Gerard and to some extent by Andrea. One might
assume that Tom had successfully (to some extent) subverted the curriculum to serve his

'organic' vision of acting. However. when even these students were asked to participate
in the 'organic' exploration exercise. described in Section Two of this chapter. they were

unwilling to participate. This includes Andrea the only person to positively cite that

exercise. Aithough she did cite it positively, I had the sense that she did so merely
because she wanted to shed a positive light on everything she discussed. All she said was
that it was -redly helpid? and it clearly is not something which fi-wes prominently in
the approach to characterization she describes above which. like Rose's and Eugene's, is
primarily &xed on looking at text and seeing straight through to the character. The

following student responses to the exercise are illuminating
Betrayal of organic exploration: Tom's aercike.
when 1was supposed to make my monologue happy . .. .I just couldn'&that was
just impossible. (Rose Jan. 23)

Q

How was that? What was that like?
Ir was hard because it's not a kind of. it's not a comic monologue. there's no
comedy in it really. So, I was kind of having a problem with that Like,to make
it depressing, I had no problem with that But overall. like working with people
was goo4 you got different views on how to do lhings, which was really good.
.And, you were. like how other people wodd react to thar situation and then you

could incorporate that into your monologue. (Rose Jan. 23)
the script basically, it wasn't, like, the things that she was saying weren't comic.
Like. you couldn't say, well, she was really happy there because, just &om, (Rose
Jan. 23)

Q

What would happen if you just said it?

If I just said it? It probably would have no effect because if I had just said i t I
would have no emotions in it, and you wouldn't get the whole (crux)of i t (Rose
Jan. 23)

Q

What would happen if you went up and said it really cheerfdly?
It wouldn't make a lot of sense. It would, um,like the first line in the monologue
is, '-1 don't think people see me, I get the feeling sometimes that I'minvisible," or
something, right? And so, if I would say that really cheery it'd be like. the person
is happy about that? Like. that just wouldn't make sense. Like the whole
monologue would be pointless because, (Rose Jan. 23)

Q

And so, because it doesn't make sense it makes it hard for you actually to get up
and do it?

Y a I mean. I need things to make sense. Like I need there to be a purpose for the
person to be saying it. like the way they are. (Rose Jan. 23)

Q

Was that a new exercise? Had you done anything
- like that?
No, we never did anything like that before. (Bene Jan 9th)

Q

What about improvisation? You've done a fair bit of improvisation.

Ya. (Bette Jan 9th)

Q

Do you ever have to do a scene different ways?

No. When we did improv it was however we wanted to, however we saw, that we
could do, like whatever. It was never try it this way, try it that way- And then all
of a sudden, he's like, "make this fiumy-" Um, I'm sorry, we haven't learned how
to make mything finny, because he didn't teach us that in Drama 30. It's like, we
don't know how to do that And he's like, "well, if you want to be actors you have
to know how to change this and that-" (Bette Jan 9)

That didn't do anything good for me, I can say. It would have. It would have, but
it didn't because uh, I was, f k t of all rushed and u h my understanding of it wasn't
as complete as, I needed a bit more, guide, direction. Maybe he should have done
that with something beforehand to show us a bit of how it went. (Bud Jan. 23)

Researcher Response:
Rose describes her piece as having a single essence which a comic approach
would violate. She has created this scenario and this character, and now she is seeing rhar

as being the crux and essence of the script.
The general failure of students to respond to Tom's attempts at physical organic
exploration indicates their discomfort with being asked to carr); out this kind of
unfamiliar exercise. They did not really seem to know how to do the exercise. M y
questioning them on their difficulties indicates also that they were quite attached 10 their
own particular creations of character and interpretations of their monologues even though
these were almost uniformly matters of 'gut (organic) response' and not based on

analytical understandings of the text. It is difticult to escape the conclusion that these
students did not know how to explore the possibilities of their monologues either
analytically or 'organically'. They seem to feel fiee to respond to text 'organically' but
their ability to advance that understanding in response to what lies outside themselves is
limited. So Tom's vision of organic acting collapses into a fancifd response to text.

Student guided qiuratiun.ad how useful were [other students'] suggestions?
Q
They were very u s e M because I tried it many different ways, right? And some of
those, like?some of those ideas gave me like, to look at it and say, oh. that could
be an antecedent action. that could be in her past, that could be something, and it
helped me to like place their ideas in other places. But I tried to use them all, in
order to make my monologue better. Because I like, I respect like each and
everyone's idea Because, I can't see myself. so like I'm @adwhen they give me
ideas on my monologue. (AndreaJan. 23)

Like,they gave me like an antecedent action, like Bette told me that I should like
look at the picture? and start to remember the person, who the lady's saying the

monologue about. and just like picking up the picture and staring at the picture for
a while, and then putting it back down. And like Bud told me that I should urn, I
shouldn't sit all the while and write the letters, because that will make it like
boring. I should walk around like a bit more. (Andrea Jan. 23)
Rose told me that urn, I should look more s a d like for all of the monologue I
should look sad. And then she said, no, don't look sad for all the monologue. just
smile for some of them, and sad for some of them, right? Read the lines,
depending on the lines. And then, Lydia told me that it was okay. And Gerard
toid me that my monologue was flat (laugh), but he's like, okay, Andrea, be seated
and watching the television and be like playing with your hair or something
because you're really uncomfortable and stuff. ( h d r e a Jan. 23)

Researcher Response:
Though the son of student led 'exploration' described above was no doubt the
most 'physical' e.xperimentation in which these nudents participated. the nature of the
activity is again. primarily scenario creation with little intention of discovery. However.

Andrea does describe fmding some possibilities in what she was offered, so perhaps this
pooling of students limited resources was more valuable than it seems. h d r e a seems to
have been ueated as a marionette in these exercise. Perhaps that had some value in
leading her to some physical discovery of possibilip, but it seems more likely that they
helped her to mange the staging of this piece -and that that is what they considered
their project to be.

General betrayal of expIoratrion: The problem of attending to text
Ya [the ideas I had for changing my monologue] are okay, but 1couldn't do them
because we were not allowed to change it. ( h d r e a Jan. 23)

Q

I see. Would you do them that way another time, do you think?

Yq if I'm d o w e d . (Andrea Jan. 23)

Q

What about if you were going to go do a monologue for an audition somewhere,
somewhere else. do you think you might try those things?

if I'm allowed to try, like to change it or anything? I would. But if I'm not
allowed. I wouldn't change it I'd j u ay
~ to like do different things with it, Like do

different actions with it and stuff.try it another way, but I wouldn't change any
words in the monologue. Only if there was a swear in it and they said: "I don't
want it in it", then try to replace a different word for it, or take it out completely if
it will work. (Andrea Jan. 23)

Q

What did you do to understand?

Well: what's happening in the scene exactly. I was just (going along) this
character. I'm just moving himself along. The good writer, who did it. he was
okay at it too. Urn, that's why writing out own monologue would be bad, because
we don't relate this. The good writer, maybe an oider one who has experience,
writes based on that character's actual build up, right? Like. would this character
say these things at this time? And, it was almost correct for my thing at that time.
Like uh, so, it's easier to say certain things in that position. So urn, as my
character was getting more built up into convincing this guy these things and
trying harder, the way the lines worked, was good for that- But say, you had these
certain lines that didn't fit in there and you're trying to memorize them, they just
don't fit in. You notice that right. I couldn't change anything, so I'm glad I had a
monologue where it was okay. If you have a monologue where you have no
liberty ro do rhar andyou can't change if, you're. you're hooped, you're just not
very well off. So, maybe I learned a bit about that too. So, a lot of the stuff1
learned maybe 1 didn't even know I learned. I haven't got the most. I'm sure, other
people thought less about this, so you asking me these questions is very, you
know?a little bit weird. Urn, 1 don't know. Ya,that's about it. (Bud Jan. 23)
Researcher Response:

Ifyou can't make those 'certain lines' fit and you can't change them, 'you're
hooped'. Despite his excellent grasp of this monologue. what Bud is expressing here is

his sense deficiency with respect to smtegies for approaching material that he does not
immediately +grasp. The nature of the liberty he imagines here Lies in the possibility of
altering text so that it is more compatible with his early aesthetic vision achieved in
partial response to i t Nobody in this class has learned strategies for exploration of their
own possibilities in text.

Bette's ,Mistake

Focus on text
the only thing my monologue is, is it's about a girl, who's, she's not very old, (and
what it seems like), she's like, it seems like she's just like, maybe 21,22, but she's
involved in a marriage that she, with someone older it seems like, and, she doesn't
really like it, because she likes just having people that are home and there for her.
Like. she'll see them at night time, and he's always working. She finds, like,
another person, but she's d l married to this guy, but she's having an affair.
(Laugh) it's a pretty weird monologue. But, there's not much to work with. (Bette
Jan 9)
That sounds like a lot. It sounds like you've come up with a lot there.

Ya,but I don't know how to put it all together. (Bette Jan 9)
What do you mean, put it all together?

To make it flow, like it would sound good when I'm up there. Not to make her
turn out to be a tramp or anything. But. I don't try to do that and, nothing has
come to my mind yet, on how to do it, So I'm not sure. (Bette Jan 9)
So what have you been doing to. to prepare for it - . . ?
Well, I tried, I tried to place me in the scene, like, have her in the scene where
like, I had to present it. in person. and put her like, she sleeps in, because her
husband usually comes home in the morning, she sleeps in and her, like lover's
there, and she wakes up and realizes that like her husband's going to be home
s o o so
~ she's trying to push him out the door- (Bette Jan 9)

How did you feel about the monologue itself? Are you happy with what you did?

and I had, I didn't have
I was happy with what I did. But the monologue was f l a ~
like much to do with i t (Andrea Jan, 23)
I think it was Like, it was. too scripted the way I did i&like, with her like just
watching the television and " I have your picture in my room?, right? Because
some of the monologue didn't went with that, because of the letters, letters thing,
it didn't went with i t So, some of the monologue like matched with it, but like,
even one line in the monologue doesn't agree with it, 1 have to change it because,
it would look like out of place. (Andrea Jan. 23)

Researcher Response:

Bette is concerned with the creation of a scenario into which this text might fit,
and with 'placing herseff in the scene and she has already invested this scene with some
imagination. However, she uses the words *seemslike' in describing the character in her
monologue. and says 'there's not much to work with'. In this she shows her effort to
discover her character in the ten. The final quotadons above are fiom Andrea. They
indicates that she also has made the mistake of assuming that textually based meanings
were important. However. Andrea feels the text as a restriction of her flight of fancy
rather than something to which she has a commitment. The next passages funher support
Bette's commitment to text.

The greater text: "1think it's both,
certain parts in my monologue. It talks about like, he doesn't call and say those
words but. behind the words. And I looked them up in the dictionary and I'm like.
ya, okay, that's what this means. You know, because it talks about.. because, the
way she talks is. she's rushing everything, she's telling him to hurry up, do up
your belt. get out . . . (Bette Jan 9)

Q

Do you think that what's going on inside her head is the same thing as what's on
the paper? The words that are coming out of her mouth?
Yes. The person that wrote it's like a very good monologue. it makes a lot of
sense. And it's really easy to understand what it is, because it's not going to be
something else, it's pretty much what's said?this is what I'm talking about, (Bette
Jan 9)
right now I'm trying to work on her pan. present and future. because, just the way
the monologue is at first it seems that she's a tramp, but then it starts to seem Like?
she's a sweet person. So f don't know. - - like, I'm not sure if1 should like put in
her past that, urn she's alone had other boyfkiends, or whatever, or if1 should
have her speak to (another) person. That's what I feel is confusing me. I'm nor
sure yet. (Bette Jan 9)

I think it's both (laugh), I know it's weird, but I think it's both- I think at one time
she was sweet, but theq it seems like she got mixed up with a person thas she's
mamed with now, and she can't, she doesn't know where she is, confusedBecause she's reaUy emphasizing that that's why, (Bette Jan 9)

Researcher Response:

In the preceding Bette seems to have committed herself in this to the text as a
source of possibilities which required a carehl approach. Unfortunately she was seriously
attempting ro use Tom's academic assignment as a vehicle to aid her understanding. The
following passages indicate that she also rook seriously Tom's assertion that mdents
would do some 'red research' in this assignment.

Commitment to research.
for someone else to understand my monologue, they'd have to sit down and read it
as long as I did, and did as much research as I did on it. to understand it, and to
@ve any suggestions on it. So I think whar we're doing in the class is really
pointless, for people who just hear a couple of lines of it and say, "yayou should
do this, do this, do this with it." Urn, you have to. like read i t understand i t and
even write a few notes on it before you can turn around and tell someone, ')la, you
shouId do ir like this, like this, like this?"(Bette Jan 9)
you have to sit doun and pull out your dictionary and compare each word and
understand each meaning of it. .And that's why this is taking me so long (laugh).
(Bette Jan 9)
Oh. I let them read it, and like when everybody said in this class, "like I don't
understand it-" Well, that's because you haven't read it and then, took the
dictionary and found what some of those words meant, you know- .. . like what
he sai& he said. ya, you're going to have to do research on them." Well then, I
don't know why he would have someone else read our monologues. They're not
going to have time to urn, look in a dictionary for what the words mean. Because
a word can be on the page (and mean) so many different things, you h o w . And
then, when you first read any monologue through you think,oh ya it means this,
until you get a dictionary out and then, you compare the meanings .. . and then
it's totally different. Like with him giving me ideas ... .it was jus, it was
ridiculous. (Bette Jan 9)

Researcher Response:

Here we see the essence of Bette's mistake. It was a mistake with respect to its
effect on her -success' in Tom's terms. She took seriousiy Tom's discourse on the
importance of the text and committed herself to research, Though she had no real idea of

how to do research -thinking it meant looking up words in a dictionary -she seems to
have attempted it. It is little wonder she was fimtmted, as she neither possessed nor was
taught the skills and knowledge which would have enabled research and textual analysis.
She also indicates that she has no conception whatever of the possible value of 'organic'
or 'physical' exploration of the monologue which is not rooted in textual understanding. I
turn now to consider how Bene might have made this mistake.

Bette's mktaker Confusing the language of evafuation.
I think like a good performance, they have, the choreographed. everything is. it's
like a well run,it's all planned out. But a bad performance is when, the day before
you have to perform it, plan it, no time to like go over it and see it -and
everyone gets confused. (Bette Dec. 4)
Q

You think that's the cause of bad @erfoxmances)?
They waste too much time. (Bette Dec. 3)

Q

Okay. What do you think it takes to be a good actor? Do you think that that bad
performance had to do with bad acting?

I don'^ the reason you have bad pertbmances is because you just. you think
usually people who
"a, I can do this, I don't need to practise." they usually
do bad. But if you have someone who puts a lot of thou& a iot of dedication
into i t they usually end up having better performances because they tried harder.
h d then this, but the one that just,"ya I can do this, I'll just do it tomorrow," or
if. they, they Ieave it to the last minute and they don't have enough time to go
through it and make sure it works, so it u d y ends up Like*not good. (Bette Dec.
4)

Q

Okay. And what does it look Like when it's not good?
Oh,just a mess. J m something you want to just say, "okay, stop." That's
happened before in our class, to, a group they were doing a dance drama thing and
M i Wotfe just had to say, "stop," because it ju% it didn't make any sense- (Bette
Dec. 4)

Researcher Response:

In the first quotation of this series Bette describes a good performance in terms
which invert the Slacker Hypothesis. Further, she seems to be grounding her use of the
Slacker Hypothesis here in aparricular experience which has confirmed it for her. The
description is specific and referential. It is interpreting an experience rather than
summarising her observation of a general situation. She has probably heard Tom offer the
Slacker Hypothesis as an interpretation of weak work in which she was involved.
The linking of criteria in these passages is suggestive. The particular incident or
incidents that these explanations are mcrured around are incidents of 'bad work'. The
criteria used to judge that the work is bad are that it is 'a mess' and 'doesn't make sense'.
The cause of these faults is attributed to procrastination and inadequacies in preparation,
planning, practice, thought?dedication and effort -all aspects of the Slacker Hypothesis.
Bette's image of good work inverts these short-comings. So that she imagines that good
work will result fiom hard work in thinking about a piece. planning it and choreographing
it. These are not criteria Tom actually sees as the essential aspects of good acting. The
inversion of Torn's -bad-acting' criteria does not of course produce his true 'good-acting'
criteria since Tom's words of criticism have little to do with acting.
She had I believe, confused the criteria that Tom only used to just*

his

evaluations of weak work, with the cxiteria by which he recognized good work in acting.
EssentialIy she bought into Tom's conmucted categories, the ones he held up merely as

forms and devices for weeding. Later she was angered that she still did not have a _gasp
of how to use the took which might have enabled her to use those forms- She did not
realize that Tom did not expect or want me&@

effort in the areas identified with

these criteria but only used the dutiful completion of them as a test of effort and desire.

She was, of course, unable to really use the academic assignment, because Tom, not
valuing it except as a test of 'student work ethic', did not redy teach his students how to
make use of it,
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Selected Supplementary Reflections of Freedom and Confinement

Aspiration

Gerard
I want to make people feel stuff. .. . I want people to, to fmally realize what my
character is saying, what he is feeling, what he is going through . . .(Gerard Jan
22)

In a way I want them to bond with me. To feel my pain, to feel my happiness, to
feel this. If they come in happy, I want them to leave happier. I want them to
leave like they've seen something (Gerard Jan 22).

Rose: I'm a very stubborn person.
1 like being, other people than myself. (Rose Dec 3)
It's a way to escape kind of reality, (Rose Dec 3)
kind of make rhe world the way that you want to make it. (Rose Dec 3)
you get to do things that you want to do and things that you might not be able to
do. (Rose Dec 3)

You kind of get to escape what your burden, like, what normal things you're doing
and kind of pretend that you're someone else. (Rose Dec 3)
I like to become a different character. (Rose Dec 3)

I use [acting] to feel. try and feel whar other people are feeling, (Rose Dec 3)
[!use a c ~ to]
g put myself in their position. (Rose Dec 3)

I also use [acdng] to express what I'm feeling. (Rose Dec 3)
So ifsomebody's, ifthe character that you're working with is expressing
something that'sopposite to some of your convictions, how do you find that a s a
learning experience?

Urn. it depends on the topic becaw. I'm a very stubborn person and sometimes I
just can't see both sides of the story. BUSm o a of the time I think it's good
because then you do learn both sides of the story . ..and you're able to see things
from different perspectives (Rose Dec 3)

sometimes it will help you back in society so that you may be able to see. But
other times it just fhsmtes you more and you're just kind o f stuck. (Rose Dec 3)
Andrea: Discovering self and others
like you're acting with like an insane person and you're eylng to comfort them,
and you're like, "hey, I can do that!" You know? It helps you not to only express
yourself in the theatre, but to also do it outside of theatre. (Andrea Dec. 5)

Q

So do you learn things about yourself, then?

Ya,and about like, others. You know? (Andrea Dec. 5 )
It helps you to express yourself, you know. h d it's like, it takes away your
shyness and the real you (Andrea Dec. 5 )
Helps you to be like a variety of persons. (Andrea Dec. 5 )

This [acting unit] will help me to be more bold, and like?to do more things in
front of a large amount of people. Like, like at church. in the community and
smfT like that. you know. h d I'm hoping that, one day I can pursue a career in
acting and be an actress. (-AndreaDec. 5)
Bette: great expectations.
Well, some people do it because, that's something they might want to do in the
funw. .And others might do it just as. Like a relief. Like. because um, it's really
fun, putting yourself into other, other characters and doing things, it's pretty fun.
It's a good experience too. But I rake it because I want 10. like, I want to go on
further and k t h e r and fuaher. . b d maybe. some day, (laugh) be on T.V. (Bette
Dec. 4)

I j q a lot of people just come into the class for a relaxing class. I take it because
it'U be something I'll probably do. If1 don't ever make it anywhere, I think I'd at
least Like to be a drama teacher. That's just something I'd like to do. (Bette Dec. 4)
Bud: Mqbe o s p i d u d kind of thing.
The spiritual demands of meaningkontent/truth
to get your point across is a lot of what [the film I like] are about Like uh,you're
trying to get a meaning and it's more of maybe a spiritual kind of thing when
you're taking about meaning, and as an actor, it lays a heavy on y o 4 the onus is
on you to kind of. I don't know*you h o w , do it right (Bud Dec 3)

DScovering self and 0thers in Role
but when you're role playing, it's like you're them, you know. It's like being in a
movie anpay where the actor has to study about the character and everything,
and the more you play and you get these really interesting characters, they learn a
lot about them, and we learn a lot about how, even how movies are made and how
people, you get really inside character traits and lije experience and what affects
people, (Bud Dec 3 )
Researcher Response:

In these aspirations are expressed visions of the value and purposes of acting
which go far beyond, and do not seem to be Limited by, Tom's vision of 'creating
something very entertaining to watch'. Rose and Andrea speak of acting as a means of
discovery -of both self and other?a vehicle for empathic connection with 'the other in
the character'. For Gerard acting is an opportunity to connect in emotional communion
with his audience?and it is more: he wants %ern to leave like they've seen something".
He wants their wimess to his aesthetic object. Bud values the opportunity for empathic
connection and understanding characterfi.om the inside. He also describes the
commitment he feels to meaning -to his aesthetic project -as something spiritual and
demanding. These students seem to have developed these insights of value from their
own ex~erienceof acting. Bette in the section prior to this one was seen to express a

similar cornmi~nentto that described by Bud. Here however, we see a vision of value
which seems to have been perverted by the lens of the Slacker Hypothesis. She would 'at

Least like to be a drama teacher' -in her catalogue of possible values that acting might
serve. professional success seems to be artificially eIevared Would drama have any value

to her without professional success? She seems to be expressing this level of
'commitment' in response to the Slacker Hypothesis -in order to distinguish herself in
that commitment fkom those who might be slackers. Has she set herself up with
expectations that are too great a challenge? Interestingly .Andrea also expresses the
ambition for a career as an actress. There is nothing surprising in young people having
such ambitions, but it is perhaps surprising to hear them voice those ambitions so openly.
This may be hdrea's oblique reference to her awareness of the Slacker Hypothesis and
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of the attrition to which she would soon fall victim. Or perhaps this is merely the voice of
naivete
Responses to Torn's Limitations
Impermksible subjects.
Is there anything that you think you might want to express through your acting?
Are there any themes that particularly draw you, subject matters?
. . . I guess, it'd be different than what I wrire about because when I write about

things, I write about things that are affecting me, like, such as drugs and alcohol
and things. I wouldn't want to express that in drama because, it's different. (Rose
Dec 3)

Urn, probably just about feelings and emotions, and probably how people feel in
certain situations would be more like, be what I wanted to express. (Rose Dec 3)
Why do you think you wouldn't want to explore those things in drama?

Like drugs and alcohol? Urn, probably because um,not everybody will agree
with what I have to say (Rose Dec 3)
Are there some things you might not like to bring to. to class?

I don'^ like. some writings that I write at home, just when I'm bored because I
have like a little booklet, urn, I probably wouldn't bring any of that to class
because that's not appropriate for here, but (Bette Dec. 4)
Do you think there would be places where it would be appropriate to do it as
drama?

I think maybe if I, if1 took drama at universi~,it would be appropriate for there.
That type of thing, and that's what I kind of want to do. No, that's what I want to
do. That's a, bat's why urn, I write it because, I want to practise and practise and
practise. so when I go there. you know something wfl turn me, I could end up
somewhere else, so-(Bette Dec- 4)
Researcher Response:

Bette accepted and internalized this bound -but limited it to this particular
context Looking beyond this context she ima-@ned release fiom this restriction. Rose

adopted Tom's limitation on content in her view of 'appropriate subject matters for

Drama'. She expressed her interest in the banned subjects and spoke of approaching them
in other ways, asserted her disinterest in using Drama to approach those topics. In the
following it appears that she had developed an elaborate justification for this disjunction
which resulted in an image of drama as a medium which has a more limited range of
possibility than do other anistic forms such as writing.
Theorizingfor Tom
I don't really, I know that I've seen plays and I've had totally different viewpoints
and it didn't make me like that play, (Rose Dec 3)
I've read books or magazine articles about something, that I've had a totally
different feeling. But I could, I could read that and go, well, I kind of agree. But
when I saw it in plays, I was like, no, that's awful. So it's just the way that is.
(Rose Dec 3)

Q

You don't think it's a medium that allows you to express[drama] doesn't let you express both sides kind of thing; it does, but in a way it
doesn't. (Rose Dec 3)

Lf you read something or you write i t you are able to express it in a different way
than if you were acting it ouq because you can be more, urn. you can explain it a
bit better when writing than acting. (Rose Dec 3)

in acting you can e-plain it a lot, but not as much. you can't be as creative with i<
you can't word it in such a way,(Rose Dec 3)
Researcher Response:

Rose had found other evidence to support Tom's position. The ban was no longer
his, she had claimed it as her own. On the other hand, as I questioned her M e r she was
able to bring some perspective to bear, on the theory at least.

Rose considers.
Do you think that drama doesn't allow you to think about it as much [the written
Q
word]?

I think it does, it definitely does. (Rose Dec 3)
1think it also depends on the writing w l e , and the acting style of the actor and
the writer. (Rose Dec 3)

You could write something, you can have someone act it, and it can be way more
effective being acted than when it was in the wrinen form. And vice versa (Rose
Dec 3).
It can be more effective in the written form than when it was acted. It depends.
(Rose Dec 3)
So you don't see that for all subject matters.
No, not for all subject matters. (Rose Dec 3)

I think it also depends on the actor and the writer, (Rose Dec 3)
because it takes, to express feeling in the theatre, it takes a very strong actor, and
it takes a very strong writer to express them on paper. (Rose Dec 3)

So what I'm hearing fioom you is that you've got things that don't work very well
in drama And. your reason for that is that you've seen. you've seen particular
instances where that's been a failure. Okay. Can you think about what it was in
those instances that made them be failures or ineffective?

Urn, it could have just been the acting, (Rose Dec 3)
it could have been the confliction between my viewpoint and what the people
were acting about, (Rose Dec 3)
it could be media influence?(Rose Dec 3)

it could be other influences such as the people who were acting, if1 didn't agree
with that person. (Rose Dec 3)

It could be a lot of bias, but it could also be a lot of things such as, I just didn't
undernand like, it depends on a lot of things. (Rose Dec 3)

But basically, there are some things that you haven't seen done well. Okay.
A h i g h ~You're not exactly sure why?
Not really, it's probabiy because ir was just., either a different viewpoint or, the

acting. (Rose Dec 3)

Researcher Response:
What I see here is Rose's assertion of her own agency -at least her conscious
agency. She has carved out a little piece of nothingness and claimed it as her own
territory, reaching her own conclusions fiom her own reason and experience. I rum now
to further possible indications of agency in the find piece of this consideration of student
responses to Tom and his conflicted discourse.

Student Resources and Burdens

I have not really unfolded yet the differences that these students bring with them
to their responses to Tom's discourse. Nor do I plan to do so fully, in respect for the
anonymiv that I promised them.However. I can note, without reference to individuais,
some of the ways that they did differ, and I can further illustrate with an example.
There were some white middle class kids in this class whose parents supported

them in school and in drama One student was an athlete who competed at international
level tournaments. Several students came fiom home situations in which parents were
divorced or separated. in some cases 'home' meant a situation o f significant emotional
disanay. Some students felt little support fiom. or even the obstruction of. one or more

parents at home. More than one student had moved long distances corn childhood homes.
Some mdents had educated parents at home who challenged their thinking, while others
did not Some students had a broad exposure to arts, while for some this class was ir

Some srudents were acutely aware of, and irritated by, the constant presence of members
of the Drama troupe to whom they referred as 'the Drama geeks'. They cited these
students and the 'clique' they formed as the reason why they did not seek to be part of

productions at the school.Others in the class participated in productions and some were
associated with the Drama troupe.

Bud and Bette, an e m p i e .

Bud was one of the students who was challenged intellectually by his family at
home. not that they necessarily supported him in other ways. I do not mean to
euphemistically suggest that he was stupid, he was not. His family challenged him with
concepts and philosophies that he could bring to bear in his attempt to grasp the discourse

of Tom's class, of this school and of schooling in general and its place in society.
That's bigger than all of this and uh. that's what art, a lot, comes fiom, experience.
I mean, a person can't write a life thesis by looking in the dictionary and looking
at the term "life" because, you know?I've seen a lot of that kind of occurrence,
you know, like university professors and st&€ who could write something like
that, I think the person who is more respected and credible for writing something
like that is someone who's gone around the world and might not have had that
same education, but who's, and education is experience, and this is one kind of
education. Education isn't just school- I leam more out of school than I do in
school. I could seriously say, different things. And I learn more about you know,
one isolated thing in school, but on a broader basis, everything I learn fiom being
around. and it's good to get yourself out and about. Urn, travelling's great not just
to see places, because you can see that on TV,you know, but to actually
experience it is different, You can't gain experience from television, or, you
know. anything like that. In a way you can, but you haven't acNally gone out and
done those things- Some things you can't do in life, and that's something maybe
ro face. but urn, ya, getting our and doing a lot I have to do in my life too. so,
keeping myself in Calgary is not going to do anything for my education. It'll do
some. but there's only so far you can go. 1think that's something that schools
don't do enough is uh, is get you in m e r e n t situations because, you can. you can
b e really good at one thing and they put you out in the world and uh. say that one
thing doesn't matter in a certain place, you are, up that river. (Bud Jan, 23)

Drama is a Class tit School,
Do you see the need for [drama]to be about something, or?
Q
30,I think drama should be for, people who are interested in learning different
skilIs, besides the ones that you learn every day. Like, this class, this is one of my
best h a classes I've ever had, because 1learned so much more than I did in
junior high and stuE I just, like, I learned bener ways to carry my voice and
So, I think for people that want to like, that want to take a pa% and want
this as a career, Iike?a Iot of speaking, they should take a drama class, because
you learn how to talk the proper parts and stuff- And it's a good experience. Like

this, this is something 1 could see myself doing, if I (laugh) I just love this class. I
love drama, (Bette Dec. 4)

Acting and video,
Okay. Why do you think people watch acting?
Q
Because it tells the story a little bit better than a movie would, because you can.
you can see it, it's not on the video. You can watch it in person. And you
understand more. it's like, it seems so, like if you're in a place, wherever you
place i t it seems like it's really there, just rhe way everything, I don't know, I can't
explain. I Like watching acts, Iike shows, like when people like [the Shakespeare
Play]. I'm going to come to that because I would learn more from that than
watching it on T.V. or something. (Bette Dec- 4)
Because you have a better understanding of it, just by watching it. / a d your. you
focus on it and that's all you see. (Bette Dec. 3)

No. T.V. you can just flip the chamel (laugh). (Bette Dec. 4)

Q

1see. okay.

Because video's too boring, and you're just like, oh. whatever- But when it's a
play, in a play you're still watching i& because you can't nun it off. whatever.
(Bette Dec. I)
Researcher Response:

Bette shows little sign of having the perspective that Bud's home experience
offered him- When I was asked Bette about drama in a general sense, she could only
respond in terms of drama as a class at school. Bette's understanding of 'acting' and

'Drama' can be clearly seen to derive fiom this class and what she has seen in it- For
Bette Drama is a class -not a subject area that this class is attempting to shed light on,
and acting is what she is doing here. What happens on TV is something not in the same
category as the live acting she does- Acting is not a set into wbich both activities fit-

Bud: possibilities in the art of drama
What do you think you're good at?
Q

Urn, since I have a lot of experience in this, making stories for role playing,
exploring a lot of that, and exploring what makes a story and what makes a plot
work and everything. Maybe on the writing kind of edge. I have, I think I'm a lot
more visually artistic too, like uh. exploring, urn, exploring how uh. like how a
director does things or how a, like a camera man,doing a, finding new ways,
that's why uh, you know movies, a bit more than plays, let you um, you can still
express the same thing, but as far as visually and audioly [sic], you can, try so
many things. (Bud Dec 3)
Yes. Yes, I do [consider drama an art]. I consider poetry an art,any kind of
witing, to express like I said, like uh, it's endless. I mean there's all kinds of new
smfY coming out But I think the avenue I'd like to follow, if I were to follow after
drama courses, is, to actually, because I find it a lot more interesting in what you
could do with it, is video, and urn working with it. Because you see a lot of new
and up and coming stuff?actually, well different media like the television and
movies and whatnot, where, (Bud Dec 3)

Researcher Response:

Bud and Bette both talk about differences between the possibilities of live
performance and recorded forms but their treatment is categorically different. Bud is able
to regard drama as an art form which. for him shows the greatest promise in its use in
recorded media. Note that there is c e m h i y no expectation on either of their parts that
video or different media might be a part ofthis course. It is also interesting to note that

despite Bud's wider perspective. the possibilities for live drama here construed as
siCrmificantLyatrophied in comparison to tilm's possibilities, seem very much to have been
formed by his experience of this class as compared to his probably much broader
experience of film- His vision of what is possfble in live drama does not have the
expansiveness that he envisions in film.

Signs of Agency
Eugene: I couldn 't rell what they hoked like.
how did you feel when you were up on stage performing?
Q
Uh, it felt, it felt a little awkward at first because uh, I really didn't see the
characters actually being there, I couldn't tell what they looked like, so uh,I was
kind of awkward playing my scene towards them, but that's what my monologue
required. (Eugene, Jan 22)

Lydia: some people Rave a black piece of paper with a white dot.
Shyness. What do you think of the idea of talent? What do you think of that
idea? Some people are just more talented than other people.
-

-

Yq I think they are. A lot of people have talent to make people laugh; other
people have talent to make people cry. I guess it just depends on the person.
(Lydia Dec 5)
Do you think that those things are things that you can learn and develop too?

Ya. I think so. but some people just have a knack for it. (Lydia Dec 5 )
.And how important do you think those two things are?dent as opposed to
learning?

I don't know (laugh). Talenr doesn't take as much to mdy and try it as hard. but
learning if, you work hard (Lydia Dec 5)
What about expressing things? Do you rhink that that's an aspect of it? Do you
rhink acting is an art? Do you think it's about expressing things?
to
Ya. I think it's expressing how you feel. Write something, try to act it out
tell people what you're trying to say, instead of blurting it our Like a piece of an
work. Some people, have a black piece of paper with a white d o t so. *Thisis how
I feel" (Lydia Dec 5)

. ..Do you ever deal with those kinds of topics in class?
(No) (Lydia Dec 5)

No? Do you think that's something that you might be interested in doing? What
kinds of topics do you focus on mainly? In class?

In class? Oh I don't b o w . Whatever we're doing at the moment. Shakespeare or
something, do whatever (laugh). (Lydia Dec 5)
Bette.

he's not helping any. Like, okay because I'm absolutely stressed out this week and
I asked him for advice and the only advice he can give me is, "quit your job"
(laugh). I'm like. what kind of advice is that? And, like there were some things I
didn't understand and he's jut. he's like it's because you're tired. blah, blah, blah.
Xo, it's because you're not explaining it right- You know. (Bette Jan 9)
he's getting annoying. ~ i k he
e is a good teacher but he's slipping I think. Like,
he's not patient any more. He expects us to h o w more than what we actually
know. And it's just. it's too, it's too stressll, because he gets stressed out and he
yells at us, then we get stressed out, then, no one wants to take this class any more
(laugh). It's just,but if he'd just sit down and explain it to us, teli us what we
have to do, how to approach it, whatever, things like that then everyone would
find it a little easier. But. him saying, 'you have ten minutes to do this, and then
come back in here and show me it." It's like, I'm sorry, I can't do that (laugh).
You know. It's just. I don't h o w . It's just all I know is he's really annoying me.
because he's wasting,rhis whole week of class time, on the exercises that didn't
make a difference for me. So, I just (inaudible) to do. (Bette Jan 9)
Gerard: School is horrible,
Most of my school life has been crape It's been like, like, I admit that the school
system in [up North] really blew. One of my teachers, urn, teachers aren't
supposed to lay a hand on you, or physically hurt you. but he'd. he'd take his
fingers and jam them right into here, you know. &getback to work." .And. I'd get
blamed for a lot of things I didn't do. But, if. and I admit if you go around fiom
school to school building up this rep, they're going to stick it on you every single
time you walk in the class, like, "watch that guy, he's evil'"' You know, and that's
the rep I built up. So when I moved here, I decided, screw this, I'm going to work.
And I actually did, and this, this high school is like, this is a new me. Back [up
North] I was, into, well, I spent (ha) one week of my entire Life stoned out of my
tree, redly bad thing, I fell down a £lightof stain and didn't care. Urn, my life
was p i n g downhill a hundred miles a .hour. It's like, me and my friends would
actually like, my fiend would pick me up in his, in his uh. truck every day, you
know the little Fords- - -? He had one of those . - .except his was blue- He'd pick
me up and we'd go get Fred; Fred was a friend of mine who was pretty screwed up
do you want to go to Pchool or go -grab a quick cup
too. And, he'd be like, so
of coffee? So we'd be like, &'welllet's go grab a quick cup of coffee-" So we'd be
starting to grab quick cups of coffee, then we realized that we were in there until
3:00- So school was shot And I did that like: once or twice a week just didn't go

stufE

ro school at all a day, and drive around in little donuts in a field and stuff. And I
was wasting my time, but I thought, every time I go to school I get yelled at
anyway,so what's the point of going? Grade 7 I got suspended. I failed Grade 7.
I failed Grade 2. Grade 2.1 think Grade 2 was a real killer for me. It really
crushed me because, all my fiends were gone, it was the first time I failed, right,
so the first time is like the kick between the legs. Oh, it's like, the wont thing,
and all my friends were up in Grade 3 and then I had to get to know a whole
bunch of new people and, I was just crushed by it. especially fmding out that my
parents held me back. I resented them for a while. That was shit. Grade 7 I
actually honestly failed, my parents didn't hold me back. They couldn't pass me.
Ifound out like three and a halfmonths info the year that I faiied There was no
way I was going to pass, there was no way they were going to let me. I just kind
of said, "okay." So then. in Grade 7 I did one homework assignment the entire
year. And the day I did it, I got suspended for a week and didn't get to hand it in
(laugh). That's cool. That's typical. My mark was so low, I had like a minus 34.
Actually, I had about 34 percent jm for showing up to each class, because if I
skipped then I would have been killed, but the day I was going to hand in my one
homework assignment, I got suspended for a week because there was a guy
bouncing a rubber ball and it came to my foot and I grabbed it and tossed it back
to him, and then my teacher blamed it on me. So I got suspended for a week.
Then in, in my second time in Grade 7 was pretty bad. I almost got expelled.
There wasn't one year. Grade 5 I spent in [another] School and they told me,
when 1went to enter Grade 6, I wasn't allowed to go in back. They said. "we
don't want your son here." So, ya, I was actually in counseling for a while. I had
a counselor and she'd make me draw-pictures of how I was feeling and
So
there was a couple of really crappy things. But I turned out okay. I turned out
happy. And now, I, you know, I'm passing most of my courses and things. M y
life is actually starting to come together. I think in gowing up and moving down
to here, made me realize like, I wam't all bad. You know, every teen thinks that
ya, I'm ail that, I'm the toughest guy in the world, I can kill everybody and no one
can touch me and the cops can't do nothing, you know. I think what r d y woke
me up is the time I got jumped by four guys. That bun. And once again I was
blamed for something I didn't even do. This one guy thought I was causing
trouble with them by saying he was a drug deaier. I didn't say anything, I didn't
even know the guy. I knew he was dating an Alexandra girl, that's dl I knew.
And one day, him and four buddies got out of a car and said, "Gerard," and I'm
Like, '%hat?" And they came over and w e d kicking me (laugh). You know.
That was, that kind o f made me upset I think it's finally, when you finally get
jumped and you get your bun totally whupped is when you finally-realize
hey, I'm not God, -And this world is not revolving around me, so I better start
going with the flow o r I'm just going to keep getting kicked in the face. So y a
That's annoying- High school, this school, has been my saviour- And in ail of the
teachers h e had. Actually, the k g g g of last year I actually came to the

school with that attitude, I had a bit of it left, you know. no one can touch me.
But, Mr. Wolfe was so cool to me and Mr. Moore was so nice to me, and they
actudly believed in me and stuff. Mr. Smith was nice and I had a lot of fun. I
made a lor of good friends, good, decent fiends instead of the fnends I had [up
North] that were either doing drugs or dealing drugs or drinking every day or
skipping and playing creamer olympics with me in the coffee shop. So, and I
have some decent friends here, helped me straighten up. Ya School isn't my
forte. I can't wait to be out of school. School's homble. (Gerard Jan 22)

Bud= Standing outside the evaluation discourse.
Marks. I don't know. Marks should be a side-effect. I don't know. I can't think
of a good word right now. but they should be something, ya, you gain your
experience, but you get marks because of that, because you acmally, you know,
and it shows you've learned. And teachers do that sometimes. but not enough.
(Bud Jan. 23)
whenever I go anywhere .. .I look a lot at people and see what they're Like. You
can tell a lot about people just by, instead of being there. you just step back a bit
and look at who you meet. And every one teaches you something (Bud Dec 3)
Researcher Response:

In each of the examples chosen here. the possibiliqi of agency is indicated
differently. Prior to the examples here, Rose demonstrated her agency in the act of her
reconsideration of the theory she had built around Tom's taboo subject matters. Eugene,

in my fim example here, suggests the possibility of action and the roots of agency. He
was able to recognize the awkwardness of his way of working and that there existed a gap

between his expectations @is inability to 'seet his imaginary characters) and the means
that he had at his disposal (Tom's -methods7).In the perception of that gap lies the kernel

of agency. For Lydia the act of staying in the class is one of hope, she has something and
is aware of that -her black paper and her white dot -her enduring of the difficulties of
this class is the act which reveals her agency. It cannot have been easy for her to have
been in this class hoping to gain something that she needed in the face ofthe obvious low
opinions of her which have been indicated earlier and of which she was plainly aware.
Her shyness made even interviewing her a challenge, the statement here, enigmatic as it
is. was one of her most personally revealing. In Bette's statement's we see the agency of

her rejection of Tom's teaching. She has reco-ezed here that it is he, in that teaching,
who is not serving her interests. She is pointing to the inadequacy of Toms teaching and
clearly saying 'something else would be better'. For Gerard, what Tom offers is the better

thing. In his life, in school there has been a Iot of what was worse than what he finds here
with Tom. For Gerard agency resides in choosing this, choosing Tom's and the other

teachers' positive discourses about himself, the discourses of kindness and of Gerard's
worthiness. In taking what he needed from what Tom offered. and in identifying that
need, we see Gerard's agency. . h d finally, for Bud we see the agency of choosing to
stand outside of a discourse of grades that he sees as wrong, but insisting instead on

taking his own learning to be the primary value of his experience.
Each of these choices, or perspectives enabling choice and action, embodies the
Free act or its possibility. . b d has its consequences -some of which will affect the
future freedoms of the students in question. None of these students is omniscient. yet
n-ithinthe discourses that they have available. we do see their fieedom and their agency.

These selected discourses merely exemplify the agency with which students have
responded throughout this experience to what they have been offered by Tom. These
selected examples illustrate the agency which students exhibit throughout their discourse
in their response to drama despite Tom's offerings.

Summary of Chapter Four

In the fm section of this chapter I documented a body of philosophy and theory
related to acting to which Tom professed his attachment The core of this was his notion
of organic physicality as the most importan? aspect of good acting. Section II documented
a methodological approach which violated the principIes Tom espoused in Section I and
which seemed to emphasize an approach to acting based on textmi analysis and

undemanding -a potition which Tom contraindicated in his own beliefs about

In Section ID,I desmied the perceived contexts within which Tom j d e d his
contradictory approach and the possl%iIiityof its betraying student freedoms. Section III

documents Tom's sense that he was constrained by having to teach 'the cunicul~m'~
in
the interests of not displeasing the school board and parents whom he saw as holding
power over his ability to teach (and to teach in the place that he wanted to teach). In
addition I document there the facts: that Tom recognized the teaching of 'the curriculum'

as a betrayal of his theory and philosophy; that he made claims of valuing student
learning through role exploration over student self-expression through role creation; that
he expressed a distaste for what he perceived to be prurient student interests; that he
offered the notion of 'freedom within parameters' to explain that he was not confining
students; that he did not think of himself as teaching fiom largely his own value base; that
Tom felt constrained to promulgate societal values which were not his own; that he had a
sense of having no artistic and aesthetic fkeedom of his own within his teaching: that
given his own needs, and his perception that his own fieedoms were not respected, he
was prepared to sacrifice the artistic and aesthetic fieedoms of his students; that he

substituted the value of inculcating 'a good work ethic' for the values of teaching acting:
that he had low expectations of his students:

finally, that he used the -Slacker

Hypothesis' to explain poor work fkom students.
Section IV showed evidence for the existence for Tom and for his students, of the
discourses of evaluarion and armition which altered the meanings of other discourses and
m c t u r e d the experience of much of the class for the students. The discourse of
evaluation showed that Tom's expectations of the part of his teaching (the large part)

drawn %om the curriculum' had W e or nothing to do with curricular expectationst but
clearly pointed to students 'dernomting a good work ethic'. This discourse also
showed that Tom rewarded the betrayal of text in students 'organic' responses -which
consisted of freely fancifid scenarios. The evidence surrounding the discourse of attrition
showed that Tom weeded out a large proportion of his students, that he had done so over
the course of these students' experience with him. and that they expected this ateition in
their class. Some students responded to the weeding out of their classmates by explaining
it and -jg

it with Tom's Slacker HypothesisSection V examined the range of student responses to Tom's Slacker Hypothesis,

focused on students' responses to the confused and conflicted intermingling of the

discourses of organic and text-based acting in Tom's teaching, and offered a brief
examination of additional indicators in student discourse of their agency as persons.

Chapter Five
Introduction:

The findings I offer here concern: 1) the teaching of one man whose conflicts
shaped his teaching, and 2) the responses of his seven students to that conflicted teaching.

In this focus I am remaining fairly true to the original limitations set for the study (prior
to the analysis of data). However. I have strayed from the original conception of the study
in remaining true to the nature of this case. In particular. 1) I encountered a set of
significant teacher conceptions which was quite different from those that I had expected,

2) the span of time in which student exposure to the teacher's discourse is significant for
these students is different than I had anticipated: it stretches into the pas& in their
previous exposure to this teacher, and it promises to stretch into the future as students
deal with what he has and has not taught them -this is probably particularly the case
with respect to their grappling with the meaning of being weeded out. fhis greater time

span has led me to attempt to understand student responses to the teacher discourse as a
whole rather than to anempt to establish a baseline of knowledge and skill and to attempt
to consider specific 'changes' in those that may have been tied to specific -events' in the
cIass in an acting unit. There certainly were 'events' in the class, but the essence of the

experience of the class was more one of its condition, an aggregate of small events,

practices, non-events and non-practices which had significance dating from the previous
year. So I have not made a strong attempt to delineate changes. but have focused rather
on discerning the ways in which teacher discourses are used, or have impact on, student
discourses. By teacher discourses I mean those which students iden*

as coming from

the teacher or those which strongiy parallel those which I have discerned are the

teachefs.
These findings are focused by my research question and methodology. M y focus

is on the aesthetic and artistic fieedom of these students and their reacher. and, primariIyf
on studeni artistic and aestheticfreedom as it is impacted by teacher discourses about the
name of students as persons. .My grounds for making these ciaims lie in: 1) the

negotiated understandings which arose in the care among myself, Tom and the students

-in the accounts we consmcted together, and which I have made specific and
c o ~ e c t e din the analyses and triangulations in Chapter Four, 2) my own understandings
of the case which arose fiom my personal experience of it - in view of negotiated
understandings and my o m biases - as described in Chapter Three, 3) the Iogicodeductive argument which forms the theoretical foundation described in Chapter Two. I
must reiterate that I placed myself within the case, and used my own theoretical base, my
sensitivities, my conceptions and mi values to anive at this sense of what transpired in
this situation. i have attempted to use the particulars of the case to look beyond it to more
general understandings.
I emphasize, and reiterate, that this research position and methodology dominate
this thesis as its primary and justified interpretive conte.xts. I do so because the research
considered a sub-culture -the Drama class -which was itself located within other,
larger contexts which might have offered different

on some of my findings

but which have not been fully investigated in this study. These contexts include: I) the
personhood of the teacher, Tom; 2) the personhood of these students beyond this class: 3)
the Iarger culture of the school; and 4) the systemic cdture of the administration of the
school and the school board,

Ethical Concerns and Di&iculties

I raise the point that I have not really considered these other contexts in offering
my interpretations, because they are contexts to which Tom points in explaining his
actions as a teacher and because I am aware that many of my interpretations and
conclusions are condemnatory of Tom, both in tone and in substance. The current
approach to research as an ethical enterprise generally begins with the presumption that
research should be of benefit to 'co-researchers'. In my researching Tom's class, and then
skulking away to deliver my criticism of him, as one pontificating fiom on hi& I must
appear to have violated this ethic. In f a c my
~ sense betraying Tom's

rmnhas

considerably slowed my completion of this research, so that I now offer it to the public

nearly two years after the acrual classroom research was completed. What must be
recognized is that my actions and interpretations are offered here in response to a number
of competing ethical demands which make different levels of claim upon me as
researcher. In order of their priority, my ethicai commiments are to:

1)

Drama.

2)

The child in education,

3)

Torn,

4)

Other drama teachers.

5)

Education in general.

6)

Other educational researchers.

Without agency of its own, drama is defenseless. As a thing which is ofpersons,
rather than embodying personhood. drama's priority here might be contended. However.
children placed under the care and guidance of a teacher. are in a position of relative

weakness and their voices and concerns and interests and the claims those make on my
voice must take priority over Tom's claims. I must acknowledge that, at a certain point,

Tom ceased to be my 'co-researcher' in the true sense of that word- I took over the
analysis: I denied him further voice I did not return him my analyses for his perusal and
approval or criticism. Late in the research, as it ended in fact -when I firstsaw Tom's
evaluations of the students -I became cognizant of the fact that, in this case, the
interests of my co-researchers, with respect to the telling of this story, were in direct
conflict with each other and couid not be resolved except through conf?ontation. I have

chosen primarily, teil this gory in the interest of students -the most oppressed. And

though vie must recognize that Tom faces his own oppression. it is the oppression that he
has passed along to his students which is under consideration in this case, and I will not
allow Tom the voice to deny its existence- I take Mresponsibility for my decision to
disregard his rights and interests in this wayThis being said I achowledge my place with Tom among the enormous host of

teachers who have taught imperfectly, and even badly. It is in the spirit of offering insight
to a fellow teacher -recognizing my own need for such insights -that I offer my
conclusions here, unpleasant though they may be. Furthermore, I acknowledge Tom's
continuing ethical claim on me in two respects: Firs&Tom retains my continuing
commitment to maintain his anonymity which protects him fkom facing repercussions
firom this research other than his personal response to it (though I do not intend suggest
that his own response will be inconsequential). Second, I acknowledge my commitment
to grasp, to the extent that my research ailows. the contexts of undemanding within
which Tom acted as a teacher. I have undertaken this task analytically, in Section EII of
Chapter Four. I extend that commitment in my fmdings, in the section which follows,
entitled: Conclusions About Tom's Freedom.

I have clustered my findings under headings for ease of presentation.
Conchsions About Tom's Freedom

Claim One: Negative Bounds to Tom's Freedom to Teach

In his perceptions of the contexts in which he taught Tom faced a number of
negative bounds on his fkeedom to teach. These contexts were: 1) his perception of the
curriculum as a set of rigid expectadom of a series of skills to be taught to students. 2) his

perception that its expectations were in stark contradiction of his own philosophical
inclinations, 3) his perception of the time constraints in adequately teaching such a
cumculum, 1)his perception that he must "cover his ass" -protect himself- by indeed
teaching the cuniculum and checking off the objectives he covered, 5 ) his perception that
his own values and interests. aesthetic artistic and personal, were not acceptable either to
school authorities or to parents, 6) his perception of parental power. 7 ) his perception of

uncaring school board authorities, 8) his perception of the risk to the teacher fiom parents
and the school board in response to teacher choices unacceptable to them, 9) his
perception of other institutional demands on his time and energy -such as directing and
producing the big schooi plays and running the drama aoupe who performed in them, and

10) his perception of demands on his time and energy &om his personal life outside of the
school. These stood as limits to his expressed inclination to teach acting physically and
organically, eliciting artinic and aesthetic response 'direcdy fiom the person' in the
theoretical manner of Johnstone or Spolin. Tom's freedom is thus negatively bounded.
His own artistic and aesthetic freedom is invested outside of the classroom and this
requires an additional expenditure of time and energy elsewhere. His ability to be himself

is, in the classrooml overtly discouraged by these perceptions. He is feels forced by these
beliefs ro distort himself in order to protect himself. And he is confmnted with a
cumculum which, on its surface, minimally recognizes the importance of student selves.

The snength of these negative bounds cannot be underestimated. In his perception of his

own restraint as virtually complete. it seems to me that he teaches from a position of
personal despair. The only hope he sees is that others might achieve their own limited
successes without much assistance fiom him.

It is tempting ro imagine that Tom might also face his own positive bounds in his
pedagogical repertoire which make achieving the kinds of ends that he sees as desirable
for students difficult or impossible. However. this argument is contradicted by the fact
that Tom has clearly identified, and rejected in this unit- pedagogical strategies which he
believes wodd have furthered the ideals which he has espoused.

Claim Two: Positive Bounds
Aesthetically, Tom's conception of what was worth doing in acting left him with
Little reason to challenge his negative bounds. The production of an entertaining illusion

hardly seems a good reason to get fired. His conception of the aesthetic aspects of student

personhood was similiariy limiting. Conceiving of their interests in content as
predominantly prurient, supported his decision to avoid the time consuming pedagogical
mategies which he identified as furthering his ideals.
Artistically, Tom3 teaching was positively bounded by his strong belief in
physical improvisation as the means of exploring character. He certainly did not respect
h e means offered by the curricd~111,and this probably led to his not actually teaching the

skills it indicated as central.

Tom's notions of talent, ability and studen; will are probably the most devastating
of the positive bounds that he worked with. These imply that one's efforts are wasted
when offered to the unable. The one useful aspect of such notions must be the comfort
they offer in the face of the despair that he seems to feel, restricted as he is by his
negative bounds.

ConcIusions About Teacher Discourse
Claim Three: Conflict and Confusion

The teacher had a theory and philosophy of acting which held that acting is and
shouid be primarily emotional, organic and physical. and that it shouid be dense in
moment to moment meaning and action to produce entertaining illusion, passionately
presented. The teacher expressed his belief in approaching characterization physically and
organically. He contrasted this claimed approach with those which emphasize textual
analysis and memorization.
The teacher's methods contradicted his theory and philosophy and appeared. from
external examination. to emphasize approaching characterization through textual analysis
and memorization.

The teacher adopted his procedures as a recipe fiom a close reading of the
objectives found in 'the curricdum for Drama 20'. He adopted these over his own beliefs
and values out of a sense of his own personal constraint This constraint constituted his
sense that his own artistic and aesthetic fieedom and values were not respected and that

he was expected instead to promulgate those of the society he felt to be oppressing him.
The aspects of those values which he adopted as his own were 'a strong work ethic' and
'self confidence',

Claim Four: Attitudes and Hypotheses

The teacher expressed negative anitudes toward his students and their interests.
He had: 1) generally low expectations of them. 2) mong dinaste for what he anticipated
their interests to be, and 3) a theory which blamed student failure primarily on a lack of
student will -this I have called the Slacker Hypothesis.

Claim Five: Evaluation and Attrition
Evaluations revealed that, for grades, the teacher rewarded students for attention
to the forms of the academic assignment of text analysis, and not for te justified
substance of those analyses. Students were also rewarded (with grades) on the basis of

task completion. Any quality of work was acceptable so long as the forms and time limits
(parameters) of his written assignment were met.

Evaluation also revealed that he teacher expected students to: 1) memorize their
monologues. and 2) betray their texts in fieely fanciful interpretation.
There was a history of a very high rate of attrition among this teacher's students.

His evaluations reveal that there was more than one reason why students might be
excluded. One reason which clearly existed was student failure to complete the forms of
the teacher's a s s i w e n t . h o t h e r reason was a students' inadequate grasp of the

teacher's 'organic' e-xpectationsof acting.
The teacher used the Slacker Hypothesis: I) to expiain student weaknesses
associated with the high rare of his students' amition, and more generally, 2) to explain
the hefailure of students to produce work which met his inappropriate standards. W ~ t h

regret I conclude that the use of the Slacker Hypothesis here must be regarded as an
excuse for shoddy and uncaring teaching. Tom's claim to be concerned with teaching
students a good work ethic is unsupported by any indication that such learning occurred.

A

Conclusions About Student Response

First, I must note that there were seven students in this class, hence there were
different responses to the generally confUsed and apparently conflicted discourse their
teacher presented to them. However, there were commonalities in their responses.

Claim Sir: The Slacker Hypothesis
The discourses to which students responded most mongly had nothing to do with

art or acting and so must be considered 'emergent' in this respect. However they are h e
primary and dominant elements of the teacher's conceptions of the students' persons to
which students were exposed. These were the discourses of student attrition, and its
attendant Slacker Hypothesis. Students used the Slacker Hygothesis to: 1) justify and
legitimate student attrition. 2) to explain weak or unsuccessful work of their classmates,

3) to explain difficulties that they had with their classmates, 4) to consider as a possible
way of understanding others and self. Other responses to the Slacker Hypothesis included

inverting it to express the need for hard work this is generally how it was used when
students applied it to themselves. One student. Andrea, offered no overt evidence of being
aware of the Slacker Hypothesis or of student attrition. She was most certainly aware of it
after the course conduded. however, as she became one of its victims shortly afcer my
k a l interview with her,

Claim Seven: Using Tom's Acting Discourse
Students responded differently to the mixed discourse Tom seemed to have
offered concerning 'how to act'.

A)

Three (Eugene, Rose and Gerard) discerned Tom's hidden recipe and followed it
to 'success': they betrayed their texts, and freely fantasized scenarios in which to
-place' it which excluded faithfirlness to the text In addition they SufEciently
W e d Tom's f o d task-completion expectations-

8)

A fourth nudent (Bud)saw beyond the recipe -perhaps without fully

recognizing it -and set his own priorities and goals in preparing the monologue.
which he did outnandingly well and remained faiffil to the text. He did not
fulfill task-completion expectations and failed the acting unit and the course.

C)

The fifrh student (Bette) misunderstood Tom's recipe and assumed as her goal the
interpretation of text through the apparent assignment. She was unable to carry
out f a i W text analysis with the 'skills' Tom offered. She recognized this, gave
up, and failed.

D)

The sixth student &yciia) did not betray her tehT to the same degree as others, in
that her scenario never actually contradicted the text -though she did not offer a

dose analysis of the text either. She had difficulty performing and gave up
halfkay through offering her monologue. She did not sufficiently WII Tom's
task-completion exercises. She was faiIed for this work, though not for the course

and =-as weeded out of Drama 30 by Tom's reccomendation.

E)

The seventh student (-Andrea) understood the expectation that her monologue
should be 'placed' in a fmfastical scenario, but did not understand that this

permined her to contradict the text and so limited henelfin presenting the work to
a scenario that she felt was 'flat'. It is possible that Tom felt it was flat tooS
perhaps not sufficiently far from the t e a because although she did llfifill his
expectations of task-completion, he indicated that he did not want her in Drama

30.

Claim Eight: Enablement by Discourse,
Tom's mixed, confused and conflicted discourse offered students notions of how
to approach acting which were far more limited and Iimiting than either Tom's own

theory and philosophy, or the discourse of his 'academic assigrment'. He did not
actually teach any of that assignment's refined skills Miciently for students to use them.
As it stood for these students, they were unable to apply the skills of his assignment

which might have been useful for analysing a text. These students already possessed
varying, unspecified skills for analysing text; this unit on acting did not advanced those.
At the same time they were unable to conceive of ways that text and role might be
explored either physically or through other organic connections. Most were confined to

an image of character development as facile, even false, imaginative response to text and
were unable to conceive of ways to extend such a vision. One student (Gerard) indicated
a decided openness to the input of others, but his own lack of freedom with respect to
controlling his means of discovering and exploring his role in the context of a play puts

him at the mercy of whoever offers their vision, without substantial ability to
discriminate. This is the fieedom to submit to a director. Nobody was enabled by this
discourse -though some students maintained their own visions and fieedom by
rejecting it.

Claim Nine: Limitation by Discourse
Despite the narrowness of Tom's own construction of the value of acting, student

visions and aspirations far surpassed Torn'sThere was one case in which there were signs that student aspiration had been
perverted by over-exposure to the Slacker Hypothesis. This was Bette's claim that she

was seriously interested in Drama as a career. In this case. the claims about career plans
were inserted atop other, more intrinsic,values for drama

Students' did not seem to consider Tom's injunction against profanity to hold
much sway outside the context of his classroom. On the orher hand- his injunctions
against 'inappropriate' topics and subjects for drama might well prove to be limiting

factors in the long term, as some of these were infernabzed and not recognized as
originating with TomOperative discourses like the stnxctural posslbili~of removing 'swears' but not of

altering other text may have been more profoundly internalized. The operative discourse
of the director (Tom) setting rules was clearly and unquestionably omnipresent.
The agency of students, the kernel of their eeedom and their impulse toward
greater freedom, was confirmed continwlly in their choices -in their actions as they
responded to Tom's discourse. The discourse was never just 'transmitted' rather it was
adopted according to the needs and perspectives brought to bear on it by the students.

They judged it in terms of it's service to their aspirations.
There are of course a great many mdents who have been sigruficantly limited by
their enforced or strongly encouraged absence under Tom's pro-pun of student attrition.
Though one might argue that it is better for them that they are no longer in Tom's class,
facing the limited and limiting vision of acting, art, and drama that he proffers, it is aiso
probably the case that in their departure*most of them will no longer be participating in
any form of acting or drama. For Bud, one can envision a possibility of independent

.

involvement in some form of dram%which may provide him greater freedom than that

offered by Tom.But, even for him, this could as easily not be the case. His confidence in
his abilities, despite the fact that his potential was large and his perspective broad, was
fairly fragile. It is likely that Lydia and Bette aad maybe Andrea were significantly
damaged by this e-xperience with Tom. .And these are not the only people to require
consideration. These were the remaining seven -of --seven

in Drama 10. the

preceding course (according to Bud's count). Now there are three.

Discussion:

What can be seen through research in this time h e ?
I was quite concerned dming the research about the effect that Tom's 'high needs
school' discourse and negative image of students' possibilities might be having. He
uttered notions and sentiments associated with this discourse fkquently and sometimes
within students' range of observation There does not seem to have been any attention

paid to this discourse by these mdents, rhough it may be that responses which exist may
not at this point be easily traced in their connections.

It may well be the case that Tom's teaching at other times than those I observed
was quite different. Indeed one could conjecture that this must be so in order for any of
these students to have grasped what they did -limited and unjustified though it was of Tom's organic/physical theory and philosophy.

What is meant by betrayal of text?

-betrayal of exterior culture?

-betrayal of the possibility of becoming?
Betrayal of t e n bears a superficial resemblance to thefieedom of extending text
and of demanding that it hold more than appears.

Tom's version of responding 'organically' to text asserts a kind of freedom which.
while true to the self which exists, is not be m e to the self of becoming. Recognizing,
a n a l y ~ and
g exploring text is a form of submission to boundaries which have the
potentid to -guide one away fiom the familiar and comfortable -one's unrestrained
imaginings. Submission to text is a con£inernent. Yet the task of the actor, in honest

pursuit of an aesthetic object through that t e a is to find thar expanse of fieedom which

exists ic the object, As in Brechtian work the aesthetic object may dwell in the revelation
of the confinement that the text produces -yet even in such a case, that confinement is
revealed as it operates on or m d s outside of the actor's potential for freedom.
Physical exploration reveals the range of true freedom within text. We begin with
betrayal of intellectual mnh which is slight in its abstraction-a confined essence-

Physicahition enforces objectivity which always holds larger potential than the
abstracted understanding. Yet physicaLization c m producefalse objects, and to deny our
intellectuaI responses denies us an important means for checking the mrtKulness of such
objects -this was Brecht's conmibution to a conception of the artist as a whole persoa
Physical exploration seeks in m e objects to discover a range in which the discipline of

the t e n can resonate. In order to connitUte exploration, the work must push beyond
intellectual understandings even to the borders of'connadiction, falsehood and o u w e but cannot do so in isolation from that intellectual reflection. It is only in atrending to the

lllness of our responses, with the wholeness of our beings, that we can be even partially
true our own becoming as artists and project ourselves toward the exteriority of
possibility which the encounter with others -or the clues that they leave us in tern demands of us.

Artistic Freedom?

Tom offered student boundaries to anistic freedom which were both positive and
negative (in the senses used in chapter two). The negative boundaries appear to be the
less consequential of the two kinds. Students could quite easily see past Tom's restriction

of their language use. On the other hand, Tom's exclusion of topics which were of
interest to Rose, Lydia and Bette (and probably others) will be internalized as a nue and
legitimate restriction of drama content. Students named, but did not discuss 'rhese topics'
with me.

Positive boundaries are even clearer and more obviously consequential in this
case. In accepting an aspect or aspects of 'the ways of acting' offered in Torn's discourse
each student wandered into his or her own cul-de-sac. With the impression that they

possessed functional ways of working students laboured in service of their aspirationsThose aspirations were betrayed. For instance some mdents sought empathetic
understanding -yet they were never shown techniques to move outside of their shallow

initial perceptions of themselves and of 'others in role'

-neither through text nor

through physical extension of seK They didn't know how. but in some cases thought they
did. In those cases (Bette & Bud) in which students do seem to have beaten their way out

of these cul-de-sacs by virtue of super-added perspectives (Bud) or intensely frumaring
experience (Bette), it is not clear that they have gained fkedom beyond their assertion of
agency. They are SWleft to
uncertainties m a g d i e d

in the gap -not knowing how to do so, and with their

What If anything do my findings say about the x-factor or about aesthetic freedom?
It is difficult to approach understanding the x-factor in this context. In the day to

day working of the class the concepts of the person at work were not obvious.

Tom's physicaVorganic theory placed the x-factor in a favoured position as the
best path toward discovery (though Tom considered the x-factor to be collapsed entirely
into 'the body' - like Johnstone). However. in considering Tom's e.qectations of task
completion within the prescription of form, it is clear that the x-factor as 'the
imagination' was assigned to unjustified flights of fancy bearing no aspect of faithfblness
to text. Further. this 'imaginative', 'organic' response was assigned the full weight of
student fieedom. This was fieedom within parameters
In the students we see (possibly) the undisciplined and undernourished form of
the fkeedom of this x-factor being assumed in their 'organic' response to text as 'fantasy

fieedom'.
What could aesthetic freedom be? If fieedom meant mictly following the
guidance of the preco-gnitive agency and the concomitant suppression of the intellect then

this. which Tom offered. would be freedom. Clearly this is a starved fieedom aesthetic freedom in the absence of artistic fieedom or inteilectual sustenance. The

analysis o f this case reaffirms the need for a balanced development of capacities and a
recognition of how those capacities should be properly employed and enjoined -both in
support and in contradiction of one another.

In this case, what became obvious was that the way that the person was
constituted 'as nrucnup' was not the dominating aspect of Torn's discourse about
persons. Rather it was his moral categorization of his students as 'types' of person under

the Slacker Hypothesis -which dominated his evaluations and the srudents' strivings.

The Slacker Hypothesis is an expression of a simple Sartrean vision of freedom.

In combination with a moral categorization of persons -its inadequacy and its
benayd o f those using it are evident It is a helpless self-accusatory sort of k d o m
useless in the absence of other conceptions of whar freedom might be.

Obstacles to Good Acting:

Q

What kinds of things stand in the way of you doing those things well?

Probably just a mental block that I have, (Rose Dec 3)
just fear, fear of failure, anxiety. (Rose Dec 3)

Q

Okay. What do you think would happen if you failed?

I f I failed, I'd get all upset and probably go try it again (laugh). (Rose Dec 3)
you know, you have to try things, (Rose Dec 3)
vou have to give it more than one shot or else you're never going to succeed at
&thing. (Rose Dec 3)

You have to keep on trying and you have to give it your best shot every time you
do it. (Rose Dec 3)
Again. this is Rose's positive inversion of the Slacker Hypothesis. Its push to keep trying

is potentially valuable -but not in a vacuum of means -tools, methods hypotheses.

What is evident in Rose's words is that she has not the slightest clue as to how she might
work to overcome the personal inadequacies that she assigns to herselfthrough this
hypothesis. In fact, she was not offered the means or the tools. Self-accusation remains
but with no discernment o f a possible route to remedy.
The question o f Tom's freedom and responsibility, in this case, exposes my

notion of freedom to scrutiny in the light of application. On the one hand it is tempdng to
merely lay blame -to assip him fieedorn in the samean sense, and hence responsibility
for all the harm that has occurred in this case. But the hdficiency of such an approach

has already been s h o w and its h

d effects in practice have been seen in Tom's

application of it in the form of the Slacker hypothesis. On the other hand, in referring to
Tom's boundedness, I appear to be expIaining and justifying Tom's actions and choices
by some appeal to some causality of those boundaries. This is only appearance. I hold
Tom fully responsible for rhe choices that he made within those conditions, bur he war

not able to make all choices. It is only in hindsight that such 'boundaries' can be assigned

as cause. This thesis should change the nature of those boundaries for Tom am&
hopefully, for others. Tom's raison d'Ztre as a teacher, as he expressed if came fiom his
sense responsibility to his students and to society. I hope this work offers means for
teachers to reflect on the nature of the freedoms which they possess in their teaching and

which they offer through the means they choose.
Teacher Freedoms and Student ~reedoms?
Viewing Tom's evident sense of personal restriction and the restrictions that he

passes on to his students simultaneously, raises the quesdon of the degree to which a
teacher's ability to offer freedoms must emerge from his or her own sense of freedom.

Evolving Researcher
From Tom's difficulties, and fiom the less than ideal circumstances of his
teaching, I have discerned a new sense of what the ideal might look like in teaching.

Teaching, I suggested, should be rooted in respect- I now see that the orientation of that
respect must be more expansive. It is a respect which must be true to self, in all its
aspects. true to the child's or the student's possibilities, true to drama, true to content, true

to skills and true to the building of ah

Implications

Goals of curricdum followed in this case were:

1)

2)

3)

To acquire howledge of self and others through participation in and
reflection on dramatic experience.
To develop competence in communication skills through participation in
and exploration of various dramatic disciplines.
To develop an appreciation for drama and theatre as a process and art
form- (Program of Studies, 1988: B-1)

By following the form of curricular objectives as a prescribed recipe, and by
assigning to the objectives 'academic' ratha than exploratory and physical weight in an
acting unit, this teacher subverted cunicular goals. When such reductive subversion

occurs in the context of teaching acting, students views of what acting might be. or might
become for them or for others is severely constrained. Constraint. placed upon a
conceptual field in this manner can only lead to truncated efforts -in any human
endeavour -to reach for any ideal which lies beyond those students can already
envision. Young people, subjected to education which is so limited and false in its
implementation. are offered only restriction and confinement. That these students
remained capable of seeing beyond what they experienced in this regard is testimony to

their intense aspiration to infuse their efforts with value rooted in visions of acting culled
firom both their own natures (personhood) and from other external sources in which they
have found resonances. It is dear that aesthetic fieedorn, in its constant will to flower in
the most arid of ground. is a very hardy seed indeed.

Recommendations

This study of a single case in a single unit of drama teaching is exemplary of the

dangers?often undervalued, in inappropriate implementation of curricdum. It may well
be the case that sometimes respectful teaching requires subversion. This was not such a
case. Any document is open to interpretation and subversion. Teaching based on respect

for students mun attend with care to what is lost and what is gained in any contemplated
subversion. Not attending to this essential respect can demoy the invested values of a
curriculum or of a subversion of that curriculum.
Clear1y more work is required. Some obvious research areas are:

1)

Replication of this research in other drama classroomst

2)

Funher study of models of persons at work in the teaching of visual art and music

-and indeed in all areas of education,

Studies of concepts of fkeedorn in teaches of the arts -and their application of
those concepts.
Studies of arts curricula and implementation of arts curricula in units which

purport to access or develop students. to assess both the adequacy of curricular
plans and faithfihess and adequacy of implementation.
Claims about the teaching artistic skills need to be examined and their links to
educational goals identified.
Claims about aesthetic education need to be examined for their contribution to
student aspirations and insights when making art.

The notion of fieedom in educational enterprises remains unclear. This is perhaps
a life's work which should be undertaken as a cumulation of many studies in all
disciplines.

For researchers attempting any of these recommended areas of research it is clear
that the results may be perplexing and discouraging -as this case has been for me. Yet
its negative adumbrations serve to bring into sharp relief the central concerns of this study
-concepts

of personhood of fieedom, of artistic and aesthetic fieedom in particular. I

can sate wirh certainty: that in Canada today it is possible to limit and restrict the
personhood and the freedom of students to thixk to be, and to become -and that this is
happening in schools. How many schools?
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Appendix A

Cover Letter: To the Student and Parents or Guardians.

Date

+
..-.

..

Dear Student:
My name is David Clark. I am a graduate rmdent fiom the University of Calgary
completing an MA. in Drama in Education. I am conducting a study entitled Teaching
Freedom and Confinement: An Exploration of Acting Curriculum;I am Wring to tell
you and your parents or guardians about the study so that you can decide whether you
wish to participate in it.
The purpose of my study is to undemanding what students learn fiom acting teaching. I
want to discover what you l e a about acting, about yourself. and about your potential as
an actor and artist. Your class is one of two involved in my study. Part of my study looks
at the way acting is taught. I chose your teacher and the teacher of the other class because
of their recognized experience as acting teachers, and because they approach acting
teaching differently than each other. I am curious about acting; this rmdy will help learn
more about it. If you share my curiosity, this study and our findings will also prove
interesting to you.
A s part of my srudy I will be in your class to observe your teacher at work teaching you.
If you decide to take part in my study, I will ask you to participate in two formal
interviews, one before and one after the rmdy. In addition I may occasionally interview

you informally about your experiences in class &om day to day. and I may include
observations of your learning my in notes. Formal i n t e ~ e w should
s
last 30 - 60
minutes. I will ask open-ended questions about your thoughts about acting, what it means
to be an actor and an artis about your a c ~ experiences,
g
your experiences in this class
and what you think of them,

I do not expect that this study will bring risks to you that are greater than those that are
normal in typical classroom situations. I know that having some one in the room
watching can be an annoyance and I will try not to be an obstacle to your learning. I hope
that you m a join me in my inquiry in the rpkit of a co-researcher. Should any problems
arise because of my study, there will be opportunities after each formal interview, and
during informal talks to discuss these problems and to decide how best to deal with them.
You should be aware that even if you agree to participate in this study, you are £keeto
withdraw at any time, for any reason and without any penalty.

Information will be gathered and handled so that the confidentiality and anonymity of
you and every one involved are ensured. Where possible I will record interviews on
audiotape and have a typist transcribe them. I will replace all names that appear in the
transcripts with pseudonyms and will remove all references that identify yoy your
teacher. or your school. Only pseudonyms will be used in any materials written later- All
tapes, transcripts and field notes will be kept in a locked cabinet in my office. Tapes and
other idenrifying material will be erased or destroyed one year after the successful
completion and defense of my thesis.
You will have the opportunity to review the transcribed texts of your interviews,
quotations of you from my field notes, and my analyses of them. I will use selected
quotations from my notes and the transcripts in the h a 1 report of this study, and possibly
in orher publications and presentations. If I want to use the material in any ways other
than these, I will seek your written permission.
If you have any questions, please contact me at 282-1056: my supervisor. Dr. Roberta
Bramwell, at 289-7712: the Office of the Chair. Faculty of Education Joint Ethics
Committee at 220-5626 or the OEce of the Vice President (Research) at 220-338 1. I
have provided two copies of the consent form .Please return one to me and keep the other
one for your records.

Thank you for your interest and cooperation.

Sincerely,

David Clark

Appendix B

Cover Letter: To the Teacher.

My name is David Clark. I am a -graduate student ftom the University of Calgary-.&Aspart
of the requirements for completing an M A in Drama in Education I am conducting a
rmdy under the supervision of Dr. Roberta Bramwell of the Drama Department My
study is entided Teaching Freedom and Confnemew .4n Eqiorarion of Acting

Curriculum;I am writing to tell you about the m d y so that you can decide whether you
wish to participate in it.
The purpose of my study is to understanding what students learn about acting, themselves
and their potential as artists, their experience of acting curriculum and how these relate to
your approach to teaching acting. Because of my interest in approaches taken to teaching
acting, I am looking for two teachers whose philosophical and theoretical foundations are
different to volunteer their classes. Your ciass would be one of two involved in my study.
The study wilI not be mictly comparative, but doing it this way may cast light on some of
the underpinnings of approaches to acting teaching. This rmdy will be useful to me, as
one who is curious about acting, teaching and learning. If you share my curiosity, I am
sure that this inquiry and our fmdings will also prove useful to you.

If you take part in my mtdy, I wi11 want to observe one of your -mde twelve classes as
you teach your students a unit on acting. I anticipate that this would require about six
weeks, but we could discuss another period more suited to you and your students. In
addition I would like to ask you about your teaching and its foundations. For this I will
ask you to participate in occasional informal inteniews to be conducted at convenient
times during the period of the study as well as two formal interviews to be conducted
before and after the study. The fim formal interview will explore your thinking abour
acting and teaching acting and the roots of that thinking in your experience and
education. The second will explore themes that emerge fiom the first interview and from
watching you work in addition to any thoughts or insights which have arisen for you
during the course of the study. Informal interviews will focus on questions which arise on
a day to day basis. Formal interviews should last approximately 30 - 60 minutes and will
take the form of exploratory open-ended questions. I will also be asking your students
consent to be interviewed about their thoughts on acting, on themselves as actors and
udsts, and on their experience in your class. You should be aware that even if you agree
to participate in this study, you are h e to withdraw- at any time, for any reason. and
without any penalty.
I do not anticipate that this study will bring risks to you or your students which are
seater than those which arise in typical classroom situations. I would like to make
myself useful to you and your class in any way that w a augment your teaching without
interfering with it And I hope that you will engage in my inquiry in the spirit of a coresearcher. Should it develop that rny presence interferes with you or your class, or if
any problems arise because of my study?there will be opportunities after each formal
interview, and during informal talks to discuss these problems and to decide how best to
deai with themC

.

Information will be gathered and handed so that the confidentiality and anonymity of
you and your students are emured Where possible interviews will be recorded on
audiotape. These will be transcriied by a typist, I will replace all names that appear in

transcripts with pseudonyms and remove ail references which identify you, your students,
or your school. Only pseudonyms will be used inany materials written later. All tapes,
manscripts and field notes will be kept in a locked cabinet in my office. Tapes and other
identifying material will be erased or destroyed one year after the successful completion
and defense of my thesis.

You will have the opportunity to review the transcribed texts of your interviews.
quotations from field notes, and my analyses of them. Selected quotations will be drawn
from the mscripts and notes and will appear in the final report of this study, and
possibly, publications and presentations. If I want to use the material in any ways other
than these, I will seek your written permission.
If you have any questions, please contact me at 282-1 056; my supervisor. Dr. Roberta
Bramwell, at 289-7712: the Office of the Chair. Faculty of Education Joint Ethics
Committee at 220-5626: or the Office of the Vice President (Research) at 220-3381. Two
copies of the consent form are provided. Please return one to me and keep the other one
for your records.

Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
Sincerely,

David Clark
Appendix C
Student and Guardian Consent Form
(please
This form confirms that I
print your name) give my consent to participate in the research project tided: Learning
Freedom and Confinement An Eiqlorarion ofActing CwicuIurn, conducted by David
Clark under the s u p e ~ s i o of
n Dr. Roberta Bramwell.

I have read the attached cover letter and satisfactorily understand the purposes of the
study, and how it is to be conducted,
I undernand that my consent means that I will be volunteering to participate in two
formal i m e ~ e w and
s occasional informal i n t e ~ e w sand
, that 1am agreeing to allow the
researcher to tape-record these interviews and to have a w e d copy of these interviews

produced. I also agree to aflow the researcher to make written records of his observations
of me and my work during my class and the interviews.

I understand that the information collected about me by the researcher will be kept strictly
confidential and that my name will be replaced by a pseudonym in any written materials
and that nothing which identifies me, my school, my classmates or my teacher will
appear in the final report. Materials which do identi@ me. such as field notes taken by the
researcher and tape recordings of interviews will be kept in a locked cabinet in my office.
Anything which could identify me will be erased or destroyed one year after the
completion of the study.

I understand that the study should not involve risks to me greater than those which are
present in an ordinary school classroom.
I understand that if?do experience distress as a result of questions asked during an
interview. I am free to requen that any topic be omitted fiom funher questions and that I
can end the interview at any time.
I understand that my participation in the study is voluntary and that I can withdraw fiom
it at any time without any penalty for me, and that the researcher also has the same right.

I understand that quotations from interviews and descriptions of my learning and work
may appear in the final report of this project and in academic publications and
presentations, but that I will not be identified in any way.
I understand that any change to the described procedures will require my witten consent-

-

I have been given a copy of this consent form for my records. T understand that if 1have
any M e r questions I can contact the researcher at 282-1 056; his supervisor. DrRoberta Bramwell, at 289-7712; the Officeof the Ch* Faculty of Education Joint
Ethics Committee at 220-5626: or the Office of the Vice President (Research) at 2203381.

Date

Participant's Si-gnature

Date

Sic.enatureof Parent or Guardian

Appendix D
Teacher's Consent Form
(please print your
This form ~ ~ n f i r m
that
s I
name) give my consent to participate in the research project titled: Learning Freedom and
Confinement: An Eiplorarion of Acting CurricuIum, conducted by David Clark under the
supervision of Dr. Roberta Bramwelf.

I have read the attached cover lerter and satisfactorily understand the purposes of the
study, and how it is to be conducted.

I understand that my consent means that I will be volunteering to participate in two
formal interviews and occasional informal interviews, and that I am agreeing to allow the
researcher to tape-record these interviews and to have a typed copy of these interviews
produced. I also agree to allow the researcher to observe my class while I teach acting for
a period of about six weeks and to make written records of his obsentations of me and my
work during my class and the interviews.
I understand that the information collected about me by the researcher will be kept strictly
confidential and that my name will be replaced by a pseudonym in any written materials
and that nothing that identifies me, my school, or my students will appear in the h a 1
report. Materials which do identify me. such as field notes taken by the researcher and
tape recordings of interviews will be kept in a locked cabinet in the researcher's office.
hything which could idenrify me will be erased or demoyed one year after the
completion of the study.
1 understand that the study should not involve risks to me greater than those which are
present in an ordinary school classroom,

I understand that if I do experience distress because of questions asked during an
intewiew or because of being observed I am fiee to request that any topic be omitted
fkom discussion or to consider other options which would deviate the problem,
including withdrawal from the study.
I understand that my participation in the study is voImtary and that I can withdraw fiom
it at any time without any penalty for me. and I understand that the researcher also has the
same rightI understand that quotations &om interviews and descriptions of my work may appear in
the f i ~ report
I
of this project and in academic publications and presentations, but that I
will not be identified in any way,

I understand that any change to the described procedures will require my written consent.
I have been given a copy of this consent form for my records. I understand that if I have
any further questions I can contact the researcher at 282-1 056; his supervisor, Dr.
Roberta Bramwell, at 289-7712; the Office of the Chair, Faculty of Education Joint
Ethics Committee at 330-5636: or the Office o f the Vice President (Research) at 2203381.
Date

Participant's Signature
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The Professional Frenchman
John Welnzlur

Take my advice Mevrouw. Never gamble against professionals. They-re merciless. You
*

have to beat them inro submission Once you get a man down in rlmerica, blessed
America, You have to freaking pound them into the clay, you have to finish him

OR

Destroy him Pulverize him Because if you show a man any mercy. Any kindness. Ifyou
leave him w i t h any ?ail p u t of his self-respect he'll never forgive yo4 he'll make you
bloody w l l pay for every freaking thins you ever did For him. Never give a man a

second chance When you get the oppomrnip ro e 2 a human-being swallow him whok

or gind him into a pulp, but never NEVER Ieave the tiniest bit of living humanity i t 5 oi
*

you'l1 be sony for it You cm bet your us Rea+

won't Reagan-Rezgm the fist Ycx

one otReagm-Reagan. Just iile Bokassz A perr'edy honed human macbinin-. Only

Bokassa uas too mild He didn't eat up all ofthe children . He left some. We had it 211,
&sty, we had it ail. +ie Gned-s~iritedhtlmanitarian oeonle. But we succumbed to om

sense of mercy. We *hadB e Nixom s rf the world beaten and b e g @ .bd we rook p i c
and gave them mercy It's ping to mow a hundred yean and Reagw will h2\~eno rnerq-,

you can be sure of that We'U all be blrried so deep in the ice-box ofhistory no one d 1
ever no -veexised Never,
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THE PROFESSIONAL FRENCHMAN
John Wellman
The present &ring

a raging s ~ w s ~ o Amhome in suburban
Virginio jut ourside Washi~gron.DL. 11 is Thnkrgiving Day.
SAM ( 3 0 ~ 4 0 s )an
. cnrcrgrising American busintssman of
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R=gan.J% like B o b 1
eA perfprfenly hun& human machine!
c * ~ &&
was to^ m i l 4
G He didn't ear up all the chilkn.
He left same W e had L dl.
Rusty, we had ir aIL
W e fme-spirited hurnan*rar$npeopie!
.*-
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Any mercy. & ~ ykindness.
If you Icavt him with any

S r n pan of hir M - r - q t :

Qe
never [osive ~ou$e?l
.Makt you bloody well pay

I. Take my advice Mevrouw.
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gamble aginsr pro fssionaIs.

-.Advising informing
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I . You have ro
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them inro submission.

-Ordering Demanding
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-Advising. inf'orming
10. When you get the opponunity to

3 a humm-being swallo\v him uhols or grind him

into a pulp.

Commanding Ordering
leave the tiiiest bit of living hurnaniv left or you'll be SON for ir

11. but never

-Waning Ordering
12.

You c m

ass Reagan won't

- M o m i n s remembering
13. Reagg-Rez=gn the fiwLYear one of F

m

d Just like Bokvsa

-Recalling Iniorming
14. A -3o"~iS

human machine.

-Explaining Informing

15. Only B o h s a ti=
-Explaining, Remembering

16.He

'meat up dl of ;he children. He Iefi some. We had it all, R-,

We fined-spirired hrrmanimfSlllan
peopIe.

-ExpIzining Recalling
17. But we

to our smse o f mercy.

w: had ir 211.

13.And wc took

and gavc them mercy.
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-Lecturing Informing

1I . We71 dl be buried so deep in the &box
-1nrbrming Realizing

'-Morning Realizing

of history p v will ever no we existed

ted

Dea

Past, Present. F L & ~
The I .termgation
Tuesday klarch 13/19-12 I U: l Oam-Tony "The Ringer*' DzSrucho LvZi taken inro

custody and now is being interroated by Detective Jones
All right DeStucho. tell me everythins and uh ... you don't get shot.

Fine, I'll tell you everything, staning from my childhood. Mom and Pop

raised me to be a.crook, When I was in eiemenury, 1stole candy from the other kids, i

-

w a the ruler of the plaveround,
none of the kids had power over me, I \\as headess, evil

-

some might say. I w a s the devil. fiery red hair, a deep red shade to my eyes, heck, I Has

shaving when I was ten, my parents were proud oirhei: link thug. I got my nickname on
the school ground, I used to ring kids' heads just Iike bells, and it sack with me for

over. .. let's see, I'm rhirty-six now...nvenp-eight yean that name h s suck ~ i t me.
h
When I \has eightee~the great Sca6ace -4took me in as one of his henchmen, you

know, Al Capone, those were the days. Back then organized crime dominated h e cines,

and handled troubles Iike yourself with a Iinle bit of dough. I m s with Scarface for five
yean, then he made me mad, he shot me in the back on that Saint Valentines Massacre,

it's a real shame he didn't kill me, became he reaIIy didn't die of S!.phiIis after he was let
out on parole three years ago, I ws uaiting and I rung that befl ofa head of his with
wenty slug, C-LA uas just covering everything cp w i ~ b
the SyphiIis crock So here 1
am, the new head honcho. I got the job came Capone IeA it to *cough* me in his

supposed *cough* Will, maybe *coughCsomebody screwed around with his WiIl, but it's
not tiat I care. I'm rhe one who benefircd froon ir all- So I h our with the boys see,

Objective of Scene
1he objective

or this scene IS lony discovers that two 01 h s

lackeys have made a couple of severe mistakes. Tony tries
to taIk to his lackeys, tries to inform them of some

consequences, but his speech to then was fbtiie, then he
decides to have them both killed. The audience shouId see
that Tony "The Ringer" DeStucho has authority over the
CI

two lackeys, the audience should .also see that Tony has had

previous encounters such as his Iackeys did and he tries ro
have some sympathy for them. After his sympathy has run

out, he realizes has no need for these individuals in his
mob,

holding u p n Sank this morning and you buys in blue haul me in. Is rhnl enough to (ell

you, or woda you like me to tell you my future 3s well?

244

low for a wniit, go Russia and m e t an old buddy of mine, his name is Bokassa 1'11
think I'II texh a young -guy, his name's G o a 1'11 teach him everything I b o w . I got the

perfee name for his "Family", The Gambino Family, you like? Ah. who mes what you

!

think. hlo knows. maybe I'll be a cannibal, maybe I'll be rnedess and knock oEa

couple of pr&dents, and die peactfulIy. But thisis for sure, FII never change, 171 ..
always be me, and 1'11 aiw+ziys follow my evil instincts.
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Interior Monolo~ue
1. Take my advice ~Mevrouw.Never gamble a ~ ~ i nprofessionals.
st
-My advice to you is dongtgamble against professionals

2. They're merciless.
-they will give you no mercy

3. Y o u have to beat them inro submission.
-beat them down
1. Once you get a man-down in America, blessed .America,

-Once you get a man down in Amen'ca, biesscd .;\mericg
.
I

5. You have to fie&@ pound them into the clzy, you have to finish him off D m y
him. Pulverize him,
-beat him, kill him, Ieave nothing o f him

Because ifyou show a man any mercy. ?Lny kindness. ifyou lave him wirh any small
pan of his self-respect
-Ifyou show him any mercy or kincness, iiyou don'; finish him o r i
he'll never forgive yo&
-you're going to pay
he'll make you bIoody well pay for every h i k i n g thing you ever d i d For him
-he's going ro kiII you

Never give a man a second chance.

- Never give a man a second chince.
10. When you get the opportunity to eat a human-being nvallow him whole or grind him

into a pulp,
-eat a human when you get the chazzce, either n d o w him, or grind him up.

11. but never NEVER Ieave the t i n i m bit of Iiving hummiry left or you'll be sorry for it

-NEVER Ieave him wi& his h u m a n i ~
12. You can bet your zss Reagan \uo n't

- R e n is strong

I . Take my advise M z w w w , ncvr: 2 ~ m b i againn
r
proi~ssion~ls.
This is an esceflent chancw clue, betause ir shows that this chnncre: is in a high m k ,

and is r ~ p r c t e dby his coi!rzgues enough to rake his advise.
2. You have to bear them inro submission-desiroy him, pulverize him.

This clue shows again that the chmcter has a u t h o r i ~he is ordering whomever he is
miking to, he b commamfing them a1 what to do.
3. Never give a man a second chance.

This c!m, yet g a i n the character giving advise, which means that he is respecred.
4. When you get the opportuniry to a t a human being sallow him whole, or grhc him

inro a pulp.

This clue makes the ctancrer sr=m emotionally uilsrable. or insane in orher W O ~ & , he
seems obsessed with the thought of cmbdin,

5. Reap-Reagan the firs, y m one of Reagan-Resgn. Jusr like S o k a

!n this clue, he is reconclting about somebody that he :=specs
6. Only Bokassa was too mild He didn't eat up all ofthe c h i i d r e ~ W ehad ir all.
This due t e h us that this character is in fact a cannibal, 2 hemless =&d_

7. We had rhe Nixons of the worid baten and begging, md we took piry, and z v e them
a

This clue shows that thi; character has a mean me& in him, acd also some of [iis good

sense foipiving whoeyer it was, mercy.

16. He didn't e3r up all oithe children . He Iefr some.We had it dl,Runy, we had it all.

We fined-sp irired humanitarian people.
-We are L k chiIkn, not Bokassa
17. But we succumbed to ow sense of mercy.

-Bmwe showed mercy
18. We k c the Kxon's of the world bearen and b&np

s

.

-They d l deserved it
!9. And we took pip and gave them mercy.
-How couid we be so weak and show mercy?

20. k's gokg ro now a hundred years and Reagan will have no mercy, you can be sure of
h
t
,

-we d l : make m e Rea-gn will have no mercy

2 1. We'll all be buried so deep in the ice-box of history no one will ever no we existed.

.

-Ke wii.1 ail be ancient history, forgotten

The rezssn I chose these bnerior monologues is because my character isn't aftaid to hold
anyhins Sack. if he has something to say, he will say 4 not sugarcoat it

.

;i?-

Antecedent Action Analysis
Crime-Lord Tony "The Ringer" DeStucho enters the scene
a

removing a silencer from his -gun, he looks both downstage left at a

failure named Mevrouur, and downsmge center at another failure

Rusty. DeSmcho removes his sungIasses and decides who to
lecture first. He then decides on Mevrouw, straightens his tie and

blazer, then slowly waiks dowastage left.

Tnr main ;hing ~ o likely
c
ice in ;his picrure is one side of the p a ~ eblack, and the

I chose ciLis becaw ir displays two of his character traits, Black would
mean that nty chance: is mzrciiess, hemless, and evil. White s h o that
~ the character

is clear oianl-rfiing He is clear of a conscience, no regrets. White also means that he is
pure, pure mcming thar he is a virgin, no mancr how many wives he has. In the very
center of the page here is 2 picture ofscui;tc: A1 Capone. He iooked up to, and
respected Capone, that is undI Scarface shot in the back Tony DeStucho still respects
m

him considering rU is dead now, Tony shot him dght afirr AI got out ofjail from tax
h u d The p i c r u ~in ;he top lee-hand comer is Tony alias, Tcm SeIlack, whenever Tony

feels like hying lev- for a wide. he rrars in a movie. The picture at the very bottom is a
picture of the f&~ous3onnie & Clyde whom I mentioned were Tony's parents in an odd

sense. The S n g e r !hew drnosr everything he h e w about crime from his parents, and

-

for t h a ~reson, h: hu great Iove and respect for them The Mercedes sign would only

mezn rhac he UWIS about rwenry difierent Mercedes'. The ceiiular phone is what he uses
to do a11 of his bcsiness with only dialing up a few numbers to order a hit, drive-by, heist,

and his ~ i - ~ e ~ Vodka
e s . and cigarenes are his means of biiss, he could not possibly be
happy wihout a cigarette in his hand and drunk enough to f i i a iinle tipsy-

